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Executive Summary
This report and appendix provides a preliminary analysis and evaluation of existing communication issues between the
communities and military in the Alamo Area region. In addition, this report analyzes those issues against the recently
completed joint land use studies (JLUS) and the ongoing Randolph JLUS recommendations to determine a regional JLUS
implementation strategy (RJIS).
JLUS implementation strategy designed to incorporate all the common strategies that have a regional impact from the
individual JLUSs and develop an overall regional implementation strategy. This was done by evaluating all the
individual JLUS strategies, communication and coordination issues between the military and communities / agencies,
and identifying potential organizations that could manage and facilitate the RJIS. As part of this regional strategy, this
report evaluated and analyzed potential organizations and combinations of organizations to determine the most
suitable organization to serve the Alamo Area region as a military‐community planning organization, Joint Base San
Antonio (JBSA)‐Regional Planning Organization (RPO). Using the methodology designed for this project, three
organizations or combinations of organizations were selected as potential agencies to serve as the Alamo Area region’s
RPO.

Methodology
The methodology designed was to develop criteria to which the organizations could be scored. The criteria were based
on the goal of the regional JLUS implementation strategy, which is to provide a regional perspective to similar issues
and resolve the issues regionally as opposed to a single jurisdiction. This would ultimately protect all the JBSA missions
and provide for compatible regional / community growth. With that in mind, the criteria established considered the
organization’s commitment to the military, the ability to communicate and coordinate with multiple agencies and
jurisdictions (interagency coordination), and the capacity to perform the JBSA‐RPO’s operational functions. Data was
collected from open sources and telephone and on‐site interviews. Upon conclusion of the on‐site interviews, there
was a need for additional criteria from which to evaluate the organizations. The additional criteria that were needed to
enhance the analysis portion of this evaluation included financial capacity, internal communication and coordination,
and political influence.
Following the identification and definition of the criteria, Matrix designed a rating or scoring scale, similar to a Likert
scale, to which the scores for each organization for each criterion could be scored a one through five based on
performance in the criterion. It should be noted here that due to the lack of quantifiable data available, the scoring for
the purpose of this evaluation is considered discretionary. With that said, the scoring ranged from 0.01 to 0.99 until
the next whole number score was achieved. It should be noted that as the score increased towards the next whole
number, it was evaluated as growing in strength towards that next whole number. A 1.00 or less than a 1.00 indicated
a very weak ability of that organization or combination of organizations to perform that criterion, a 2.00 indicated a
weak ability to execute the criteria, a 3.00 indicated the organization was neither weak nor strong, a 4.00 indicated a
strong ability of that organization to perform in that criterion, and a 5.00 indicated a very strong ability of that
organization to perform in that criterion. The performance was based on data collected from open sources and
interviews. It is important to note that there was limited quantifiable data available for some of these organizations so
the information presented in this report is somewhat subjective in nature.
Upon conclusion of the scoring of the organizations and combinations of organizations, there were three organizations
that scored the highest. The top three were selected for further evaluation to develop organizational structures, work
plans, and performance metrics prepared to ensure the regional organization could successfully achieve its mission,
goals, and objectives. Prior to the preparation of the organizational structures, work plans, and performance metrics
for each organization, a regional perspective mission statement, goals, and objectives were developed to ensure that
the RPO would operate with the overall mission and goals regardless of the organization or combination of
organizations selected to serve as the JBSA‐RPO. Therefore, the mission, goals, and objectives apply to all the potential
alternatives for the JBSA‐RPO.
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Findings
Relative to the regional communication network and issues, the only organization that has a formal agreement with the
military in the Alamo Area region is the City of San Antonio through their memoranda of understanding (MOUs)
resulting from the JBSA‐Camp Bullis and JBSA‐Lackland JLUSs. The provisions established by the MOUs provide a
means of indirect coordination with various other agencies including Bexar County, CPS Energy, San Antonio Waters
System (SAWS), and Texas Parks and Wildlife relative to particular land use issues associated with each agency;
however, the formal agreement is made with the City of San Antonio for both military influence areas around JBSA‐
Camp Bullis and JBSA‐Lackland. These MOUs delineate email addresses to which the City of San Antonio (COSA)
communicates with the military about various development and land use actions including major thoroughfare plans.
Additionally, these MOUs delineate points‐of‐contact (POCs) for various organizations including but not limited to CPS
Energy, San Antonio Water System, Texas Parks and Wildlife and United States Fish and Wildlife Service. These POCs
are identified to ensure appropriate contacts are notified when land use and development actions could affect the
base or its mission. The MOUs also delineate response times from the military to the city for major and minor land use
actions. While this is a good example of interagency communication and coordination, the COSA is the only
organization with such agreement. It was reported at the on‐site interviews that this agreement may not be as
effective as intended due to the numerous applications that have been sent to JBSA‐Camp Bullis and the responses the
city received in calendar year 2013. However, since this was reported, the city has coordinated with JBSA‐Camp Bullis
to enhance this process where more responses are received and the coordination method is effective.
Regarding the evaluation of potential organizations to serve as an RPO, the overall findings were three combinations of
organizations scoring the highest. The three combinations are:


City of San Antonio’s Office of Military Affairs (OMA) and the Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
(AAMPO),
 OMA and Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG), and
 OMA, independently.
These combinations of organizations and organizations scored the highest among all the potential candidates. A
possible 30.00 was the highest score an organization or combination of organizations could receive. The OMA and
AAMPO combination scored a 27.65, the OMA and AACOG scored a 24.60, and the OMA (independently) scored a
23.50 in this evaluation.
The OMA and AAMPO had a very strong ability to be successful in four of the six criteria, strong in one criterion, and
relatively weak in the sixth criterion. The OMA and AAMPO combination was characterized as very strong in the
financial capacity, capacity to perform, interagency coordination / communication, and military commitment. This
organization was somewhat very strong in the internal communication and coordination criterion and relatively weak
in the political influence criterion, which prevented this combination from achieving a perfect score.
The OMA and AACOG had a very strong performance in interagency communication and coordination demonstrated by
their established relationships and interagency coordination through the MOUs. The combination was somewhat
strong in capacity to perform, military commitment, and its internal communication and coordination criteria. While
the OMA has a steady stream of revenues, the AACOG has more variation in funding as majority of their funding is
discretionary funding, or grant funding, from federal and state agencies. For this reason, the OMA and AACOG
combination received a somewhat strong score of 3.90 indicating the organization was not entirely strong in funding.
Finally, this combination was scored a weak score in the political influence criterion as the city does tend to make
decisions using political influence. While AACOG rarely uses political influence in decision‐making, the opportunity still
exists among the stakeholders that are members of the organization.
The City of San Antonio OMA, acting alone in this endeavor fared very strong in the financial capacity and military
commitment criteria. OMA fared strong in the capacity to perform criterion. However in the interagency coordination
and communication and internal communication and coordination, the OMA received a somewhat strong scoring of a
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3.50 for both criteria. While the OMA has demonstrated good interagency coordination and communication through
the Military Transformation Task Force (MTTF) and the various JLUSs, the perception of the City among all the other
regional stakeholders was thought to be a disadvantage for the purposes of this effort. In addition during project
interviews, it was reported that internal communication and coordination may not be optimal for such an endeavor
resulting in the lower scores for these two criteria. Lastly, the City scored weak in the political influence criterion due
to the nature of the organization and its will to make decisions based on political influence.

Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from the findings of this evaluation are:


Three high scoring potential alternatives to serve as the JBSA‐RPO.



The Office of Military Affairs should conduct a process of selecting potential organizational structures or
agreements for a Regional JLUS entity based on the analysis and evaluation of organizational alternatives.



The lack of available hard data for this assessment made it challenging to quantifiably and comprehensively
assess the organizations for this venture. Thus, this report is generally subjective, based on interviews and
candid feedback from the participating organizations.

Recommendations
The purpose of Phase 1 was to do a high level evaluation, which was based on limited data, in order to identify
alternatives (organizations or combination of organizations) that would best be positioned to be the primary
responsible organization to facilitate and manage the JBSA‐Regional Planning Organization (JBSA‐RPO). The Office of
Military Affairs should conduct a process of selecting potential organizational structures or agreements for a Regional
JLUS entity based on the analysis and evaluation of organizational alternatives. As part of this process OMA should
begin discussions with potential partnering organizations that have the internal capacity and requirements to partner
and plan for Regional JLUS project implementation and follow‐up.

Limitations of the Evaluation
As noted above, the limitations of this overall evaluation included lack of available quantifiable data which resulted in a
report that was more subjective in nature as some of the information presented in this assessment is based on
interviews and open sources.
The timeframe to conduct such an analysis was limited and lacked available quantifiable relative data.
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Introduction
The Regional Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) Implementation Strategy (RJIS) was commissioned by the City of San Antonio
in order to integrate JLUS recommendations that are common and have a regional impact which are contained in the
three separate JLUSs developed or being developed for the installations that comprise Joint Base San Antonio (JBSA).
Each of the three JLUSs proposed a unique set of recommended strategies and actions for the jurisdictions, the specific
installation, and the other agencies and organizations involved. Understandably, each JLUS focused primarily on
mitigating encroachment, protecting individual missions, and promoting compatible economic development with
respect to the particular installation and its immediate environs. However, each JLUS also contained recommendations
that could form the basis of a more comprehensive regional framework for JLUS implementation.
The purpose of the RJIS was to assess and understand the regional communication network, meaning understanding
and evaluating the communication and coordination between the military and the various regional stakeholders
including cities, counties, and other interested partners, e.g. City Public Service Energy (CPS Energy) and San Antonio
Water System (SAWS), in regards to land use planning and economic development activities. The ultimate objective
was to understand the communications, whether formal or informal, identify the areas where enhancements can be
made to strengthen the coordination among the numerous entities involved in this effort, and develop a regional
strategy to ensure both the needs and desires of the communities and the military were met in regards to land use
planning, economic development, and protection of the military missions.
Currently, coordination between the military and communities in the San Antonio region occurs in a reactionary
manner rather than a proactive manner and is majority of the time in an informal format via emails and personal
relationships. The City of San Antonio is the only government entity within the Alamo Area Region that has a formal
agreement with the military to coordinate and communicate on issues that affect the military missions; including but
not limited to various types of development applications, e.g. rezonings, updates of land use plans and thoroughfare
plans, and annexation plans. While this formal agreement is a good start in coordinating with the military, it is limited
in scope and jurisdiction. Thus, there is a need for a regional perspective to capture the entire region and its military
bases that comprise JBSA.
The following pages go into detail about the depth of this analysis for this Phase of the RJIS effort. This evaluation
covered various components, which resulted in the alternatives it produced for a JBSA‐RPO. The components are:








Assess Regional Communication Issues
Identify and Develop Alternatives for JBSA‐Regional Organization
JBSA Joint Land Use Studies Background
Identification of the Military Influence Areas
Development of Regional Strategies
Development of a Regional Mission, Goals, and Objectives, and
Development of Work Plans, Timetables, and Milestones for the Potential Alternatives

These components are essential parts of this evaluation to not only identify a suitable alternative organization to
manage and facilitate the implementation of the regional strategies but to also enable a best practices model for
regional community‐military compatibility planning.

Assess Regional Communication Issues
Matrix analyzed the regional communication network to identify issues within the network and where improvements
could be made to enhance the coordination between the military and communities. In this effort, regional
communication is the coordination and communication between the communities and military regarding planning
matters and economic development activities that could potentially impact military operations and military missions
that could impact community development. In the evaluation, Matrix first identified and compiled a list of regional
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stakeholders that were involved in, at least, one of the three JLUSs prepared for Joint Base San Antonio. This list is
shown below.


City of Hill Country Village



Kendall County



City of Hollywood Park



Lackland Independent School District



City of Leon Valley





City of Live Oak

Northeast Partnership for Economic
Development



City of San Antonio



Northside Independent School District



City of Schertz





City of Seguin

Other agencies involved in airspace management
and operations, i.e. Hondo Airport / All entities
with Letter of Air operations with JBSA‐Randolph



City of Selma



Port San Antonio



City of Shavano Park



Randolph Metrocom Chamber of Commerce



City of Universal City



Real Estate Council of San Antonio



Comal County



San Antonio Board of Realtors



Conservation Advisory Board



San Antonio Builders' Association



CPS Energy



San Antonio Chamber of Commerce



Edwards Aquifer Authority



San Antonio International Airport



Federal Aviation Administration



San Antonio Water System



Green Spaces Alliance



Southwest Independent School District



Guadalupe County



Texas Commission on Environmental Quality



JBSA‐Camp Bullis



Texas Department of Transportation



JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston



Texas Military Preparedness



JBSA‐Lackland AFB



Texas Parks and Wildlife



JBSA‐Randolph AFB



US Fish and Wildlife Service

Using this list, Matrix then analyzed various components of each stakeholder’s organization to understand the extent of
the regional communication network between the stakeholders and the military, such as formal and informal
communication and coordination measures implemented, frequency of the coordination, and response times from the
communities and the military. These were just a few of the elements analyzed, for a complete list of the elements see
the Appendix. After the analysis of each regional stakeholder, Matrix analyzed the separate JLUS recommendations
and developed JLUS strategies that had a regional perspective. Regional perspective meaning considering the
identified issues combined with the JLUS strategies designed for each individual JLUS study, the Alamo Area region
would benefit from establishing a regional implementation strategy to implement similar strategies from each separate
JLUS that was developed for this region and address regional communication issues.
In addition to analyzing and developing the regional strategies from each individual set of JLUS strategies, Matrix found
that there were 20 different regional strategies to which the JBSA‐RPO could implement on a regional level to promote
regional military compatibility planning. Moreover in the evaluation of the strategies, there were regional strategies
developed from only two individual similar JLUS strategies as the third JLUS in this area did not necessarily have the
same issue as the other two JLUSs. Some of these were identified as having a regional impact relative to
implementation despite not being identified as a strategy in all the JLUSs for this region. Finally, this analysis of
strategies found that there were several strategies that could be monitored by the JBSA‐RPO to facilitate the overall
6 | Page
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implementation of such strategies and resulting in an overall win for the Alamo Area region regarding regional, military
compatibility planning.
The strategies from each JLUS that were similar in nature include but are not limited to the following:


Establish an Implementation Committee or Task Force;



Formalize Coordination Procedures between the Jurisdictions and the Military; and



Prioritize and Acquire Land to Protect the Military Mission and the Safety of the General Welfare.

For a comprehensive list of the regional strategies and the separate strategies they replaced, see Table 1, also
discussed later in this report.

Identify and Develop Alternatives for JBSA-Regional Organization
After the regional JLUS strategies were developed, Matrix then assessed potential organizations that could serve in a
regional capacity to oversee the implementation of the regional strategies. Using an abridged list of the regional
stakeholders (as provided above) and adding other regional organizations such as the Alamo Area Council of
Governments and the Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Matrix began evaluation and analysis of
potential organizations that could act as a regional planning organization that would oversee the monitoring and
implementation of the regional JLUS strategies. Matrix developed six criteria for which to evaluate organizations.
These criteria were used as the selection criteria for isolating certain organizations as possible candidates for the
Joint Base San Antonio (JBSA) – Regional Planning Organization (RPO). The six criteria listed below, made it possible to
shortlist the organizations to make the evaluation a palatable exercise. The six criteria are:







Financial Capacity;
Capacity to Perform;
Interagency Communication and Coordination;
Commitment to Collaborate with the Military;
Internal Communication and Coordination; and
Political Influence

The potential stakeholders or organizations were isolated based on their abilities to perform regionally in the criteria.
Therefore the following list of regional stakeholders was evaluated to host and serve in the regional JLUS
implementation role.







Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG),
Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO),
City of San Antonio (GIS Division),
AAMPO’s Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee (SGCC),
City of San Antonio’s Office of Military Affairs (OMA), and
New Organization

While some of these organizations were selected to act in the regional role independently, there were also
combinations of these organizations considered in this evaluation. After selecting the potential organizations, Matrix
conducted several interviews with these organizations for a period of one week in late July. The interviews were
designed to collect pertinent data about the organizations current operations, the organizations existing and future
activities with the military in the Alamo Area region, the organization’s understanding of the military organization, and
the organizations ability to perform in such a capacity including perception of what other organizations may consider as
issues. Additionally, the interviews collected data on political influence and how often organizations used their political
influence in decision making. As noted earlier, much of the data collected was subjective in nature due to lack of
quantifiable data available for each organization for comparison purposes. Matrix evaluated as much data as was
available through open sources, i.e. MOUs between City of San Antonio and JBSA‐Camp Bullis and JBSA‐Lackland,
April 2015
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meeting minutes of AACOG and AAMPO monthly meetings, and organizational budgets. These qualifications are
important to note in this report to understand the perspective and limits of this study.
Once Matrix evaluated all potential organizations and combinations of organizations, the organizations were scored by
the criteria and their ability to perform in the criteria. Those scoring higher in some criteria performed strong or very
strong in that category, resulting in overall higher total scores for some organizations. Those scoring lower scores in
some criteria performed weak or very weak in those categories, resulting in overall lower total scores for other
organizations. The scores were added up resulting in three high scores. After the scoring of the organizations, the next
step was to develop an overall mission statement, goals, and objectives to provide the framework for which the JBSA‐
RPO would implement the regional strategies. The top three organizations that scored the highest were isolated again
and Matrix prepared preliminary organizational structures, work plans, and performance measures for each
organization. Each combination of organizations (combination) had some similar tasks; however, the initial tasks
associated with each combination were different based on the required startup tasks to be accomplished prior to
actually starting work on the regional implementation strategies.
With the outcome of this study and the timelines needed to startup such an organization, there is an apparent second
and possibly third phase associated with this regional JLUS implementation strategy. The second phase would be the
in‐depth analysis of the selected organization regarding financial capacity, preparing interlocal agreements and such,
and operational capacity analysis. Part of the second phase combined with the third phase would be the actual
implementation of the strategies.

JBSA-Joint Land Use Studies Background
This provides a brief background on the Alamo Area JLUSs that have either been completed in the last six years or are
currently ongoing. These JLUSs and their individual set of recommendations provide the impetus for this evaluation
and overall effort. The three JLUSs that characterize the Alamo Area region are:




Camp Bullis JLUS
Lackland JLUS
JBSA‐Randolph JLUS (still in progress)

The following provides a brief description of the JLUS completed for the installation including the approximate number
of recommendations resulting from the study and the major encroachment issues that were identified in the study.
The JBSA‐Camp Bullis JLUS was completed in 2008 and recommended over 65 strategies for implementation by
participating jurisdictions. Approximately 60 recommendations have been implemented. The remaining five
recommendations were deemed infeasible. The recommendations concentrated on interagency coordination,
reducing light pollution, land acquisition, sound attenuation measures, and protecting threatened and endangered
species.
The JBSA‐Lackland JLUS was completed in 2011 and recommended 39 actions for the city and the county to implement,
with significant emphasis on improving coordination between the base and local governments. The recommendations
also sought to address encroachment impacts on JBSA‐Lackland’s mission and operations, specifically around the
airfield and the Medina Training Annex. Encroachment was specifically characterized by noise and safety concerns,
along with interagency coordination and drainage impacts from the cities in the area.
The JBSA‐Randolph JLUS is currently in progress (2015). More than 70 strategies have been identified and proposed for
the various JLUS partners and jurisdictions. The strategies are primarily focused on land uses adjacent to the base and
in the safety zones of the runways, noise impacts, and compatible land use planning for all the focus areas identified in
the study including JBSA‐Randolph proper, JBSA‐Seguin Auxiliary Airfield in Guadalupe County, Texas and the Stinson
Municipal Airport in San Antonio, Texas.
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Identification of the Military Influence Areas
The comprehensive JBSA mission footprint is quite extensive in the Alamo Area Region due to the four non‐contiguous
installations that comprise JBSA—JBSA Fort Sam Houston with its sub‐installation at JBSA‐Camp Bullis, JBSA‐Lackland,
and JBSA‐Randolph. Figure 1 illustrates all the military influence areas (MIAs) associated with the JBSA installations as
prescribed by the individual JLUSs. As shown in the figure, there is minimal overlap between the various MIAs. In fact,
there is only one major overlap of the areas between JBSA‐Lackland safety zones and noise contours and the vertical
obstruction MIA of Stinson Municipal Airport associated with the ongoing JBSA‐Randolph JLUS. All these areas are
important to identify so as to understand how the regional strategies will be applied, and where additional
coordination and communication may be needed for the area of overlap. However, this area of overlap only
encompasses a very small portion of Bexar County with majority of the overlap within the City of San Antonio. Due to
majority of this overlap encompassing the City’s jurisdiction, this makes it less complex to apply strategies in a uniform
manner as opposed to having to work with numerous other jurisdictions. Matrix evaluated these MIAs against the
individual JLUS strategies and developed a regional set of strategies. The identification of the MIAs and the set of
regional strategies provide the action plan for the regional stakeholders in this effort.
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Development of Regional Strategies
As noted above, while each set of recommendations is specific to the issues associated with each non‐contiguous
installation, there are twenty strategies common to all the JLUSs. A regional implementation approach of these 20
strategies would better serve all the JLUS partners by allowing greater efficiency, consolidating administration,
simplifying coordination and communication, reducing costs, streamlining tracking and consolidating data
management. These potential regional JLUS strategies and their relationships to the particular JLUSs are presented in
Table 1. Figure 2 represents an explanation of how to read this strategy table by providing an explanation of each
component of the strategy seen in the table. The second row or brown‐colored row is the regional strategy that was
developed from the individual JLUS strategies. The light brown row is the explanation of how the regional strategy was
derived. The white rows following the light brown row are the individual strategies from each JLUS that the regional
strategy was derived.
The goal of the RJIS is to categorize the recommendations from all three JLUSs into similar actions in order to enable a
regional entity, the JBSA‐RPO, to monitor and facilitate the overall implementation of the recommendations for the
region. This targeted initiative would hopefully advance and sustain regional planning for the San Antonio
Metropolitan Area and its surrounding counties and jurisdictions. Ideally, the JBSA‐RPO would serve as a best practice
model for other communities desiring to implement regional scale military‐community planning.
Figure 2. RJIS Strategy Key
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Table 1.

Regional JLUS Strategies

Strategy ID#
RJIS‐1

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

Identify Critical Areas / Priority Properties for Acquisition that Support Preservation of Military
Readiness for All JBSA Installations through the use of REPI Funding or Other Public‐Public or Public
Private Funding Mechanisms.

RJIS‐1 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations, and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU Acq‐1b

Identify Critical Areas / Priority Properties for
Acquisition that Support Preservation of
Military Readiness.







LU Acq‐1c

Pursue Conservation Partnering Opportunities
Utilizing REPI.







LU Acq‐1f

Partnerships with Non‐Governmental
Organizations to Facilitate Acquisition.







Action 1.1

Air Force to pursue conservation partnering
opportunities through the Readiness and
Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI)
under the DOD and through state or private
conservation efforts.







Action 1.2

Air Force to identify land swap opportunities.







Action 1.3

Bexar County and COSA to pursue
opportunities for city and county purchase land
to establish military compatibility buffer.







LU‐5

Acquire Conservation Easements to Secure
Buffer in JBSA‐R Airfield Safety Zones.







LU‐5

Acquire Land in JBSA‐R Northern and Southern
CZs.







RJIS‐2

Utilize Capital Improvement and Infrastructure Systems Planning for Stronger Interagency
Communication / Coordination on Regional Growth and Management.

RJIS‐2 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU‐CIP‐1a
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Review For and Address CIP Projects that
Conflict with Preservation of Military
Readiness.
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

Action 2.1

Use capital improvement and infrastructure
systems planning as a platform for stronger
inter‐agency dialogue on regional growth.







IE‐1

Coordinate Infrastructure Capacity Planning
with JBSA.







IE‐2

Coordination on Infrastructure Planning.







RJIS‐3

Pursue Legislation to Authorize Texas Counties Limited Land Use Authority to Protect and Preserve
Military Readiness around the State’s Installations.

RJIS‐3 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU Leg‐1a

Military Installation Protection Act Omnibus
Bill.







LU Leg‐1b

Grant Counties Regulatory Authority for
Military Installation Protection.







Action 4.1

Bexar County to explore state enabling
authority to regulate sound attenuation in
counties.







Action 4.2

Bexar County to explore limited county land
use regulatory authority.







RJIS‐4

Develop an MOU for a Formal Development Notification Process between the Jurisdictions / Agencies
and the JBSA Installations.

RJIS‐4 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Jointly develop a Memorandum of
Understanding for joint consultation
procedures.







Jointly establish an automated notification
process for proposed development activity on
parcels within designated air safety, noise or
other planning buffers.







LU‐MOU‐1a

Develop an MOU for a Formal development
Notification Process between the Jurisdictions /
Agencies and Camp Bullis.

Action 3.4

Action 3.7
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

COM‐1

JBSA Representative to Attend City Council,
Planning Commissioner, County Commissioners
Court and other Agency Board Meetings to
Provide Comments on Mission Compatibility
Concerns for Proposed Developments.







COM‐2

Stakeholders to Provide JBSA an Opportunity to
Review and Comment on Proposed
Developments within the MOD.







COM‐3

JBSA to Develop a Stakeholders’
Communications Protocol Plan and a
Community Communications Portal.







RJIS‐5

Develop a Regional JLUS Implementation Coordinating Board / Task Force.

RJIS‐5 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Jointly establish an ongoing implementation
entity.







COM‐7

Establish a Regional JLUS Implementation Task
Force.







RJIS‐6

Pursue Mandatory Real Estate Disclosure of Military Influence Areas to Ensure the Safety and Quality
of Life for Homebuyers in the MIAs. This can be done through Modifications to the Texas Association
of Realtors Forms 1406 and 1506 for TAR members and Amendment of Property Code 5.008, Seller’s
Disclosure of Property Condition for all realtors in the State of Texas.

LU MOU2a

Develop and MOU Between all the
Jurisdictions/Agencies that have Land Use
Management Authority to establish a JLUS
Implementation Board.

Action 3.5

RJIS‐6 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU‐RE‐1a

Amend the Texas Association of Realtors (TAR)
Form 1506.







LU‐RE‐1b

Require that the Texas Association of Realtors
Form 1406 include Language that Discloses if a
Property is Within the MIOD.







LU‐RE‐1c

Require Mandatory Real Estate Disclosures that
Would Take Place by the Title Company During
the Transfer or Sales Transaction.







Action 3.6

Bexar County to pursue voluntary real estate
disclosure in collaboration with SABOR.
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

LEG‐1

Amend the Texas Association of Realtors (TAR)
Form 1506 and Form 1406.







LEG‐2

Amend State Sellers’ Disclosure Policy to
Incorporate Military Compatibility
Notifications.







RJIS‐7

Develop a Regional Military Overlay District to Include All Military Influence Areas (MIA) for adoption
and use in Jurisdictional Zoning Ordinances / Unified Development Codes as Each MIA Impacts the
Jurisdiction.

RJIS‐7 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU‐ZON‐1b

Develop a Military Influence Overlay District
Zoning ordinance to Include all MIA Zones for
the MIOD.

LU‐1

Military Overlay Zoning District (MOD).













NOTE: N/A for Lackland JLUS
RJIS‐8

Monitor the incorporation of Air Installation Compatible use Zone (AICUZ) Guidelines for Safety and
Noise in Impacted Jurisdictions Zoning Ordinances / Unified Development Codes to protect Military
Mission Readiness and the Public.

RJIS‐8 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU‐ZON‐3a

Incorporate AICUZ Compatibility Guidelines.







SA ZON‐1a

Incorporate AICUZ Land Use Compatibility
Guidelines, Part 2 into the Zoning Ordinance
(MIOD).







NV‐3

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to
Incorporate Recommended Land Use
Guidelines and Sound Attenuation Measures.







SAF‐3

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to
Incorporate MOD Safety Subzone and the
Associated AICUZ Guidelines for CZs and APZs.







NOTE: N/A for Lackland JLUS
RJIS‐9

Monitor the incorporation of Bird / Wildlife Air Strike Hazard (BASH) Guidelines for Safety in Impacted
Jurisdictions Zoning Ordinances / Unified Development Codes to Protect Military Mission Readiness
and the Public.

RJIS‐9 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LU ZON‐3b

Incorporate BASH Compatibility Guidelines.







SA BH‐1a

Develop a BASH Plan and Distribute BASH
Educational Materials.







Action 8.1

Bexar County and COSA to incorporate Bird
Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) standards.







SAF‐7

Amend UDCs and Zoning ordinances to include
BASH regulations.







RJIS‐10

Require a Note or Statement to be Recorded on Plat for Those Properties That Are Impacted by One or
More of the Regional MIAs.

RJIS‐10 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Include Statement in Plats and Titles.







Local Military Compatibility Real Estate
Disclosures.







LU‐OTH‐1a

Require a Note to be Recorded on a Title to
Real Property as Part of any Discretionary
Development Permit or Approval.

LU‐8
COM‐5

NOTE: N/A for Lackland JLUS
RJIS‐11

Monitor the Amendments of UDCs and Zoning Ordinances of Local Impacted Jurisdictions to
Incorporate Dark Sky Lighting Controls and Develop Outreach Program to Educate Regional JLUS
Partners about Sensitive Lighting Applications.

RJIS‐11 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
LG‐ZON‐1a

Outdoor Lighting Standards.







LG‐ZON‐2a

Develop a Dark Sky Ordinance / Order.







LG‐ZON‐2b

Amend a Dark Sky Ordinance / Order.







Action 6.1

COSA to apply outdoor lighting standards to
light sensitive areas in proximity to the airfield.







Action 6.2

Bexar County to adopt Military Overlay District
for unincorporated areas in proximity to
Lackland Training Annex.







Action 6.3

Bexar County and COSA to develop an
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

outreach program to educate on sensitive
lighting applications.
LG‐1

Amend UDCs and Zoning ordinances to
Incorporate Dark Sky Lighting Controls.







LG‐2

Require Anti‐Glare Construction Materials in
Solar and Renewable Energy Facilities.







RJIS‐12

Monitor the Amendments to UDCs, Zoning Ordinances, and Building Codes of Impacted Jurisdictions to
Incorporate Sound Attenuation Standards for Noise Sensitive Land Uses that are Located in One of the
Regional Noise MIAs.

RJIS‐12 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
NOI ZON‐1a

Develop Sound Attenuation Building Standards.







NOI ZON‐1b

Develop Sound Attenuation for Noise Sensitive
Land Uses.







Action 7.1

COSA to apply Military Sound Attenuation
Overlay Zoning District regulations within
Lackland AFB noise contours.







Action 7.2

County and COSA to require the dedication of
avigation/noise easements for discretionary
development permit or approval.







Action 7.3

Air Force to conduct detailed modeling of noise
impacts around the Lackland Training Annex.







NV‐1

Adopt Building and Statewide Code
Requirements Incorporating Sound
Attenuation Measures.







NV‐2

Educational Materials on Sound Attenuation
Methods.







NV‐3

Amend UDCs and Zoning ordinances to
Incorporate Recommended Land Use
Guidelines and Sound Attenuation Measures.







NV‐5

Require the Dedication of Avigation / Noise
Easements for Discretionary Development
Approvals.







RJIS‐13

Share Information about Mission Critical Flight Paths and Altitudes and Height Limitations /
Restrictions to promote a Regional Planning Perspective.

RJIS‐13 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

VO CC‐1a

Provide Critical flight and Height Information.







VO‐CP‐2a

Develop Compatible Land Use for Height
Issues.







VO PP‐1a

Review Low Level Military Flight Routes for
Incompatible Uses.







Action 9.1

COSA to provide controlled airspace
information and associated height restrictions.







NOTE: N/A for JBSA‐Randolph JLUS
RJIS‐14

Adopt FAA Part 77 and Any Amendments as State Law to Ensure FAA Part 77 Compliance by
Developing a Height Restrictions Zoning Ordinance / Order for Each Impacted Jurisdiction.

RJIS‐14 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
VO‐ZON‐1a

State Adopt FAA Part 77 and Any Amendments
as State Law to Ensure FAA Part 77 Compliance
by Developing a Height Restrictions Zoning
Ordinance / order.

VO‐2

State to Adopt Part 77 as State Law to Ensure
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77
Compliance.













NOTE: N/A for Lackland JLUS
RJIS‐15

Coordinate Utility, Infrastructure, Telecommunications and Alternative Energy Development
Regionally.

RJIS‐15 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
VO‐ZON‐1b

Conduct Review of Existing Cellular Phone
Tower Locations.







VO‐OTH1‐a

Ensure New Energy Corridors are Properly
Located.







Action 10.2

Jointly participate in a regional review of
telecommunication or alternative energy
infrastructure.







Action 11.1

Jointly maintain close communications.







AE‐1

Amend Unified Development Codes and Zoning
Ordinances to Establish Height Limits for
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Strategy ID#

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

Alternative Energy Development Structures.
AE‐2

Coordinate with DOD Siting Clearinghouse.







IE‐1

Coordinate Infrastructure Capacity Planning
with JBSA.







IE‐2

Coordination on Infrastructure Planning.

RJIS‐16

Provide Review of Agency Plans to Address Military Concerns / Impacts.







RJIS‐16 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Jointly develop a Memorandum of
Understanding for joint consultation
procedures.







COM‐1

JBSA Representative to Attend City Council,
Planning Commissioner, County Commissioners
Court and other Agency Board Meetings to
Provide Comments on Mission Compatibility
Concerns for Proposed Developments.







COM‐2

Stakeholders to Provide JBSA an Opportunity to
Review and Comment on Proposed
Developments within the MOD.







RJIS‐17

Ensure Review of Agency Plans to Address Military Water Concerns.

TE‐HAB‐1a

Provide Review of Agency Plans to Address
Military Concerns.

Action 3.4

RJIS‐17 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Jointly promote community outreach.







Address Military Water Concerns in Agency
Plans.







WA PP‐1a

Ensure Review of Agency Plans to Address
Military Water Concerns.

Action 12.6
WQQ‐4
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Strategy ID#
RJIS‐18

Strategy / Action

Camp Bullis
JLUS

JBSA‐Randolph
JLUS

Lackland JLUS

Develop Mission Informational Brochures and Materials and Conduct Community Briefings to Educate
the Public about Military Mission‐Related Impacts.

RJIS‐18 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.







Jointly develop educational outreach materials
for the community.







Action 3.2

Air Force and PSA to conduct community
information briefings.







COM‐3

JBSA to Develop a Stakeholders’
Communications Protocol Plan and a
Community Communications Portal.







RJIS‐19

Develop a Regional, Searchable Geospatial/Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Database that can
Benefit both the Military and Communities in Long‐Range Compatibility Planning.

LU CC‐1a

Develop a Camp Bullis Awareness Program.

Action 3.1

RJIS‐19 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
Action 3.3

Bexar County to develop a searchable database
to assist property owners.







COM‐10

Create and Maintain a GIS Information
Clearinghouse for Collecting and Distributing
Updated GIS Layers / Maps Related to Military
Operations.







NOTE: N/A for Camp Bullis JLUS
RJIS‐20

Develop Outreach Materials and Conduct Joint Outreach to Developers on Low Impact Stormwater
Practices.

RJIS‐20 is derived from a comprehensive evaluation of each set of the JLUS strategies developed for the JBSA Regional
installations and will replace the following strategies from the individual JLUSs.
Action 11.2

Jointly conduct outreach to developers on low
impact stormwater practices.







WQQ‐6

Encourage and Conduct Outreach to
Developers on Low Impact Storm Water
Development Practices.







NOTE: N/A for Camp Bullis JLUS
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Regional Criteria
In order to determine the most suitable regional entity to perform such a valuable and important mission for all the
communities and military installations in this region, it is necessary to base the overall selection of the JBSA‐RPO on
scored criteria. The criteria were selected based on an ability to perform the mission of the regional organization and
topics that could impact the progress of implementation and effectiveness of the organization. The criteria used in this
assessment are:


Financial Capacity – This criterion involves the ability of the organization or combination of organizations to be
financially capable to perform the mission of the JBSA‐RPO at the beginning and throughout the implementation
of the regional strategies. Existing financial capability was evaluated based on the distribution of permanent to
discretionary funding sources an organization utilized to operate. Additional consideration was given to those
organizations that currently have a permanent, sustainable funding source. Grant funding and continued grant
funding, while typically a measure of successful outcomes based on the purpose of the grant allocation, should
be supplemental and not relied upon for mission‐critical components.



Capacity to Perform – This is the ability of the existing entity, combination of entities, or an entirely new
organization to perform and serve the stated mission of the regional implementation entity. This involves
staffing and operational capabilities, e.g. equipment and software, Geospatial Information Systems (GIS),
building location, leadership and governance.



Interagency Coordination/Communication – The ability to successfully coordinate or have an established
precedent for interagency coordination among multiple stakeholders (i.e., Federal, State, Regional, and Local) in
this region regarding planning matters, communication, and generally, providing public services. Additional
consideration was given to organizations that had established or attempted to coordinate with the military
installations in this region for various projects and scenarios.



Commitment to Collaborating with the Military – This is the organization’s understanding of the military
organization, including rank, leadership, and economic impact to the communities and the overall region.
Organizations were scored on their ability to work with the military. This also includes past attempts to
coordinate with the military in San Antonio and Bexar County and formal coordination procedures that
demonstrate the commitment to protecting the military missions in the Alamo Area Region.



Internal Communication / Coordination System – This is the ability to communicate and coordinate successfully
within the organization. A strong internal communication system can support strong external communication
systems. Considerations were based on response times for interdepartmental personnel to receive answers to
their questions or to receive responses from requests made to other departments. Considerations were given to
how well other departments within the organization received other departments, i.e. GIS department responsive
to other department needs in a timely manner and provided adequate communication to the requesting
department.



Political Influence – This is the ability for the organizations to exercise political influence when securing funding
and maintaining a political neutral position as much as possible to enable all jurisdictions and agencies to have
an equal opportunity to be represented and considered in decision making actions as it relates to land use,
planning matters, and military‐related affairs.

Based on these six criteria, existing organizations or a combination thereof, were scored to determine the most
suitable regional organization to carry out the mission of the JBSA‐RPO. Table 2 identifies the scoring for each
proposed organization. Each organization or combination of organizations was scored with varying scores between 1
and 5. As previously mentioned, each organization could score a 0.01 to 0.99 for each whole number. Thus, the 1.00 is
characterized as being very weak in that criterion, 2.00 is weak, 3.00 is neither weak nor strong (neutral), 4.00 is strong,
and 5.00 is very strong. For example, scoring a 3.00 in the political influence criterion suggests that the organization or
combination of organizations is neutral in having political influence incorporated into decision‐making for the
organization. Scoring anywhere above a 3 in the political influence criterion suggests that the organization or
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combination of organizations is not as influenced by politics—the lower the score, the more the political influence is
present in decision‐making for the organization and vice versa, the higher the score, the organization is characterized
by being apolitical in the overall operations.
Based on this criteria and interviews, there were 10 possible alternatives identified and evaluated to serve as the
JBSA‐RPO. These alternatives either had a strong capacity to perform in the interagency coordination and
communication, the geographic information spatial (GIS) systems, or they have other established relationships that
could be used to strongly benefit the startup and funding of the JBSA‐RPO. The alternatives are:











Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG)
AACOG & Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO)
AACOG & City of San Antonio’s (COSA) GIS Division
AAMPO
AAMPO & Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee (SGCC)
AACOG & SGCC
COSA’s Office of Military Affairs (OMA) & AACOG
COSA’s OMA & AAMPO
COSA’s OMA
New Organization
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Table 2.

Scoring of Possible Alternatives for the JBSA‐RPO
Financial
Capacity

Capacity
to
Perform

Interagency
Coord /
Comm

Military
Commitment

Internal
Coord /
Comm

Political
Influence

Total

Alamo Area
Council of
Governments
(AACOG)

2.00

3.95

5.00

3.65

4.00

2.75

21.35

AACOG & Alamo
Area
Metropolitan
Planning
Organization
(AAMPO)

3.60

3.65

4.00

3.85

3.00

2.20

20.30

AACOG & City of
San Antonio
(COSA) GIS
Division

3.50

3.75

4.00

3.25

3.45

3.00

20.95

AAMPO

3.95

3.95

2.90

3.95

3.95

2.00

20.70

AAMPO &
Strategic
Geospatial
Coordination
Committee
(SGCC)

3.85

3.10

2.95

3.10

4.45

2.00

19.45

AACOG & SGCC

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

18.00

3

COSA’s OMA

5.00

4.10

3.50

5.00

3.50

2.40

23.50

2

COSA’s Office of
Military Affairs
(OMA) & AACOG

3.90

4.50

5.00

4.00

4.30

2.90

24.60

1

COSA’s OMA &
AAMPO

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.90

2.75

27.65

New Organization

1.00

1.00

1.00

4.00

1.00

3.50

11.50

Alternative
#
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As identified in Table 2, the three potential alternatives for serving as the JBSA‐RPO are:




OMA and the AAMPO
OMA and the AACOG
City of San Antonio’s OMA

The following pages detail the evaluation of each candidate organization and combination of organizations. This detail
explains the basis for the agency scores. While an attempt was made to use quantifiable criteria and data to the
greatest extent possible, it is acknowledged that different scores in specific areas could be justified. With some degree
of subjectivity, it is relatively clear that there are three possible potential organizations based on the methodology
applied.
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Alamo Area Council of Governments
The Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG) is a quasi‐governmental organization whose primary mission is to
serve its members through various capacities including, but not limited to, the following:


Air quality services and programs that assist in reducing air pollution in the 13‐county AACOG area;



Aging services for adults 60 years of age and older, including benefits counseling, care coordination, caregiver
support, information, referral and assistance, nutrition—meals on‐site or delivered to the home, transportation,
etc.



Regional transportation services, including services for adult day care, general public, medical, seniors, shopping,
work, and youth.

These are just a few of the services provided to Bexar County residents and other jurisdictions’ residents. The AACOG
is composed of 13 county governments and several city governments in the 13‐county region. All the services and
resources are eligible and provided to the member governments. Figure 3 illustrates the AACOG Planning and Service
Area.

Financial Capacity
The AACOG scored a 2.00 in the financial
capacity criterion due to the fact that a
significant percent of its budget is derived
from discretionary sources, as opposed to
permanent, dedicated funding sources. The
AACOG’s revenues rely heavily on various
Federal and other grants. While the AACOG
also obtains revenues through membership
fees, the fees are based on an assessment of
a $0.07/capita from the latest census data—
population. This funding is relatively low,
based on the populations of the member
governments. The majority of the member
governments are rural, providing much less
revenue for the AACOG than its two major
member governments—Bexar County and
the City of San Antonio. Other types of
governments and associate members are
assessed either a $50/month or $600/annual
membership fee.
Ideally, the regional entity would have a
sustainable, permanent source of revenue,
sufficient to provide the financial continuity
necessary to carry out implementation
programming on a consistent basis for
multiple years. Reliance on discretionary
grants can expose an organization to
variability and thus undermine the ability to
sustain programs over time.
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Capacity to Perform
The AACOG was assigned a score of 3.95 in this category. The organization has over 250 employees and a very
accessible building location. However, important technical resources may be lacking. For instance, while AACOG has a
geospatial information systems (GIS) department specializing in project‐specific analysis, the department has minimal
staff resources (three staff members) and the system is not as robust as the GIS systems found within other candidate
organizations.
The AACOG has also recently undergone a leadership change. The integration of new leadership often results in a
period of adaptation and adjustment, and these changes can, at least during the transitional period, impact
organizational efficiency, operations and perhaps even institutional culture.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
The AACOG holds monthly meetings on the fourth Wednesday of each month to which all member organizations are
invited. This established meeting and coordination effort is one key component that the JBSA‐Regional JLUS Strategy
considered a primary objective—the ability to successfully engage with multiple agencies and organizations, coming
together to discuss important matters and make decisions on issues of regional significance. Based on a review of
meeting minutes for the past year, a majority of the member governments attend these meetings. This is an indicator
of successful and valued interagency / multi‐governmental coordination and communication. Additionally, in the
aggregate, these attendees make up a significant portion of both the area and the population of the Alamo Area
Region. For these reasons, the AACOG scored very strong with a 5.00 in this category.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The AACOG was given a score of 3.65 in this criterion, meaning it was neither strong nor weak in this category but did
demonstrate some desire to be involved with military affairs in the community. While there have been attempts to
involve the military in AACOG matters in the past, there has not been an aggressive effort to include a military
representative on AACOG committees. Additionally, the AACOG does not a have a standing military affairs or military‐
related committee. However, there are AACOG members who participate in the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce’s
Military Affairs Committee and attend the MTTF meetings between the city, county, and the chamber, which provides
a complementary, if perhaps limited, means of involving the military in planning for the Alamo Area Region.
Additionally, the AACOG has no formal communication and coordination procedures established with the military
installations in the region.

Internal Communication and Coordination
Good internal communication and coordination are an indicator of the likely ability to communicate and coordinate
with multiple, external stakeholders or organizations in an efficient and effective manner. Internal communication and
coordination was evaluated in this feasibility study to determine if the internal communication network was strong
enough to accommodate additional demands. In initial interviews, AACOG appeared to have a strong internal
communication network. The Interim Director and other staff members have a solid working knowledge of each
component of the organization, including its scope of authority, operations and personnel. The tenure of key staff was
also considered in the internal communication and coordination effort. AACOG scored a 4.00 in this criterion.

Political Influence
AACOG was assigned a score of 2.75 in political neutrality, meaning it is close to being politically neutral in decision
making, but there is some chance for political influence to factor into decisions. Based on the scoring criteria, a score of
1.00 would mean the organization is completely political. A score of 5.00 would mean the organization was completely
apolitical (i.e., purely political motives play no role in policy or programming). A score of three reflects a balanced
approach to policy analysis and implementation. Decisions are not unduly influenced by political concerns, however
sufficient and appropriate levels of attention are provided. As in any organization, there have been circumstances
when members have sought to impose their will based on narrow interests; however these scenarios rarely occur.
Therefore, it was concluded that AACOG is relatively close to being politically neutral.
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In conclusion, the overall scoring of AACOG serving as the regional organization was not the highest amongst the
organizations considered for this mission; however, the AACOG does possess various positive attributes that would be
necessary to successful implementation of the regional initiative and may be better suited as a partner organization.
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AACOG and Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
(AAMPO)
Option Two for the JBSA‐Regional Planning Organization (RPO) was a combination of the AACOG and the Alamo Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO), which scored an overall 21.30 in this evaluation.

Financial Capacity
AACOG funding was described in the preceding discussion. The majority of AAMPO’s funding comes from the United
States (U.S.) Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration. The “Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century Act” (MAP‐21) is the most recent surface transportation funding authorized since 2005. MAP‐21
authorized over $105 billion nationwide for fiscal years (FY) 2013 and 2014, providing much needed funds for surface
transportation programs, including support for changes in related policy and programmatic frameworks. This funding
is distributed to the nation’s MPOs based on formulas. Funding is not solely based on population. Additional criteria
include the type of projects, the need for certain projects, how the project relates to core policy objectives and other
factors. Additional funding (unrelated to MAP‐21) is derived from federal and state gas taxes. However, over the last
10 – 15 years this revenue stream has been declining due to the use of more fuel‐efficient vehicles and a general
decrease in driving, presumably due to higher gas prices. As a consequence, AAMPO funding levels are generally
stable, but can vary slightly year to year. This makes it somewhat difficult to predict how much funding will be
allocated to each community and for what project(s). Therefore, the AAMPO is actively seeking out other funding
sources, including public‐public and public‐private partnerships. In addition, the passage of MAP‐21 will provide a
stable source of dedicated revenue for at least FY 13 and FY 14 and MAP‐21 funds will complement funding provided
from other sources to the AACOG. For these reasons, this option was given a score of 3.60 in financial capacity due to
some variations of revenues in the AAMPO funding and the majority of funding for the AACOG being discretionary.

Capacity to Perform
Together, the AACOG and AAMPO would likely have a somewhat strong capacity to perform necessary tasks and for
this reason have been given a score of 3.65 in this category. These institutions already provide a variety of services on a
regional basis and therefore would not need to create operational, HR, or administrative structures to support regional
operations. This is a significant asset, in that it would allow for relatively expeditious start up at minimal cost. AAMPO
also has a robust GIS system that could be minimally enhanced to handle increased data and processing. Additionally,
the AAMPO has GIS and other staff that could assist the AACOG in performing the duties associated with the project’s
GIS and development coordination component. In essence, AAMPO’s GIS capabilities and long‐range transportation
planning including metropolitan growth projections can complement AACOG’s core offerings. It should be noted that
the personnel within the AAMPO is also minimal in numbers to support such a mission.

Interagency Communication and Coordination
Both the AACOG and AAMPO hold monthly meetings. All member organizations are invited and are encouraged to
attend. The ability to successfully coordinate multiple agencies and organizations on a regular basis is of major
significance for the JBSA‐RPO. The AACOG and AAMPO were assigned a combined score of five in this criterion due to
having established procedures and active participation by member communities and organizations. By the evaluation
of attendees from the meeting minutes for both AACOG and the AAMPO, it appears that a majority of the participating
governments attend these meetings. This suggests successful, valued, and consistent interagency /
multi‐governmental coordination and communication. For these reasons and due to the established precedent, the
combination received a score of 4.00 in this category. It should be noted that the planning and service area for the
AAMPO is smaller than that of its partner AACOG. The AAMPO planning area is illustrated in Figure 4. However, these
combined still have a strong position in the interagency communication and coordination category.
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Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The combined AACOG‐AAMPO option scored a 3.85 in this criterion. Assessment of AACOG is provided above. There
have been attempts to involve the military in the AAMPO; however there is no standing military representative on the
AAMPO Technical Advisory Committee. In interviews conducted in late July, AAMPO representatives did note that
military comments are sought for project‐specific items, when deemed necessary and/or appropriate. Although the
AAMPO does not have a military‐related committee, the organization has requested that a military representative be
present on the Technical Advisory Committee to provide the military perspective on specific infrastructure projects
that are proposed. However, the AAMPO does not have a reliable point‐of‐contact for the military to maintain active
military participation. In addition, the AAMPO does not have any formal coordination agreements or protocols with
any of the military installations in the JBSA region.

Internal Coordination and Communication
As noted, internal communication and coordination was evaluated in this study to determine if the internal
communication network could absorb additional organizations. The assessment of AACOG is provided above. Based on
initial interviews, AAMPO appeared to have neither a weak nor strong internal communication network. The AAMPO,
relative to staffing, is a relatively small organization; therefore, internal communication would typically be direct,
frequent and personal. In addition, tenure can play a positive role in the quality and effectiveness of internal
April 2015
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communication and coordination. The AAMPO personnel benefit from having cohorts with significant tenure, which
provides continuity for the institution. That continuity is an asset, particularly during periods when programs and/or
missions are evolving. The AACOG‐AAMPO combination was given a score of 3.00 for this criterion.

Political Influence
Political influence for the combined organization of AACOG and AAMPO scored a 2.20 due to the political nature of
transportation funding, budgeting and decision making process for executing transportation and infrastructure
improvements in the Alamo Area Region. The AACOG scored a 2.75 in this category independently, but the addition of
the AAMPO increased the likelihood of additional pressure to exercise political power to make and execute decisions.
In conclusion, the overall score of the combined AACOG and AAMPO option scored a 20.30. This combination of
organizations scored mid‐range among other organizations. If this alternative were selected, there would be startup
tasks that could be timely due to the newness of the regional mission and this organization taking the lead to establish
appropriate relationships with new federal agencies and establishing relationships with local agencies.
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AACOG & City of San Antonio’s (COSA) GIS Division of the
Information Technology Services Department
Option Three consisted of combining the AACOG with the City of San Antonio’s Information Technology Services
Department / GIS Division. This combination scored just below option two (AACOG‐AAMPO) with a score of 20.95.

Financial Capacity
AACOG funding was described in the ACCOG discussion. As part of the organization of the COSA, the GIS Division
derives its funding from the City’s General Fund which is comprised of revenue generated from property taxes, sales
taxes, CPS Energy revenues, SAWS revenues, business and franchise taxes, and other resources such as revenues
collected from penalties collected from late property tax payments. While the General Fund revenue can vary from
year‐to‐year, this source is considered a stable source of revenue. Due to this stable source of funding complemented
by the AACOG funding sources, this combination of organizations was scored a 3.50 in this category, better than a 3.00
(neutral) but not quite strong enough.

Capacity to Perform
This combination was scored a 3.75 in this criterion. AACOG’s capabilities were assessed in the preceding discussion of
the AACOG acting independently for the JBSA‐RPO. COSA has several hundred more employees, including a very
robust and capable GIS Division that has the capacity to store, maintain, quickly analyze and provide or share data with
multiple stakeholders. COSA has carried out these functions in the past for various local governments, based on
project‐specific requests. However, it is relatively unknown how the COSA GIS Division will fare in an endeavor such as
the JBSA‐RPO due to perceptions of other regional stakeholders.

Interagency Communication and Coordination
This option was given a score of 4.00 in this criterion. The COSA has and is required to communicate and coordinate on
planning projects including development and infrastructure projects, both externally and of course, internally. To do
this, COSA coordinates through various committee structures and advisory groups having membership from
throughout the city, county and region. As a result of the JBSA‐Camp Bullis JLUS, JBSA‐Lackland JLUS, and the
forthcoming JBSA‐Randolph JLUS, the COSA has signed a formal coordination agreement with the military to coordinate
on land use planning projects. The memorandum of agreement for interagency communication and coordination with
the military was signed in August 2008. This clearly demonstrates a commitment in principle to interagency
coordination between the COSA and the military. However, in project interviews, it was noted that the parameters of
communication / coordination with the military may not be effective, due to the limited and variable review responses
received by COSA from the military. For instance, COSA reported receiving two responses from the military in calendar
year 2013, despite the referral of over 100 development applications. The COSA Development Department refers all
land use applications affecting property within a five mile radius of the JBSA‐Camp Bullis boundary. As a consequence,
JBSA‐Camp Bullis is asked to review applications for actions that may not have an impact on its mission. Base staffing
assigned for these purposes is insufficient to manage the volume of referrals in a timely manner. It should be noted
that the COSA Development Department took steps early in 2014 to address this issue of response times with the
military. Thus the response times and number of responses has steadily improved. The combination of COSA and
AACOG would presumably be more proficient at working with the Base to develop screening criteria for prospective
referrals that would reduce volume without sacrificing the basic objective.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The AACOG has little to no established relationships with the military, but does have a willingness to partner and
coordinate. In contrast, the COSA has an established commitment with the military, not only through the
aforementioned formal agreement, but also the COSA has an Office of Military Affairs which serves as a conduit for all
military matters of mutual interest (City, County, and other agencies as necessary). However, regarding this
combination the COSA GIS Division would be the key division and this division does not have a formal agreement with
the military. While the COSA’s OMA office could assist as necessary, it is unknown how dedicated the COSA GIS
Division could operate in this capacity.
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For these reasons, this combination scored a 3.25 in this criterion, slightly better than just neutral.

Internal Coordination and Communication
Internal communication / coordination for this option was given a relatively low score of 3.45, primarily based on
feedback received while conducting project interviews. Since the purpose of this combination of organizations was
evaluated in this study, the COSA’s GIS Division would play a major role in the combined organization. This criterion
was scored from reports of actual internal communications between other departments and the COSA’s GIS Division,
including one that reported that although robust, the GIS system and Division are experiencing challenges meeting
their response times.
The COSA’s GIS Division has been centralized based on extensive management review and resulted in the capability to
integrate data from multiple sources and pooling of technical resources and subject matter experts to streamline the
overall budget for ongoing technical support and enterprise management. The centralized system creates both
opportunities and challenges. The minimum response time for any type of communication from the GIS Division was
two days, regardless of whether or not departments had established relationships – indicative of standardized
response protocols not favoring any one department. The majority of the work is requested by an internal FTP site and
delivered via email and accessing the FTP site. In the COSA’s case, parameters and privileges for collection,
maintenance, and modification of data have been established and approved.
The impact of the centralized structure on capability to assist other organizations and provide a timely response is
unknown, however protocols could be established for serving an additional organization and the additional work load
factored into any workflow adaptation within the GIS Division.
One challenge associated with a centralized GIS Division would be keeping regional GIS data discreet from the city data.

Political Influence
The AACOG and COSA combination scored a 3.00 in this category. While AACOG has a mostly politically neutral culture,
San Antonio is by far the dominant jurisdiction in the Alamo Area Region and therefore at times, enjoys what could
possibly be considered by some as disproportionate influence in regional decisions. During project interviews, it was
reported that the region’s smaller, rural communities may have reservations if COSA played a major role in the
JBSA‐RPO. Concerns included data ownership, sharing and accuracy, as well as responsiveness to the needs of these
smaller constituent communities.
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Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
Option Four for the JBSA‐Regional entity was having the AAMPO act independently. The overall score was 20.70 points
based on the criteria. AAMPO is chartered by three main entities, COSA, Bexar County, and VIA Metropolitan Transit.
As such all three members would have to agree to give AAMPO and expanded role. While AAMPO could offer an
expanded GIS support role if additional funding is provided, this assessment evaluated the organization as an entity
functionally operating in both roles.

Financial Capacity
As noted previously, the AAMPO derives its funding from the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal
Highway Administration. The “Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act” (MAP‐21) is the most recent surface
transportation funding authorized since 2005. MAP‐21 authorized over $105 billion nationwide for fiscal years (FY)
2013 and 2014, providing much needed funds for surface transportation programs, including support for changes in
related policy and programmatic frameworks. The passage of MAP‐21 will provide a stable source of dedicated
revenue for at least FY 13 and FY 14. Due to this stable funding source for the AAMPO, this organization was given a
score of a 3.95 in this criterion, not quite strong enough to receive a score of 4.00.

Capacity to Perform
The AAMPO scored a 3.95 in this category due to its decently robust GIS system and financial resources, and AAMPO
expressed a desire to assist only in the GIS component. While the staffing is somewhat limited, it is adequate for the
current mission and operations. One to two additional staff members may be necessary should the AAMPO be
selected as the JBSA‐RPO. The core purpose of the MPO is to develop the region’s long‐range transportation plan,
develop transportation improvement plans, and to collaborate on a regional basis with multiple agencies to ensure
federal dollars are spent efficiently and in consideration of a regional perspective as it relates to transportation. Their
transportation function is tied closely to their responsibility to protect air quality. Planning with a regional perspective,
the focus on intergovernmental collaboration, rational analysis, and consensus‐based decision making illustrates this
agency’s potential ability to perform fairly well in this category.

Interagency Communication and Coordination
The AAMPO holds monthly meetings on the fourth Monday of each month to which all member organizations are
invited and encouraged to attend. As stated previously, this is a key component for the JBSA‐Regional JLUS. Also,
based upon attendees at AAMPO meetings, it appears that a majority of the member governments actively participate
in AAMPO functions. This can be an indicator of successful and valued interagency / multi‐governmental coordination
and communication.
However, one drawback of the AAMPO is that its jurisdiction (in geographical terms) is less than the AACOG’s. Instead
of 13 governmental partners like the AACOG, the AAMPO planning area only covers Bexar, Guadalupe, Comal and a
portion of Kendall county (see Figure 3). While this generally demonstrates AAMPO’s interagency coordination and
communication scope, the AACOG’s larger scale and greater number of member governments provides it with an
advantage in this category and thus the AAMPO independently was given a score of 2.90.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The AAMPO, as a standalone entity for the JBSA‐RPO, was scored a 3.95 in this category. As mentioned above in the
second option, the AAMPO does not have a military representative on its Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).
However during project interviews, the AAMPO expressed their desire to have military representation present on the
TAC. Additionally, the AAMPO did note that the military has provided comments on infrastructure projects on an
as‐needed basis and on project‐specific issues. Since there is precedent set for military coordination based on
project‐specific issues, and due to the desire of the AAMPO to have a military representative on the TAC (as a
non‐voting member), the AAMPO was scored a 3.95 in this category, better than a neutral scoring but not strong
enough to earn a score of a 4.00.
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Internal Coordination and Communication
Internal communication and coordination was evaluated to determine if the internal communication network was
strong enough to accommodate additional demands on the communication network. The AAMPO, relative to staffing,
is a very small organization; therefore, internal communication would typically be direct, personal and efficient. Also,
staff’s tenure can impact internal communication and coordination. AAMPO benefits from having personnel with
significant tenure. These attributes proved to be an advantage for the AAMPO in this category and was given a score of
3.95—stronger than a neutral standing but not a completely strong score.

Political Influence
The AAMPO scored a 2.00 in political influence, due primarily to the dominance of Bexar County and the COSA. While
these two governments have made the region successful in competing for federal transportation funding, there is a
perception that the County and the City can perhaps at times use their political power to approve projects which have
a disproportionate benefit to them, as opposed to ones that might more directly benefit the region’s smaller, more
rural communities. This dynamic can create conflict between members of the AAMPO, at times delaying decisions on
important regional projects.
In conclusion, the overall ranking of AAMPO serving as the sole regional entity scored a 20.70.
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AAMPO & Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee (SGCC)
The fifth possible option was a combined organization with the AAMPO and one of its current voluntary committees,
the Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee (SGCC). Despite the AAMPO desire to operate within this effort only
as an expanded GIS role rather than a major component of the regional effort, this assessment looked at all the
possible alternatives based on interviews conducted and data collected. The interest level was considered in the
scoring of this organization as well as other combinations of organizations. This combination scored a possible 19.45
out of 30. The SGCC is a committee under the AAMPO with the goal of sharing GIS data with multiple agencies, which
is a major component of the JBSA‐RPO.

SGCC Background
The SGCC is a voluntary group with regional scope. The committee is comprised of GIS specialists from various regional
organizations, including:














AACOG
Bexar Appraisal District
Bexar County
Bexar Metro 911
City of New Braunfels
City of San Antonio
Comal County
CPS Energy
Kendall County
AAMPO
San Antonio River Authority
San Antonio Water Systems
VIA Metropolitan Transit

The SGCC mission is simply to provide strategic direction in facilitating or addressing geospatial services and projects,
coordinating technical standards, and administering fiscal resources from a regional perspective. All the members are
GIS specialists and have an active working knowledge of GIS software and tools and can provide an abundance of
information to prospective clients with reasonable response times and accuracy. It should be noted that the accuracy
of analysis and products derived from data is dependent upon the accuracy of the original data. The SGCC is a fairly
new committee of the AAMPO and has not been formally chartered at this time, but the overall mission of the
committee is well suited to the needs of the JBSA‐RPO.
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Financial Capacity
The AAMPO’s funding sources were outlined in the previous discussions. The SGCC financial capacity is made possible
by the organizations who are participating in the committee by allowing their employees to participate in a voluntary
committee. Due to the SGCC being a voluntary organization, the SGCC would need to be formally chartered and
supported by funding resources such as AAMPO, AACOG, and / or membership fees to assist with startup. While the
AAMPO would be the main organization where funding would be secured, the SGCC would need to be stood up
financially and administratively. Some of the administrative items are already established, the organization would just
need financial support to strengthen what is already established. Due to this situation, this combination of the AAMPO
and SGCC were given a score of 3.85 in this criterion.

Capacity to Perform
AAMPO, combined with its SGCC has a good capacity to perform the overall regional JLUS mission and scored a 3.10 in
this criterion. While the AAMPO has sufficient staffing and funding levels to administer and facilitate the JBSA‐RPO, the
SGCC would need staffing and financial resources to implement the regional goal. SGCC would need to be formalized
and staffed to facilitate one of the major components of regional entity—GIS data storage, maintenance, and
dissemination. Not only would the SGCC need the staffing and financial resources, the AAMPO’s interest truly is in the
GIS component of the regional planning effort.
The SGCC was identified due to its mission and goal which is to share GIS information across the region. With that said,
the SGCC has the strong working knowledge of GIS systems and tools and works collaboratively to share, store, and
maintain data for the region. The human resource aspect of the GIS component, where staff understands GIS and all
its capabilities, is a major project component. Possessing these attributes will most likely result in faster response
times to local governments, military, and other prospective clients. Additionally, the SGCC is currently hosted by the
AAMPO, so building capacity to enhance the GIS system would be absorbed by the AAMPO, ideally complemented with
additional permanent, sustainable funding. The AAMPO also has the established governance and management
structure to host and coordinate the SGCC. In that the AAMPO office building is located in downtown San Antonio and
committee meetings are held in downtown San Antonio (at the VIA Metropolitan Center), the AAMPO and SGCC are
centrally located to the Regional area including the 13 counties of the AACOG service and planning area. With some
minor equipment enhancements in technology, additional staffing, and formalization of the SGCC, the combination of
the AAMPO and SGCC could be a very suitable alternative for the JBSA‐RPO.

Interagency Coordination / Communication
The AAMPO’s interagency communication and coordination was discussed in previous sections. However, generally
speaking, the monthly meetings the AAMPO holds and the attendance of these meetings demonstrates successful,
valued interagency / multi‐governmental coordination and communication. However, it is unknown if the AAMPO
would be successful with this criterion with the addition of more regional stakeholders.
The SGCC also holds monthly meetings on the fourth Thursday of every month at the AAMPO building. With the SGCC
comprising over 10 agencies in the regional area and a majority of the members participating in each meeting, the
SGCC demonstrates successful, valued interagency communication and coordination. The AAMPO complemented by
the SGCC scored a 2.95 in this category and represents a good partnership to engage multiple stakeholders on
important planning matters both in transportation and infrastructure and in GIS, but there are some unknowns that
were considered in this assessment including the ability to absorb more stakeholders for involvement.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The AAMPO and the SGCC currently do not have active military representation on either committee—the MPO’s TAC
or the SGCC. However, the AAMPO expressed a strong interest in including a military representative on the TAC. The
SGCC did not reference an attempt to include the military in this committee, but when asked during project interviews,
a positive motivation towards including a military representative was expressed. As a reminder, the AAMPO does
reach out to the military for project‐specific issues. Given the outreach to the military and the collaboration with them
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on project‐specific issues, a positive precedent has been established for future collaborations and enhanced
understanding of each organizations operational capability. This combination scored a 3.10 in this criterion.

Internal Communication and Coordination
Since the SGCC is housed within the AAMPO, internal communication and coordination is already established, as the
AAMPO provides staff support to the SGCC. Meeting minutes are posted on the AAMPO website, providing external
communication on the committee’s events. Staff’s tenure also played a role in the internal communication and
coordination effort. Staff’s overall knowledge of each department and organizational goals were evident during the
project interviews. This internal communication network is very strong and was scored a 4.45.

Political Influence
The combined organization of the AAMPO and the SGCC was given a score of 2.00 in political influence, meaning due to
the nature of the AAMPO and the way the decisions are made for the transportation and infrastructure component of
this organization, there is a strong likelihood that politics could influence decisions in this organization. As the SGCC is
a committee of the AAMPO, the likelihood of political influence factoring into decisions is somewhat increased due to
affiliations of the members of the committee and if the committee should become formalized.
In conclusion, the combined AAMPO and SGCC overall score was 19.45, one of the lower scoring alternatives evaluated
in this study.
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AACOG & SGCC
The combined organization of AACOG and the AAMPO’s SGCC was the sixth possible option to host the JBSA‐Regional
JLUS Organization. This combination scored an overall 18.00 points based on the criteria, the lowest score among the
potential organizations.

Financial Capacity
Both the AACOG’s and the SGCC’s financial capacity were discussed in previous sections. However, as a brief summary,
the AACOG’s funding is a majority of grant or discretionary funding, which is not a stable source of financial resources.
The SGCC is made possible by the organizations involved authorizing the time for their employees to be involved in a
voluntary organization such as the SGCC. Some of the administrative items for the SGCC are absorbed by the AAMPO.
Due to these somewhat stable and unstable sources of funding for this combination of organizations, the AACOG and
SGCC scored a 3.00 in this category.

Capacity to Perform
AACOG and SGCC was ranked a 3.00 because while the organization was strong in staffing, has an accessible building
location and other resources, the SGCC would need to be formalized and that could take time delaying the overall
operational capacity of the JBSA‐RPO.
Additionally, while AACOG has a geospatial information systems (GIS) department specializing in project‐specific
analysis, the AACOG GIS Division has minimal staff members and the system is not as robust as other area
organizational GIS systems. However with the enhancement and potential standup of the SGCC, the AACOG would be
supported by more experienced and knowledgeable GIS professionals. Currently, the AACOG is a volunteer member of
the SGCC and is aware of their mission, so the transition would most likely be smoother than for other combinations of
organizations.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
Both the AACOG and SGCC hold monthly meetings to which all member organizations are invited and encouraged to
attend. Coordination is one of the key components for the JBSA‐RPO. It appears that a majority of the member
governments attend these meetings. This can be an indicator of successful, valued interagency / multi‐governmental
coordination and communication among AACOG and SGCC separately; therefore, both entities would appear to have
significant potential for strong interagency coordination and communication as a joint or combined entity. However,
there are no formal communication procedures with the military, therefore, despite positive attributes; this option was
given a score of 3.00 in this category.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
The combination of the AACOG and SGCC scored a 3.00 as neither strong nor weak in this category. While there have
been attempts to involve the military in the past, there has not been an aggressive effort to include a military
representative on any of the committees. The AACOG does not a have a military affairs or military‐related committee
as a standing a committee. However, there are AACOG members that participate in the San Antonio Chamber of
Commerce’s Military Affairs Committee, which can represent a commitment to involving the military in planning for the
Alamo Area Region. Additionally, the AAMPO’s SGCC would benefit from including a military representative on the
committee to gain a comprehensive regional perspective with all land use managers and stakeholders.
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Internal Communication and Coordination
In initial project interviews, AACOG appeared to have a strong internal communication network demonstrated through
the Interim Director and other staff members having a working knowledge of each component of the organization.
Staff’s tenure played a positive role in the internal communication and coordination effort and was reflected in their
overall knowledge of department and organizational goals during interviews.
The SGCC of the AAMPO also appeared to have a strong communication network with the AAMPO and its partners.
However, a concern that the SGCC is essentially under the authority of the AAMPO could generate some overall
internal communication issues between the AACOG and the AAMPO. With this said this combination for the JBSA‐RPO
was scored a 3.00 in this category.

Political Influence
AACOG was ranked a 2.75 in political influence meaning it is neither strong nor weak in this category, which can be an
overall good attribute to possess in a RPO. While there have been scenarios that the urban members in AACOG have
played their power card, these scenarios rarely occur. Therefore, it was concluded that AACOG’s political influence is
relatively minimal. Additionally, the SGCC under the AAMPO would also be ranked a three due to its overall mission
and charge to the communities it supports. The SGCC’s goal is share GIS data region‐wide and is not or only minimally
influenced by politics. Therefore the AACOG and SGCC combination in this category could be very suitable for a
regional planning organization.
In conclusion, the overall ranking of AACOG and SGCC combined serving as the RPO scored an 18.00. For the purposes
and mission of the regional entity, one of the higher ranking options would be more suitable to serve in this capacity.
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City of San Antonio’s Office of Military Affairs
The City of San Antonio’s Office of Military Affairs (OMA) was identified as the seventh possible option to serve as the
JBSA‐Regional JLUS Organization. This option scored a 23.50 out of possible 30. While this organization has an overall
strong standing in majority of the criteria, the political influence and nature both real and perceived by other
communities impacts this organization’s overall score.

Financial Capacity
The OMA was scored a 5.00 in this criterion due to the OMA having permanent operational and administrative funding
through the City’s General Fund Revenues. These General Fund Revenues were identified earlier in the AACOG and
COSA option. However, this funding source would still need to be supplemented by discretionary, grant funding to
execute projects. This discretionary funding could come from existing sources and other sources; however, there is no
guarantee that the funding or the amount of funding requested would come to fruition thus potentially delaying
execution of major components such as the GIS component.

Capacity to Perform
OMA has two funded positions—one at full time and one part time. While the whole COSA organization has several
hundred more employees, including a very robust and capable GIS Division that has the capacity to store, maintain,
quickly analyze and provide or share data with multiple stakeholders, additional staffing would be required and
potentially intra‐governmental agreements with GIS and other departments to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness
of the OMA to perform a regional mission, at least in startup. Building location is optimal for serving in a regional
capacity. Additional equipment and / or software may need to be purchased or acquired to ensure the OMA can
respond to certain requests in a timely manner. While the OMA has a strong foundation in its ability to perform the
regional mission, the OMA would require support from internal city departments and possibly additional equipment
and software upgrades. For these reasons, the OMA scored a 4.10 in this category.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
This option was given a score of 3.50 in this criterion. The OMA through City organization is required to communicate
and coordinate on planning projects including development and infrastructure projects, both externally and of course,
internally. To do this, COSA through OMA coordinates through various committee structures and advisory groups
having membership from throughout the city, county and region. As a result of the JBSA‐Camp Bullis JLUS,
JBSA‐Lackland JLUS, and the forthcoming JBSA‐Randolph JLUS, the COSA signed a formal coordination agreement with
the military to coordinate on land use planning projects. The memorandum of understanding (MOU) for interagency
communication and coordination with the military was signed in August 2008. This MOU delineates that the City and
OMA, as a department of the city, will coordinate with the military in land use planning matters including but not
limited to the following:












Requests to rezone property;
Preliminary development meetings;
Requests for zoning variance or special exception;
Subdivision plats;
Master development plans;
Planned unit developments;
Local government code Chapter 245 determinations;
Annexations;
Municipal and ETJ boundary adjustments;
Requests to incorporate in ETJ; and
Agreements for services in‐lieu of annexation.

At the conclusion of the JBSA‐Lackland JLUS in May 2012, the City through OMA coordination developed and approved
a MOU to coordinate with JBSA‐Lackland on all matters identified above and two more, they are:
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Requests for land use plan amendments; and
Requests for major thoroughfare plan amendments.

These MOUs clearly demonstrate a commitment in principle to interagency coordination between the COSA/OMA and
the military. However, in project interviews, it was noted that the parameters of communication / coordination with
the military may not be effective, due to the limited and variable review responses received by COSA from the military.
For instance, the COSA Development Services Department reported receiving two responses from the military in
calendar year 2013, despite the referral of over 100 development applications from COSA Development Services
Department. The COSA refers all land use applications affecting property that meet the criteria listed above within a
five mile radius of the JBSA‐Camp Bullis boundary. As a consequence, JBSA‐Camp Bullis is asked to review applications
for actions that may not have an impact on its mission. Base staffing assigned for these purposes is insufficient to
manage the volume of referrals in a timely manner. It should be noted here as well that since the beginning of 2014,
the COSA Development Services Department and the military have discussed this issue and addressed it where
response times from the military and number of responses have improved. While the COSA’s OMA has demonstrated
interagency coordination via project and through the MOUs, the MOUs are limited to Bexar County and the military
and do not encompass the coordination with other counties and cities in the region on a routine schedule.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
Commitment to collaborating with the military in the Alamo Area region is a known charge of the City’s OMA. Since
2007, the OMA has been the authority for military affairs in the City of San Antonio. The office was established to
manage the initiatives for the Base Realignment and Closure actions of 2005 and its first project was the Growth
Management Plan. This plan was designed for the city to manage the demands the military would place on the city
with the growth occurring at JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston. A tri‐chair organization was formed of City, County, and the
San Antonio Chamber of Commerce officials, the Military Transformation Task Force, to oversee the growth
management study, the joint land use studies (JLUSs), and other issues that the military experienced in their growth
endeavor in the San Antonio region. The MTTF was supported administratively by the OMA with additional support
from the County of Bexar. Currently, MTTF is a quarterly meeting that occurs to update the agencies involved on the
JLUSs and other military affairs, i.e. Veterans Affairs. Additionally, OMA participates in the Chamber’s Military Affairs
Committee to not only advocate for the military in legislative affairs but also to promote the military community in the
Alamo Area region. For these reasons, the OMA scored a 5.00 in this criterion.

Internal Communication and Coordination
Internal communication / coordination for this option was scored a 3.50, primarily based on feedback received while
conducting project interviews. Since OMA would require additional support from other COSA departments, it is
undetermined what the internal communication and coordination would be with the additional mission of the OMA
serving in a regional capacity. Based on project interviews, the COSA’s GIS Division could very well play a major role in
this organization. Thus this criterion was scored from reports of actual internal communications between other
departments and the COSA’s GIS Division. As noted in earlier evaluations of the COSA GIS Division, it was discovered
that while the COSA has a robust GIS system and department, operational proficiency has decreased.
The COSA’s GIS Division has been centralized, creating both opportunities and challenges. The minimum response time
for any type of communication from the GIS Division was two days, regardless of whether or not departments had
established relationships. The majority of the work is requested by an internal FTP site and delivered via email and
accessing the FTP site. In COSA’s case, parameters and privileges for collection, maintenance, and modification of data
have been established and approved. However due to the centralized structure, the authority of GIS specialists to
assist other departments in the timeframe that previously was well‐received is reduced. This reduction can and does
affect other departments who need the same data to make decisions or conduct analysis. Additional disadvantages
include data integrity.
OMA has established direct communication with the elected officials of the city and the city manager through Assistant
City Managers, which could benefit the organization by enabling quicker response times from GIS or could provide
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alternatives for working with GIS and other departments relative to establishing priorities for OMA projects associated
with the regional organization. The drawbacks and benefits cancel each other out; therefore this criterion for this
organization was scored neither weak nor strong.

Political Influence
During project interviews, it was expressed both by city and non‐city employees that the perception of the City of
San Antonio with a major role in a regional mission such as this would not necessarily be seen as a positive attribute.
Therefore due to the OMA being a department funded by the city and the likely support the OMA would require from
additional city departments to perform the regional mission, the OMA organization was scored a 2.40 in this category.
The City and its departments are often subject to political influence in funding, decision‐making, and operational
actions; therefore this organization could experience delays in actions and execution of duties due to the overall city’s
political influence.
In conclusion, the overall ranking of OMA serving as the JBSA‐RPO scored a 23.50. While there are numerous strengths
associated with OMA including the established relationships with the federal government, there could be
disadvantages in internal communication and coordination for OMA and unintended consequences experienced by the
other regional stakeholders if political influence was significantly involved in the execution of activities for OMA, which
could ultimately result in loss of operational proficiency for the regional organization.
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OMA & AACOG
The eighth option of the JBSA‐Regional JLUS Organization considered was the combination of OMA and AACOG. This
option was one of the highest scoring alternatives assessed in the study.

Financial Capacity
The combination of the OMA and AACOG was scored a 3.90 in the financial capacity category due to the OMA being a
100 percent funded department of the city and the strong relationships the AACOG and the OMA have established
with federal, state, and local organizations to be the recipients of numerous grant funding opportunities combined.
While AACOG is mostly funded through discretionary funding programs, the organization still has long‐standing positive
relationships with granting organizations. Therefore, this would indicate that the OMA and AACOG as a combined
organization could potentially benefit from multiple grant funding and other funding opportunities that could provide
strengthened financial capacity.

Capacity to Perform
The OMA and AACOG organization scored a 4.50 in this category due to the potential capacity to perform. Both
organizations, separately, have hundreds of employees and personnel resources. Additionally, the organizations have
established operational procedures that could be enhanced to enable the regional planning organization mission to be
accomplished. The AACOG could provide the regional procedural operations to OMA to enable enhanced operations
as a combined organization. Additionally, OMA and AACOG have sufficient facilities to absorb any additional demands
for equipment or software. Staffing could be supplemented by the City and AACOG depending on the type of staffing
required, i.e. technical GIS specialists and / or administrative support for OMA.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
The OMA and the AACOG scored a 5.00 in this criterion due to the precedent established by the MOUs that the City
through OMA signed and executed with the military and other agencies including CPS Energy and SAWS (described in
preceding discussions) and by the AACOG organization and meeting structure. The AACOG organization and
governance structure includes 13 counties and numerous communities within a 13‐county region and has experienced
successful and valued interagency / intergovernmental communication and coordination demonstrated by continued
attendance of a majority of member organizations throughout the years.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
While the OMA has a responsibility to collaborate with the military, the AACOG does not have formalized roles and
responsibilities to collaborate with the military to‐date. However during project interviews, the AACOG expressed
interest in working with the military in this regional role. As noted in previous option discussions, the AACOG is
represented on and participates with various community‐military affairs committees associated with the San Antonio
Chamber of Commerce and the MTTF. For these reasons, this combination of organizations was scored a 4.00 in this
criterion.

Internal Communication and Coordination
While the AACOG had a strong score in this category due to staff tenure and the staff’s working knowledge of all the
departments within the organization, the City’s department, not necessarily OMA, expressed concern with the internal
communication between departments and the GIS Division. Due to the reorganization of the GIS department into a
more centralized unit, the internal communication with the GIS Division seems to have become more rigid and defined
by email and requesting jobs via a web portal. While the city indicated that response times from the GIS Division were
somewhat reasonable, two days, the personal relationships have decreased and seemingly have resulted in longer wait
times for internal departments to receive the items requested from the GIS Division. Due to the unknowns associated
with what could be developed between OMA and internal departments in the way of intra‐governmental agreements
or setting of priorities and the unknown of how the AACOG would integrate with the OMA and the city’s internal
communications, the combination was scored a 4.30.
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Political Influence
As noted in previous discussions, the AACOG is very seldom subject to political influence when it comes to
decision‐making and other actions. The OMA is subject to the city’s political influence in decision making, operational
capabilities, and even major projects proposed for the department. However based on project interviews, it was not
able to be determined if political influence would impact the activities of a regional organization led by the OMA and
the AACOG. For these reasons, the OMA and AACOG scored a 2.90 in this category.
In conclusion, the overall ranking of the combination of the OMA and AACOG scored a 24.60, which is one of the
highest scoring alternatives considered in this study.
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OMA & AAMPO
The ninth option of the JBSA‐Regional JLUS Organization considered the combination of the OMA and the AAMPO.
Both organizations are strong in a majority of the criteria, but are also impacted by political influence, which can make
it difficult for the regional organization to effectively accomplish its mission.

Financial Capacity
The OMA‐AAMPO organization scored a 5.00 in this category due to the OMA being 100 percent funded by the city
through its General Fund revenues and its established relationship with existing funding sources of projects.
Additionally, the AAMPO has a fairly secured funding stream for FY 13 and FY 14 provided by the federal law, “Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act” (MAP‐21). This law is the most recent surface transportation funding
authorized since 2005. MAP‐21 authorized over $105 billion nationwide for fiscal years (FY) 2013 and 2014, providing
much needed funds for surface transportation programs, including support for changes in related policy and
programmatic frameworks. Additionally, the AAMPO does supplement its funding through grant opportunities and is
also actively looking for other funding mechanisms such as public‐public, public‐private, and private investment
opportunities.

Capacity to Perform
The OMA and the AAMPO scored a 5.00 in this category due to resources available to perform the responsibilities of
the regional organization. Both the OMA through the City organization and the AAMPO have robust GIS systems
established and with the appropriate intra‐governmental agreements in place could result in an enhanced,
multi‐purpose GIS database for all regional stakeholders to utilize. Additionally both organizations are centrally located
in the region to provide accessibility for other stakeholders. The AAMPO could be supplemented on as‐needed basis as
it relates to staffing and personnel matters with the appropriate agreements implemented. The AAMPO has
established regional operating procedures and can marry those up with OMA for the purposes of the RPO. Based on
these factors, the OMA and AAMPO combined could prove very efficient to manage the responsibilities of the
JBSA‐RPO.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
The OMA and AAMPO have demonstrated successful and valued interagency communication and coordination by their
monthly and quarterly meetings that are staffed and attended by the participating organizations and agencies.
However, the geographic reach of the AAMPO is limited to the AAMPO planning area which only encompasses Bexar,
Comal, Guadalupe counties and a portion of Kendall County. OMA’s interagency communication and coordination is
limited by the projects to which they manage and the affiliated partners for those projects.
As noted earlier, OMA through the City does have formal communication and coordination procedures with the
military in the JBSA region, but that does not necessarily capture the other counties and cities that may be impacted by
military operations. For these reasons, this combination of organizations was scored a 5.00 in this criterion.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
As discussed in previous options, the OMA’s charge is to collaborate with the military to ensure their concerns are
heard and reasonably addressed within the Alamo Area region. The AAMPO does not have a military representative on
their TAC, but the AAMPO does seek military feedback on project‐specific issues as they arise. The AAMPO has
demonstrated the commitment in working with the military on project‐specific items, and the OMA has the
commitment established by its charter, this combination of organizations to serve as the regional organization scored a
5.00 in this category.

Internal Communication and Coordination
The OMA and AAMPO both benefit in this category by having staff with long tenures with the organization; this assists
in internal communication and coordination due to knowledge known and shared with newer employees to execute
actions. As previously noted, there is some concern within departments of the City of San Antonio, specifically GIS
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since the GIS Division would potentially be required to coordinate with OMA and AAMPO in certain tasks. However,
OMA has a direct line of communication with the City Manager’s Office and the elected officials of the City through the
Assistant City Manager’s Office; this could be utilized to potentially establish priorities for the GIS Division relative to
tasks associated with OMA and the JBSA‐RPO should this combination of organizations be selected to host the RPO.
Due to the strong internal communication network including the direct line from OMA to the City Manager’s Office and
other elected officials, this combination of organizations was scored a 4.90 in this category.

Political Influence
The OMA and AAMPO combination scored a 2.75 in the political influence criterion. As noted earlier, the AAMPO can
be subject to political influence in both a positive and negative way by either securing much needed funding and / or
executing decisions that may not benefit the entire regional area. Similarly the OMA is subject to the City’s political
power and will and cannot always prevent the use of political influence in daily activities such as budgeting. For these
reasons, the JBSA‐RPO could very well be subject to a great deal of political influence which can delay some projects
and ultimately reduce the effectiveness of the JBSA‐RPO.
In conclusion, the overall score with the OMA and AAMPO serving in the role as the JBSA‐Regional entity scored a
27.65. While there are numerous strengths associated with this combination, the political influence criterion has the
potential to reduce operational proficiency.
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New Organization
The final option of the JBSA‐Regional JLUS Organization is to establish an entirely new organization. This option scored
the lowest among all the options because it has no precedent for any of the criteria upon which to base a score. It was
decided therefore to assign a score of 1.00 for majority of the categories, with the exception of two criteria—military
commitment and political influence. The reason for the weak scoring of criteria in majority of them were based on
establishing this organization as a non‐profit 501(c)(6) with a foundation established for investments as a 501 (c)(3). If
this organization established as a non‐profit organization, it would come with both challenges and opportunities. The
major challenge in establishing a non‐profit is that this organization would be advisory and advocacy in nature. The
organization would not be able to regulate or actually implement the overall regional strategies. Therefore, the role of
the JBSA‐RPO if this option was selected would then become a facilitating and monitoring role rather than an
implementing, enforcing organization.

Financial Capacity
Creating an entire new organization relative to financial resources could take time to secure funding for operations
unless regional stakeholders fully supported the initiative and dedicated financial resources to the JBSA‐RPO for
startup. Otherwise, startup financial support could come from grants and other discretionary funding; however, this
can lead to delays in accomplishing the mission of the JBSA‐RPO due to decreased or delayed funding allocations from
the federal and state government. Therefore, a new organization would be relatively weak in this category and given a
score of 1.00.

Capacity to Perform
When creating a completely new organization for a specific purpose, the structure, personnel, physical space,
operational procedures and other key elements can all be designed to accomplish the organization’s mission.
However, the ability to implement the design successfully is completely dependent on hiring, training and empowering
the right personnel. In essence, even though it may look good on paper, it can still fail as a result of poor execution.
New employees may have limited understanding of their new roles or perhaps the unique nature of the work or other
factors limit the pool of available staff. This might include limited understanding of the interdependence between the
JBSA installations and the numerous communities in this region. For these reasons, and considering this organization
may be established as a non‐profit, then the organization would fall short in a major component—implementing the
regional strategies, and thus, the new organization was given a weak score of 1.00 in this category.

Interagency Coordination and Communication
While one of the overall goals and components of the JBSA‐Regional JLUS entity is interagency coordination and
communication, accomplishing this goal is also dependent on the individuals hired for the new organization and their
ability to communicate and sustain good communication and coordination with multiple agencies and the military in
the Alamo Area Region. There is no valid way to empirically assess a prospective organization’s ability to undertake
interagency coordination and communication. As a consequence, this option was given a weak score of 1.00 in this
category.

Commitment to Collaborating with the Military
A key component in this JBSA‐Regional JLUS Organization is an understanding of military operations within the
Alamo Area Region, including how the military operates and conducts business. The new organization’s duties would
include being involved in the military so much so that the organization would be a trusted advisor of mission impacts
caused by adjacent or proximate land uses. This would be a functional responsibility for the new organization, which
would be memorialized in the charter of the new organization. Due to this criterion being formalized as a responsibility
and duty of the new organization, this new organization was given a score of 4.00 for this category.

Internal Communication and Coordination
Internal communication and coordination would be an important component of the overall business operations of this
new organization, and it is presumed that related procedures could be defined in some detail in advance of hiring and
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training. However, as with the capacity to perform category, success will depend on hiring the right people, training
them, and then empowering them to carry out their assigned responsibilities. This new organization was therefore
scored a 1.00 in this category due again, to the inability to presume successful implementation of intended
communication and coordination procedures.

Political Influence
In a non‐profit organization, political influence usually does not factor into the overall decision making depending on
the Board Membership and other factors. If this new organization was funded through a foundation comprised of
sponsors, e.g. corporate investors—AT&T, Lockheed Martin, KCI, Boeing, etc., and the Board was not necessarily
composed of all the corporate sponsors, then the new organization would be fairly apolitical.
Ideally a new organization would have minimal to no political influence concerns. This could be determined by funding
sources and how the voting or actions of the organization were executed. The role of this new organization would be
advisory in nature in that it would provide the comprehensive data to other local governments and prospective clients
and inform the regional stakeholders of various impacts on development and mission impacts. Thus, the regional
stakeholders would receive only the information and a best and worst case scenario. However, the local governments
would still need to go through their public process and decision making process to approve or deny a development
action. Because the local governments’ decision making process would have no bearing on the new organization’s
responsibilities and performance, the political influence that the new organization would experience or realize would
be minimal. With that said, this would mean that the overall role of the organization would change from being
regulatory to advisory, in nature, with no real means to enforce strategies and / or actions. For these reasons, the new
organization was scored a 3.50 in this criterion.
In conclusion, the overall ranking of establishing a new organization for the JBSA‐Regional entity scored a 11.50. While
there are numerous strengths associated with a new organization for the sole purpose of coordinating regional
planning matters associated with military compatibility, there also could be a great number of weaknesses or
drawbacks that could affect the overall effectiveness of the organization to achieve its mission.
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Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy (RJIS):
Three Alternatives
The following pages provide options for organizational and management structures for the three alternatives that were
selected based on the scoring of criteria. The mission statement, goals, and objectives were developed with the
JBSA‐RPO in mind; therefore, each organization will operate from the same mission statement and set of goals and
objectives.

Mission Statement and JBSA-RPO Goals and Objectives
Before appropriate goals and objectives can be defined, a broad mission statement should be accepted and approved.
The statement can then serve as a guide and reference, not just for goals and objectives, but for the evaluation of
proposed program and policy revisions, budget and personnel decisions and other actions having implications on the
organization’s ability to accomplish its core purpose. The recommended mission statement for the JBSA‐RPO is
provided below.

Mission Statement
It is the mission of the Joint Base San Antonio (JBSA)‐Regional Planning Organization (RPO) to be the regional authority
on military compatibility in the Alamo Area region by providing local, regional, and federal governments, public and
non‐profit agencies, and the private development community with the necessary tools to prevent future incompatible
land uses and promote compatible economic development and growth in areas around the region’s JBSA military
installations.
Goals and Objectives
Partnership goals objectives will be based on the JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategies (RJIS) and
recommendations. A goal is a general desire or end state that the regional stakeholders should be striving for, while
objectives are more specific and subordinate actions or changes that will help to accomplish particular goals. Goals
reflect a regional emphasis and focus on communication, development, legislative / code initiatives and Geospatial /
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) management and analysis. As necessary or if deemed prudent, additional goals
and related objectives can be defined and adopted by the organization, in order to address unanticipated or developing
concerns relating to the core mission. However, at least initially, the following subject areas should be addressed.

Regional Communication and Coordination Goal
Facilitate and provide up‐to‐date, integrated communication and coordination between JBSA military installations and
local, regional, state, and federal agencies, regarding land use and transportation decisions impacting the military
operational footprint.

Objective 1
Formalize interagency communication among all regional stakeholders.
Objective 2
Establish a Regional JLUS Task Force that will administer and manage implementation of the Regional JLUS
Implementation Strategies.
Objective 3
Coordinate implementation of agreements with cities affected by Military Influence Areas such as comprehensive plan
updates, unified development code / zoning ordinances / building code amendments, real estate disclosures, plat
recordings / notes, and memoranda of understanding or agreement (MOUs / MOAs).
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Objective 4
Facilitate the exchange of military information between stakeholders regarding mission critical activities such as flight
paths, altitudes required to perform training exercises, sound levels, easements, special use airspaces, frequency and
times of training.
Objective 5
Facilitate the exchange of community information with the relevant military installation for military feedback and
review.

Geographic/Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) Management Goal
Provide the most accurate and current GIS data and analysis to all prospective clients and member organizations and
participants. This would include but not be limited to the development of a searchable, regional GIS database that
would be accessible to both the military and area communities.

Objective 1
Facilitate regular coordination efforts between agencies and stakeholders in order to obtain the most current and
up‐to‐date data.
Objective 2
Establish formalized procedures and / or guidelines for sharing data.
Objective 3
Establish appropriate privileges and responsibilities for accessing, reviewing, and manipulating data.
Objective 4
Regularly monitor and maintain the data after a comprehensive assessment of the data management capabilities of all
regional stakeholders.

Development Concern and Review Goal
Provide opportunities for all affected stakeholders, including the military, to have sufficient, time to review planned,
potential and proposed development‐related actions that could impact military compatibility.

Objective 1
Facilitate interagency communication on critical areas affected by JBSA military operations and determine the best
course of action to protect those areas.
Objective 2
Develop a formal development notification process between all regional stakeholders and JBSA installations.
Objective 3
Establish reasonable timeframes for communities and the military to review and provide feedback on required
referrals.
Objective 4
Coordinate on review of agency plans and projects in order to adequately address military and community concerns
and impacts related to regional water, storm water and infrastructure issues.
Objective 5
Assist in the development of public outreach materials designed to provide potential developers with information on
regional water, storm water and infrastructure practices.
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Legislative Amendment Goal
Support legislative amendments to further the goal of regional military compatibility.

Objective 1
Advocate for new or amended legislation that would enable Texas counties containing military installations to limit
certain types of land uses within mission critical areas, in order to protect the federal government’s investment.
Objective 2
Support amended real estate disclosure notifications at the state level to require notification of prospective buyers of
properties located in areas impacted by military operations that the property is, may, or will be subject to military
impacts.
Objective 3
Identify and coordinate with state partners who can assist in the adoption of FAA Part 77 regulations as a potential
State Law designed to ensure local FAA compliance and promote military compatibility.

Local Policy and Regulations Amendments Goal
Assist and support local and regional governments to further the goal of regional military compatibility through land
use policy updates and regulation amendments.

Objective 1
Provide assistance to communities in making local amendments to zoning ordinances, unified development codes,
building codes in order to ensure that the tools necessary to accomplish military compatibility are integrated into the
communities’ land use and design regulations.
Objective 2
Monitor communities’ efforts to adopt military compatibility policies and regulations intended to further protect the
JBSA installations.
Objective 3
Collaborate with the military in the development of public outreach materials and programs designed to educate the
public and stakeholders about noise, height, safety and light issues.

General Roles and Responsibilities of Each Participating Stakeholder
In addition to the mission statement, goals, and objectives, the general roles and responsibilities for the participating
jurisdictions and agencies are defined below.

Communities located proximate to all JBSA Installations (Counties, Cities and Towns)
The communities located proximate to JBSA installations, or are affected by JBSA military operations, will be considered
regional partners in that they will provide GIS data to the JBSA Regional Entity and will provide their own comments
and feedback on the importance of particular development actions and other regional strategies in relation to
economic development, transportation and infrastructure. A major responsibility of the communities will be to provide
timely responses to recommendations that come from the regional entity, and to consider implementing actions that
are suitable to their respective communities. This includes modifying plans, policies, land use regulations, etc.
CPS Energy / San Antonio Water System (Public Utilities)
Public utilities will have roles and responsibilities which are similar to those of the communities as they will also provide
data, but only on project‐specific terms basis, in relation to development concerns and other actions in their respective
service areas. Major responsibilities will be to consider modifying and approving changes to utility plans and service
agreements, where such plans and agreements would impact military missions and operations at JBSA.
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San Antonio River Authority
The San Antonio River Authority will provide support as a regional partner providing data, on a project‐specific basis,
sharing plans and data in regards to water and flood management. Major responsibilities will include considering
appropriate modifications to regional plans, educating communities and / or the public about the impacts of their
actions on water management and flooding, as well as informing potential developers about the impacts development
and improper storm water management may have on JBSA.
Bexar Appraisal District
Bexar Appraisal District’s role will be minimal, yet still relevant. The District will provide data to the JBSA Regional
Entity and continue to maintain their parcel databases. A major responsibility will be to continue to work with
Bexar Metro 911 on public safety concerns.
Other County Appraisal Districts
Other participating counties will also provide their respective parcel data. This data is not only essential for managing
public safety concerns but also for assessing impacts related to land uses and military operational footprints.

Potential Alternatives for the JBSA-RPO
The following pages identifies the potential alternatives evaluated through this study, describes and illustrates the
organization and management structure for each possible organization to include roles and responsibilities, and it
recommends a preliminary work plan with tasks, milestones, and timelines identified to accomplish the work plan. It is
important to note that some alternatives have similar, if not the same, tasks associated with them due to similar
actions required in order to achieve JBSA‐RPO startup. Additionally, preliminary performance measures have been
identified to assist in monitoring successful progress of the JBSA‐RPO; these may also be similar to the other alternative
due to the required tasks needed to accomplish startup for the JBSA‐RPO.
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Alternative 1: OMA and the AAMPO
Organization and Management Structure
Alternative 1 is the OMA partnered with the AAMPO. The OMA‐AAMPO would serve as the JBSA‐RPO both in the
capacity of coordination and GIS information host. For all purposes of organization and management structure, the
OMA would serve as the lead organization and the AAMPO would serve as the subordinate organization working with
the OMA and through the City’s GIS Division, as well as providing coordination assistance. Figure 5 is a mock‐up
organizational chart and proposed management structure for the combined OMA and AAMPO—JBSA‐RPO.
This organizational and management structure would not change the overall OMA or AAMPO organizational structure.
However it would add another line of indirect oversight and direction to OMA, which would have to be established and
outlined in an interlocal agreement. This structure would seek to hire a full‐time supervisor and four research analysts
or a combination of research analysts and GIS technicians. The hiring of research analysts and GIS technicians could
also be accomplished through shared resources of both the City of San Antonio and the AAMPO, again delineated
through an interlocal agreement. However, it may be determined through additional study that hiring as opposed to
sharing resources would be ideal so there would be dedicated staff. This agreement would also establish physical
location for the shared resources of the AAMPO staff, if decided that sharing was the most suitable way to approach
this staffing requirement. Additionally, funding resources would be available to significantly enhance the GIS capability
of the City’s GIS and AAMPO’s to accomplish the JBSA‐RPO’s goals and objectives.

Roles and Responsibilities of Each Stakeholder
OMA
The role and responsibilities of OMA as the lead organization within this combined RPO would be financial
management; grant administration, personnel management, and the overall coordination on all regional planning
actions. This role would be memorialized in an adopted interlocal agreement between the OMA and the AAMPO and
all the regional stakeholders and participants. The Director of OMA would oversee the activities of the JBSA‐RPO in a
direct line of management. In the quarterly meeting of the OMA‐staffed MTTF and / or the Regional Task Force, a new
representative could be asked to be represented on the MTTF member roster on an as‐needed basis depending on the
type of project(s) discussed and voted on at that particular meeting. The OMA Director would ask the representative
to participate in the MTTF meeting to provide technical advisory information and recommendations.
Additional responsibilities include the coordination of development review in regards to regional JLUS strategies and
recommendations.

AAMPO
As the subordinate entity under the agreed upon direction and coordination of the OMA for the JBSA‐RPO, AAMPO’s
roles and responsibilities will expand to assist with the overall regional coordination of all stakeholders and to act as a
regional data manager, facilitating the maintenance of a regional GIS database which may be used by military,
communities, and other stakeholders for project‐specific planning and long range planning purposes. Additional
responsibilities will include the expansion of planning and GIS capabilities which would include land use planning and
development review for any proposed expansion or growth that would affect military compatibility for JBSA
installations. Additionally, the administrative function of the AAMPO would assist the OMA in communication and
coordination efforts to all the regional stakeholders.

Work Plan for Alternative 1: OMA and AAMPO
The tasks below detail the work required to establish the OMA and AAMPO as the JBSA‐RPO. The tasks will accomplish
the first phase of startup, which ultimately will accomplish the goals and objectives set forth above. In order to achieve
the regional goals and objectives, the following tasks must be accomplished, monitored, and updated as appropriate to
ensure successful regional communication and coordination among the multiple stakeholders involved in this
organization.
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Figure 5.

OMA and AAMPO Organizational/Management Structure as the JBSA‐RPO
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Task 1.0 Formalize Governance and Organizational Structure
The OMA would initiate the formalization process of this combination of the JBSA‐RPO. This task involves the
formalization of the JBSA‐RPO with the OMA acting in a lead role and the AAMPO acting in a subordinate role. The
subtasks associated with this task include but are not limited to development and adoption of interlocal agreements,
development of budgets, procurement of necessary equipment and upgrades, and potential hiring of additional staff.
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Subtask 1.1 Develop Interlocal Agreements
OMA and AAMPO staff would collaborate to develop the necessary Interlocal Agreements to establish the overall
organization and governance structure of the OMA‐AAMPO JBSA‐RPO. This agreement should include direction and
guidance on the following items but not necessarily be limited to these items:






Governance and organizational structure;
Financial structure including reimbursement / transactions terms;
Shared resources including personnel and equipment;
Technological network and potential shared resources; and
Physical location of potential shared resources.

It is expected this task would involve at least, two or three iterations of the agreement(s). Once a draft agreement(s) is
complete, then it is should be distributed to OMA and AAMPO for distribution and review by their respective boards
and committees and departments.
Subtask 1.2 Develop Budgets
While subtask 1.1 is ongoing, the OMA and AAMPO will work together to develop budgets in order to accomplish the
JBSA‐RPO goals. The budgets will include all streams of revenue and projected expenses, and liabilities.
Subtask 1.3 Adopt Interlocal Agreements
Upon acceptance of the interlocal agreement(s) by each organization, the OMA through the City of San Antonio and
the AAMPO would adopt the agreement through their normal public process.
Subtask 1.4 Identify and Procure Operational Equipment
OMA and AAMPO would conduct a needs assessment to determine the additional operational resources needed to
accomplish the JBSA‐RPO mission. The needs assessment would consist of an inventory of technology, personnel, and
other operational resources such as supplies, resources of both the OMA and the AAMPO. Depending on funding
structure of the organization, it may be determined that the OMA and AAMPO procure different components of the
inventory, i.e. AAMPO would procure the upgrades to the GIS system through its public process.
Subtask 1.5 Identify and Advertise for Additional Staff
Building on Subtask 1.3, the OMA would utilize the needs assessment to determine if additional personnel were
needed to ensure the effective operation of the JBSA‐RPO. If and only if additional personnel was identified, then the
OMA would take the lead on developing job descriptions, advertising, selecting and interviewing potential candidates.
Thus, OMA would be responsible for hiring any additional personnel to accomplish the mission of the JBSA‐RPO.

Task 2.0 Task Force Formation
Upon completion of the governance, organization, and administrative tasks, a Regional Implementation Task Force
would be formed to provide regional oversight to the JBSA‐RPO. The Task Force would monitor progress through the
performance measures established for this organization and provide guidance on funding and legislative matters.
Regular meetings of the Task Force would be required to ensure the JBSA‐RPO was accomplishing its goals and
progress was occurring.
Subtask 2.1 Identify and Collect Points‐of‐Contact
The OMA in collaboration with the AAMPO will identify all senior level and technical staff level points‐of‐contact (POCs)
for all regional stakeholders, participants, members and obtain current contact information including but not limited to
name, alternate’s name, phone number, and email address. This will be achieved through existing resources, open
source resources [Internet], and dissemination of this information to key personnel within each stakeholder
organization to confirm, verify, or revise as appropriate. Consideration should be given to using a hybrid membership
of the MTTF, AACOG, and the AAMPO. The AAMPO would assist in collecting the information for the POCs.
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Subtask 2.2 Establish a Regional JLUS Implementation Task Force
The OMA will identify and define the Task Force’s mission, goals, and coordination procedures. Furthermore,
guidelines, procedures and timetables such as recurring meetings for conducting and facilitating community briefings
and educating the public would be established by this Task Force. Task Force will propose revisions to the mission,
goals, coordination procedures, and / or meeting schedules.
Subtask 2.3 Determine Most Suitable Participation Level with OMA and AAMPO Policy Board and Departments
After establishing the POCs and the Regional JLUS Task Force, the OMA and AAMPO will determine through separate
assessments of the separate organization’s common goals, staff resources, and other variables how the JBSA‐RPO will
be incorporated into the current meeting structure of the AACOG, if necessary. This may require consultation with the
other committees in the AAMPO including the Policy Board.

Task 3.0 Formalize Coordination and Communication Procedures of the Regional Stakeholders
Upon completion of Tasks 1 and 2, the OMA would lead the effort in formalizing the coordination procedures with the
other regional stakeholders; this includes but is not limited to the provision of sharing data including GIS data, sharing
other resources such as GIS or planning personnel, and offering of physical venues for meetings. The formalization of
these coordination procedures would be memorialized in either interlocal agreements or memoranda of understanding
(MOU).
Subtask 3.1 Develop Agreements between the Regional Stakeholders
OMA will identify and invite to participate the regional stakeholders that would support formalized communication
between their organizations, the military, and the JBSA‐RPO. The agreements will delineate all pertinent parameters
including but not limited to:


Types of communication;



Terms for communication—proposed land use actions including but not limited to infrastructure and capital
improvement programs;



Geographic location impacted—military influence areas;



Frequency of communication;



Response times for the communities/stakeholders; and



Response times for the military.

These agreements would also include parameters about sharing GIS data among regional stakeholders for long‐range
planning purposes. The GIS parameters would include privileges to review, write/modify, or administer the layers. The
GIS portion of the agreements would also include a disclaimer that would be used on all maps produced by the
JBSA‐RPO.
Subtask 3.2 Facilitate the Dissemination of Regional Information
The AAMPO would take the lead on this task as it relates to GIS information. All other regional information
dissemination would be coordinated through the OMA. The purpose of this task is to establish protocol for the
exchange and dissemination of information to the regional stakeholders when appropriate. The protocol(s) would
identify types of data to be released, intent and parameters for data release, and establishment of disclaimers. The
protocol established would also delineate frequency of dissemination from other stakeholders to the JBSA‐RPO of the
data for which they are owners. This will maintain currency and accuracy of data. The AAMPO would be the owner of
protocol documents and in developing the protocol to ensure the protocol was an actionable and reasonable
document.
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Task 4.0 GIS Data Assessment
Building on the previous tasks and established agreements to share data, the AAMPO in the JBSA‐RPO would assess
each regional stakeholder’s data to determine type or format of data, i.e. AutoCAD, ESRI Shapefiles, year of data, or if
data even exists for the stakeholders that can be mapped. OMA resources would be available to assist in this data / GIS
assessment.
After the assessment, then a categorization of the data should occur to design the most suitable and appropriate
database for the JBSA‐RPO. The intent of this database is for all stakeholders to be able to access and use the data with
their appropriate system capabilities. Some stakeholders may decide to purchase certain GIS software packages so
they may view and manipulate their own data. If not, the AAMPO will act in the role of their GIS Division.

Task 5.0 GIS Database Development
Building upon the previous tasks, the AAMPO would build and design the GIS Database to house all the communities
and utilities pertinent planning information including comprehensive plans, zoning including overlay districts, utility
infrastructure, transportation and roadways, alternative energy development areas, flood / FEMA areas, water
resources, and any other pertinent GIS layers that would assist in developing a comprehensive database.
Additionally, JBSA would provide the JBSA‐RPO with the various mission footprints for each installation. This would
include but not be limited to airspaces, military training routes, low‐level flight tracks and flight corridors, noise
contours, safety zones, ranges, and other areas of concern that should be mapped and considered in long‐range
planning.

Task 6.0 Prioritize Regional JLUS Strategies
The OMA will prioritize the regional JLUS strategies for implementation. The prioritization will outline the strategies
based on the timeframes to which the strategies should be implemented. Upon completion of staff prioritization, the
Regional Task Force will accept or revise the prioritizations.
Task 7.0 Develop Work Plans for Implementing the Strategies
Building upon Task 6.0, the OMA will develop draft work plans for implementing the prioritized strategies. This will
include the identification and assessment of required resources, identification of milestones, and an overall timetable
to complete the strategies. These work plans will be presented to the JBSA‐RPO for acceptance prior to work
beginning.
Task 8.0 Facilitate Advocacy for Legislation
The OMA and AAMPO will utilize the regional stakeholders to develop and initiate by jurisdiction various legislative
initiatives, as necessary. JBSA‐RPO staff will collaborate with the jurisdictions governmental affairs departments to
advocate for military compatibility legislation. Representatives of the JBSA‐RPO will advocate at the local, regional,
state, and federal level as appropriate. Additionally, the JBSA‐RPO staff will identify regional stakeholders to champion
legislation for military compatibility. Such legislation would include but not be limited to providing counties with
military installations more land use authority and amending the Texas Property Code Section 5.008 to enable enhanced
notification of military‐related mission impacts to certain properties around the JBSA installations.
Task 9.0 Ongoing Monitoring and Support
The intent of this task is to maintain operations and standard communication protocol upon completion of the start‐up
tasks in this work plan. This task would consist of monitoring and analyzing the progress of tasks stated in this work
plan as well as other military compatibility policies and guidelines currently existing to ensure issues relative to
compatibility are addressed.

Implementation Timetable and Milestones

The timetable with milestones is presented in Table 3. The months after the 12th month are for ongoing monitoring
and continuation of the JBSA‐RPO with its regular scheduled operations and business.
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Table 3.

Timetable with Milestones for OMA and AAMPO acting as the JBSA‐RPO
JBSA‐Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy ‐ OMA and AAMPO

Timetable and Milestones
Month
Task 1.0: Formalize Governance and
Organizational Structure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Additional resources procured and functional
Interlocal agreements adopted
Task Force developed with by-laws and operating
procedures established

Task 2.0: Task Force Formation
Task 3.0: Formalize Coordination and
Communication Procedures of the
Regional Stakeholders

Interlocal agreements / MOUs signed and adopted

Task 4.0: GIS Data Assessment

Task 5.0: GIS Database Development
Original database developed

Task 6.0: Prioritize Regional JLUS
Strategies

Accepted prioritized strategies

Task 7.0: Develop Work Plans for
Implementing the Strategies

Accepted work plans for implementing strategies

Task 8.0: Facilitate Advocacy for
Legislation

O
n
g
o
i
n
g
P
/ h
a
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n
i I
t I
o
r
i
n
g
-

Task 9.0: Ongoing Monitoring and
Support
Task Force Meetings

Milestone
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Methods and Milestones for Measuring Progress and Success
In order to measure the success or progress of an organization (or program), performance measures must be
developed. Performance metrics must be accessible (easy to document) and relevant (have a direct relationship to the
basic objective, expressed in the form of a performance measure). Compiling and evaluating metrics must be done on
a comprehensive and consistent basis; therefore it is best to use actions that can be tracked easily over long periods of
time. Here are a few potential metrics, listed in no specific order, for option three:


Eighty‐five percent of all regional stakeholders/representatives in the Task Force attend each JBSA‐RPO meeting.
It is presumed that attendance alone does not measure qualitative attributes (i.e. productive participation),
therefore success should also factor in other metrics, in addition to meeting attendance.



Ninety percent of all emails related to development actions and military mission impacts will be answered, at
least initially, within 24 hours or three business days (excluding automatic reply messages).



Undeliverable emails due to position or individual vacancy will occur no more than 5 percent of the time within
any given consecutive 20 business day period.



Eighty‐five percent of assigned senior level decision makers are present at each JBSA‐RPO meeting.



Eighty‐five percent of administrative issues that prevent progress, i.e. email issues, are resolved in three business
days or less as of the date the issue is reported.



Within the first six months, the JBSA‐RPO will procure the equipment including GIS systems enhancements to
ensure the organization has the capability to accomplish the goals of the GIS component of the regional mission.



Within the first six months of JBSA‐RPO operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will recommend to the JBSA‐RIJS Task
Force the priorities of the RIJS strategies.



By the eighth month, the Task Force will accept all, some, or remove some strategies from the recommended
priority list.



Upon acceptance of RIJS strategies and within the first year of operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will develop work
plans for the top priority strategies. The work plans shall be accepted by the RIJS Task Force by the end of the
first year.



Progress Reports will be developed quarterly by OMA staff with support from the AAMPO staff to distribute to
the City, the AAMPO Policy Board, and any other JBSA‐RPO stakeholders as identified in the Interlocal
agreements.



By the end of year one, the GIS system will be initially developed and functional. Parameters for updating and
maintaining the database will be established.
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Alternative 2: OMA & AACOG
Organization and Management Structure
Alternative 2 is the OMA partnered with the AACOG. The OMA‐AACOG would serve as the JBSA‐RPO both in the
capacity of coordination and GIS information host. For all purposes of organization and management structure, the
OMA would serve as the lead organization and the AACOG would serve as the subordinate organization working with
the OMA’s through the City’s GIS Division, as well as providing coordination assistance. Figure 6 is a mock‐up
organizational chart and proposed management structure for the combined OMA and AACOG—JBSA Regional Planning
Organization (JBSA‐RPO).
This organizational and management structure would not change the overall OMA or AACOG organizational structure.
However it would add another line of indirect oversight and direction to OMA, which would have to be established and
outlined in an interlocal agreement. This structure would seek to hire a full‐time supervisor and four research analysts
or a combination of research analysts and GIS technicians. The hiring of research analysts and GIS technicians could
also be accomplished through shared resources of both the City of San Antonio and the AACOG, again delineated
through an interlocal agreement. This agreement would also establish physical location for the shared resources of the
AACOG staff, if decided that sharing was the most suitable way to approach this staffing requirement. Additionally,
funding resources would be available to significantly enhance the GIS capability of the City’s GIS and AACOG to
accomplish the JBSA‐RPO’s goals and objectives.

Roles and Responsibilities of Each Stakeholder
OMA
The role and responsibilities of OMA as the lead organization within this combined RPO would be financial
management; grant administration, personnel management, and the overall coordination on all regional planning
actions. This role would be memorialized in an adopted interlocal agreement between the OMA and the AACOG and
all the regional stakeholders and participants. The Director of OMA would oversee the activities of the JBSA‐RPO in a
direct line of management. In the quarterly meeting of the OMA‐staffed MTTF and / or the Regional Task Force, a new
representative could be asked to be represented on the MTTF member roster on an as‐needed basis depending on the
type of project(s) discussed and voted on at that particular meeting. The OMA Director would ask the representative
to participate in the MTTF meeting to provide technical advisory information and recommendations.
Additional responsibilities include the coordination of development review in regards to regional JLUS strategies and
recommendations.

AACOG
As the subordinate entity under the agreed upon direction and coordination of the OMA for the JBSA‐RPO, AACOG’s
roles and responsibilities will expand to assist with the overall regional coordination of all stakeholders and to act as a
regional data manager, facilitating the maintenance of a regional GIS database which may be used by military,
communities, and other stakeholders for project‐specific planning and long range planning purposes. Additional
responsibilities will include the expansion of planning and GIS capabilities which would include land use planning and
development review for any proposed expansion or growth that would affect military compatibility for JBSA
installations. Additionally, the administrative function of the AACOG would assist the OMA in communication and
coordination efforts to all the regional stakeholders.

Work Plan for Alternative 2: OMA and AACOG
The tasks below detail the work required to establish the OMA and AACOG as the JBSA‐RPO. The tasks will accomplish
the first phase of startup, which ultimately will accomplish the goals and objectives set forth above.
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Figure 6.

OMA/AACOG Organizational/Management Structure as the JBSA‐RPO
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Task 1.0 Formalize Governance and Organizational Structure
The OMA would initiate the formalization process of this combination of the JBSA‐RPO. This task involves the
formalization of the JBSA‐RPO with the OMA acting in a lead role and the AACOG acting in a subordinate role. The
subtasks associated with this task include but are not limited to development and adoption of interlocal agreements,
development of budgets, procurement of necessary equipment and upgrades, and potential hiring of additional staff.
Subtask 1.1 Develop Interlocal Agreements
OMA and AACOG staff would collaborate to develop the necessary Interlocal Agreements to establish the overall
organization and governance structure of the OMA‐AACOG JBSA‐RPO. This agreement should include direction and
guidance on the following items but not necessarily be limited to these items:


Governance and organizational structure;



Financial structure including reimbursement / transactions terms;



Shared resources including personnel and equipment;



Technological network and potential shared resources; and



Physical location of potential shared resources.

It is expected this task would involve at least, two or three iterations of the agreement(s). Once a draft agreement(s) is
complete, then it is should be distributed to OMA and AACOG for distribution and review by their respective boards
and committees and departments.
Subtask 1.2 Develop Budgets
While subtask 1.1 is ongoing, the OMA and AACOG will work together to develop budgets in order to accomplish the
JBSA‐RPO goals. The budgets will include all streams of revenue and projected expenses, and liabilities.
Subtask 1.3 Adopt Interlocal Agreements
Upon acceptance of the interlocal agreement(s) by each organization, the OMA through the City of San Antonio and
the AACOG would adopt the agreement through their normal public process.
Subtask 1.4 Identify and Procure Operational Equipment
OMA and AACOG would conduct a needs assessment to determine the additional operational resources needed to
accomplish the JBSA‐RPO mission. The needs assessment would consist of an inventory of technology, personnel, and
other operational resources such as supplies, resources of both the OMA and the AACOG. Depending on funding
structure of the organization, it may be determined that the OMA and AACOG procure different components of the
inventory, i.e. AACOG would procure the upgrades to the GIS system through its public process.
Subtask 1.5 Identify and Advertise for Additional Staff
Building on Subtask 1.3, the OMA would utilize the needs assessment to determine if additional personnel were
needed to ensure the effective operation of the JBSA‐RPO. If and only if additional personnel was identified, then the
OMA would take the lead on developing job descriptions, advertising, selecting and interviewing potential candidates.
Thus, OMA would be responsible for hiring any additional personnel to accomplish the mission of the JBSA‐RPO.

Task 2.0 Task Force Formation
Upon completion of the governance, organization, and administrative tasks, a Regional Implementation Task Force
would be formed to provide regional oversight to the JBSA‐RPO. The Task Force would monitor progress through the
performance measures established for this organization and provide guidance on funding and legislative matters.
Regular meetings of the Task Force would be required to ensure the JBSA‐RPO was accomplishing its goals and
progress was occurring.
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Subtask 2.1 Identify and Collect Points‐of‐Contact
The OMA in collaboration with the AACOG will identify all senior level and technical staff level points‐of‐contact (POCs)
for all regional stakeholders, participants, members and obtain current contact information including but not limited to
name, alternate’s name, phone number, and email address. This will be achieved through existing resources, open
source resources [Internet], and dissemination of this information to key personnel within each stakeholder
organization to confirm, verify, or revise as appropriate. Consideration should be given to using a hybrid membership
of the MTTF, AACOG, and the AAMPO. The AACOG would assist in collecting the information for the POCs.
Subtask 2.2 Establish a Regional JLUS Implementation Task Force
The OMA will identify and define the Task Force’s mission, goals, and coordination procedures. Furthermore,
guidelines, procedures and timetables such as recurring meetings for conducting and facilitating community briefings
and educating the public would be established by this Task Force. Task Force will propose revisions to the mission,
goals, coordination procedures, and / or meeting schedules.
Subtask 2.3 Determine Most Suitable Participation Level with OMA and AACOG Policy Board and Departments
After establishing the POCs and the Regional JLUS Task Force, the OMA and AACOG will determine through separate
assessments of the separate organization’s common goals, staff resources, and other variables how the JBSA‐RPO will
be incorporated into the current meeting structure of the AACOG, if necessary. This may require consultation with the
other committees in the AACOG including the Policy Board.

Task 3.0 Formalize Coordination and Communication Procedures of the Regional Stakeholders
Upon completion of Tasks 1 and 2, the OMA would lead the effort in formalizing the coordination procedures with the
other regional stakeholders; this includes but is not limited to the provision of sharing data including GIS data, sharing
other resources such as GIS or planning personnel, and offering of physical venues for meetings. The formalization of
these coordination procedures would be memorialized in either interlocal agreements or memoranda of understanding
(MOU).
Subtask 3.1 Develop Agreements between the Regional Stakeholders
OMA will identify and invite to participate the regional stakeholders that would support formalized communication
between their organizations, the military, and the JBSA‐RPO. The agreements will delineate all pertinent parameters
including but not limited to:


Types of communication;



Terms for communication—proposed land use actions including but not limited to infrastructure and capital
improvement programs;



Geographic location impacted—military influence areas;
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Frequency of communication;



Response times for the communities/stakeholders; and



Response times for the military.

These agreements would also include parameters about sharing GIS data among regional stakeholders for long‐range
planning purposes. The GIS parameters would include privileges to review, write/modify, or administer the layers. The
GIS portion of the agreements would also include a disclaimer that would be used on all maps produced by the
JBSA‐RPO.
Subtask 3.2 Facilitate the Dissemination of Regional Information
The AACOG would take the lead on this task as it relates to GIS information. All other regional information
dissemination would be coordinated through the OMA. The purpose of this task is to establish protocol for the
exchange and dissemination of information to the regional stakeholders when appropriate. The protocol(s) would
identify types of data to be released, intent and parameters for data release, and establishment of disclaimers. The
protocol established would also delineate frequency of dissemination from other stakeholders to the JBSA‐RPO of the
data for which they are owners. This will maintain currency and accuracy of data. The AACOG would be the owner of
protocol documents and in developing the protocol to ensure the protocol was an actionable and reasonable
document.

Task 4.0 GIS Data Assessment
Building on the previous tasks and established agreements to share data, the AACOG in the JBSA‐RPO would assess
each regional stakeholder’s data to determine type or format of data, i.e. AutoCAD, ESRI Shapefiles, year of data, or if
data even exists for the stakeholders that can be mapped. OMA resources would be available to assist in this data / GIS
assessment.
After the assessment, then a categorization of the data should occur to design the most suitable and appropriate
database for the JBSA‐RPO. The intent of this database is for all stakeholders to be able to access and use the data with
their appropriate system capabilities. Some stakeholders may decide to purchase certain GIS software packages so
they may view and manipulate their own data. If not, the AACOG will act in the role of their GIS Division.

Task 5.0 GIS Database Development
Building upon the previous tasks, the AACOG would build and design the GIS Database to house all the communities
and utilities pertinent planning information including comprehensive plans, zoning including overlay districts, utility
infrastructure, transportation and roadways, alternative energy development areas, flood / FEMA areas, water
resources, and any other pertinent GIS layers that would assist in developing a comprehensive database.
Additionally, JBSA would provide the JBSA‐RPO with the various mission footprints for each installation. This would
include but not be limited to airspaces, military training routes, low‐level flight tracks and flight corridors, noise
contours, safety zones, ranges, and other areas of concern that should be mapped and considered in long‐range
planning.
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Task 6.0 Prioritize Regional JLUS Strategies
The OMA with support from the AACOG will prioritize the regional JLUS strategies for implementation. The
prioritization will outline the strategies based on the timeframes to which the strategies should be implemented. Upon
completion of staff prioritization, the Regional Task Force will accept or revise the prioritizations.
Task 7.0 Develop Work Plans for Implementing the Strategies
Building upon Task 6.0, the OMA with support from AACOG will develop draft work plans for implementing the
prioritized strategies. This will include the identification and assessment of required resources, identification of
milestones, and an overall timetable to complete the strategies. These work plans will be presented to the JBSA‐RPO
for acceptance prior to work beginning.
Task 8.0 Facilitate Advocacy for Legislation
The OMA and AACOG will utilize the regional stakeholders to develop and initiate by jurisdiction various legislative
initiatives, as necessary. JBSA‐RPO staff will collaborate with the jurisdictions governmental affairs departments to
advocate for military compatibility legislation. Representatives of the JBSA‐RPO will advocate at the local, regional,
state, and federal level as appropriate. Additionally, the JBSA‐RPO staff will identify regional stakeholders to champion
legislation for military compatibility. Such legislation would include but not be limited to providing counties with
military installations more land use authority and amending the Texas Real Estate Disclosure forms to enable enhanced
notification of military‐related mission impacts to certain properties around the JBSA installations.
Task 9.0 Ongoing Monitoring and Support
The intent of this task is to maintain operations and standard communication protocol upon completion of the start‐up
tasks in this work plan. This task would consist of monitoring and analyzing the progress of tasks stated in this work
plan as well as other military compatibility policies and guidelines currently existing to ensure issues relative to
compatibility are addressed.

Implementation Timetable and Milestones

The timetable with milestones is presented in Table 4. The months after the 12th month are for ongoing monitoring
and continuation of the JBSA‐RPO with its regular scheduled operations and business.
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Table 4.

Timetable with Milestones for OMA and AACOG serving as the JBSA‐RPO
JBSA‐Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy ‐ OMA and AACOG

Timetable and Milestones
Month
Task 1.0: Formalize Governance and
Organizational Structure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Additional resources procured and functional
Interlocal agreements adopted
Task Force developed with by-laws and operating
procedures established

Task 2.0: Task Force Formation
Task 3.0: Formalize Coordination and
Communication Procedures of the
Regional Stakeholders

Interlocal agreements / MOUs signed and adopted

Task 4.0: GIS Data Assessment

Task 5.0: GIS Database Development
Original database developed

Task 6.0: Prioritize Regional JLUS
Strategies

Accepted prioritized strategies

Task 7.0: Develop Work Plans for
Implementing the Strategies

Accepted work plans for implementing strategies

Task 8.0: Facilitate Advocacy for
Legislation

O
n
g
o
i
n
g
P
/ h
a
M s
o e
n
i I
t I
o
r
i
n
g
-

Task 9.0: Ongoing Monitoring and
Support
Task Force Meetings

Milestone

Task Force Meeting

As needed for legislative sessions

Methods and Milestones for Measuring Progress and Success
In order to measure the success or progress of an organization (or program), performance measures must be
developed. Performance metrics must be accessible (easy to document) and relevant (have a direct relationship to the
basic objective, expressed in the form of a performance measure). Compiling and evaluating metrics must be done on
a comprehensive and consistent basis; therefore it is best to use actions that can be tracked easily over long periods of
time. Here are a few potential metrics, listed in no specific order, for option two:


Eighty‐five percent of all regional stakeholders/representatives in the Task Force attend each JBSA‐RPO meeting.
It is presumed that attendance alone does not measure qualitative attributes (i.e. productive participation),
therefore success should also factor in other metrics, in addition to meeting attendance.



Ninety percent of all emails related to development actions and military mission impacts will be answered, at
least initially, within 24 hours or three business days (excluding automatic reply messages).



Undeliverable emails due to position or individual vacancy will occur no more than 5 percent of the time within
any given consecutive 20 business day period.



Eighty‐five percent of assigned senior level decision makers are present at each JBSA‐RPO meeting.



Eighty‐five percent of administrative issues that prevent progress, i.e. email issues, are resolved in three business
days or less as of the date the issue is reported.



Within the first six months, the JBSA‐RPO will procure the equipment including GIS systems enhancements to
ensure the organization has the capability to accomplish the goals of the GIS component of the regional mission.



Within the first six months of JBSA‐RPO operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will recommend to the JBSA‐RIJS Task
Force the priorities of the RIJS strategies.
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By the eighth month, the Task Force will accept all, some, or remove some strategies from the recommended
priority list.



Upon acceptance of RIJS strategies and within the first year of operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will develop work
plans for the top priority strategies. The work plans shall be accepted by the RIJS Task Force by the end of the
first year.



Progress Reports will be developed quarterly by OMA staff with support from the AACOG staff to distribute to
the City, the AACOG Policy Board, and any other JBSA‐RPO stakeholders as identified in the Interlocal
agreements.



By the end of year one, the GIS system will be initially developed and functional. Parameters for updating and
maintaining the database will be established.
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Alternative 3: City of San Antonio OMA
Organization and Management Structure
Alternative 3 is the City of San Antonio OMA. The OMA would serve as the JBSA Regional Planning Organization (JBSA‐
RPO) both in the capacity of coordination and GIS information host. For all purposes of organization and management
structure, the OMA would serve as the lead organization and the City’s GIS Division may be called upon to assist with
the GIS component of the JBSA‐RPO. Figure 7 is a mock‐up organizational chart and proposed management structure
for the OMA acting in the capacity of the JBSA‐RPO.
This organizational and management structure would not change the overall OMA organizational structure other than
to add employees to the Director’s line oversight and direction. This structure would seek to hire a full‐time supervisor
and four research analysts or a combination of research analysts and GIS technicians. The hiring of research analysts
and GIS technicians could also be accomplished through shared resources of the City of San Antonio’s GIS Division,
delineated through an interdepartmental agreement. This agreement would establish the protocol and identify the
resources that would be shared between the OMA office and the GIS Division of the City of San Antonio, if this option
was desired. Additionally, funding resources would be available to significantly enhance the GIS capability of the City’s
GIS to accomplish the JBSA‐RPO’s goal and objectives.

Roles and Responsibilities
The role and responsibilities of OMA as the lead organization within this RPO would be financial management; grant
administration, personnel management, and the overall coordination on all regional planning actions. This role would
be memorialized in an adopted memorandum of agreement (MOA) between the OMA and the regional stakeholders
and participants. The Director of OMA would oversee the activities of the JBSA‐RPO in a direct line of management. In
the quarterly meeting of the OMA‐staffed MTTF and / or the Regional Task Force, a new representative could be asked
to be represented on the MTTF member roster on an as‐needed basis depending on the type of project(s) discussed
and voted on at that particular meeting. The OMA Director would ask the representative to participate in the MTTF
meeting to provide technical advisory information and recommendations.
Additional responsibilities include the coordination of development review in regards to regional JLUS strategies and
recommendations. The City’s GIS Division’s and Planning’s roles and responsibilities will expand to act as a regional
data manager, facilitating the maintenance of a regional GIS database which may be used by military, communities, and
other stakeholders for project‐specific planning and long range planning purposes. Additional responsibilities will
include the expansion of planning and GIS capabilities which would include land use planning and development review
for any proposed expansion or growth that would affect military compatibility for JBSA installations.

Work Plan for Alternative 3: OMA
The tasks below detail the work required to establish the OMA as the JBSA‐RPO. The tasks will accomplish the first
phase of startup, which ultimately will accomplish the goals and objectives set forth above.
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Figure 7.

OMA Organizational/Management Structure as the JBSA‐RPO
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Task 1.0 Formalize Governance and Organizational Structure
The OMA would initiate the formalization process of this combination of the JBSA‐RPO. This task involves the
formalization of the JBSA‐RPO with the OMA acting in a lead role and components of other City departments, e.g.
Planning and Community Development and the GIS Division, acting in a subordinate role. The subtasks associated with
this task include but are not limited to development and adoption of interdepartmental agreements, development of
budgets, procurement of necessary equipment and upgrades, and potential hiring of additional staff.
Subtask 1.1 Develop Interdepartmental Agreements
OMA and City staff would collaborate to develop the necessary Interdepartmental Agreements to establish the overall
organization and governance structure of the OMA JBSA‐RPO. This agreement should include direction and guidance
on the following items but not necessarily be limited to these items:


Governance and organizational structure;



Financial structure including reimbursement / transactions terms;



Shared resources including personnel and equipment;
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Technological network and potential shared resources; and



Physical location of potential shared resources.

It is expected this task would involve at least, two or three iterations of the agreement(s). Once a draft agreement(s) is
complete, then it is should be distributed to OMA and City Departments for distribution and review by their respective
department heads.
Subtask 1.2 Develop Budgets
While subtask 1.1 is ongoing, the OMA and City staff will work together to develop budgets in order to accomplish the
JBSA‐RPO goals. The budgets will include all streams of revenue and projected expenses, and liabilities.
Subtask 1.3 Adopt Interdepartmental Agreements
Upon acceptance of the interdepartmental agreement(s) by each department, the OMA through the City of San
Antonio would adopt the agreement through their normal public process.
Subtask 1.4 Identify and Procure Operational Equipment
OMA in collaboration with the other pertinent city departments would conduct a needs assessment to determine the
additional operational resources needed to accomplish the JBSA‐RPO mission. The needs assessment would consist of
an inventory of technology, personnel, and other operational resources such as supplies, resources of the OMA and the
other departments. Depending on funding structure of the organization, it may be determined that the OMA and
other City departments procure different components of the inventory, i.e. City’s GIS Division would procure the
upgrades to the GIS system through its public process.
Subtask 1.5 Identify and Advertise for Additional Staff
Building on Subtask 1.4, the OMA would utilize the needs assessment to determine if additional personnel were
needed to ensure the effective operation of the JBSA‐RPO. If and only if additional personnel was identified, then the
OMA would develop job descriptions, advertise, select and interview potential candidates. Thus, OMA would be
responsible for hiring any additional personnel to accomplish the mission of the JBSA‐RPO.

Task 2.0 Task Force Formation
Upon completion of the governance, organization, and administrative tasks, a Regional Implementation Task Force
would be formed to provide regional oversight to the JBSA‐RPO. The Task Force would monitor progress through the
performance measures established for this organization and provide guidance on funding and legislative matters.
Regular meetings of the Task Force would be required to ensure the JBSA‐RPO was accomplishing its goals and
progress was occurring.
Subtask 2.1 Identify and Collect Points‐of‐Contact
The OMA will identify all senior level and technical staff level points‐of‐contact (POCs) for all regional stakeholders,
participants, members and obtain current contact information including but not limited to name, alternate’s name,
phone number, and email address. This will be achieved through existing resources, open source resources [Internet],
and dissemination of this information to key personnel within each stakeholder organization to confirm, verify, or
revise as appropriate. Consideration should be given to using a hybrid membership of the MTTF, AACOG, and the
AAMPO.
Subtask 2.2 Establish a Regional JLUS Implementation Task Force
The OMA will identify and define the Task Force’s mission, goals, and coordination procedures. Furthermore,
guidelines, procedures and timetables such as recurring meetings for conducting and facilitating community briefings
and educating the public would be established by this Task Force. Task Force will propose revisions to the mission,
goals, coordination procedures, and / or meeting schedules.
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Task 3.0 Formalize Coordination and Communication Procedures of the Regional Stakeholders
Upon completion of Tasks 1 and 2, the OMA will formalize the coordination procedures with the other regional
stakeholders; this includes but is not limited to the provision of sharing data including GIS data, sharing other resources
such as GIS or planning personnel, and offering of physical venues for meetings. The formalization of these
coordination procedures would be memorialized in either interlocal agreements or memoranda of understanding
(MOU).
Subtask 3.1 Develop Agreements between the Regional Stakeholders
OMA will identify and invite to participate the regional stakeholders that would support formalized communication
between their organizations, the military, and the JBSA‐RPO. The agreements will delineate all pertinent parameters
including but not limited to:


Types of communication;



Terms for communication—proposed land use actions including but not limited to infrastructure and capital
improvement programs;



Geographic location impacted—military influence areas;



Frequency of communication;



Response times for the communities/stakeholders; and



Response times for the military.

These agreements would also include parameters about sharing GIS data among regional stakeholders for long‐range
planning purposes. The GIS parameters would include privileges to review, write/modify, or administer the layers. The
GIS portion of the agreements would also include a disclaimer that would be used on all maps produced by the
JBSA‐RPO.
Subtask 3.2 Facilitate the Dissemination of Regional Information
The OMA or OMA’s/City’s GIS Division would take the lead on this task as it relates to GIS information. All other
regional information dissemination would be coordinated through the OMA. The purpose of this task is to establish
protocol for the exchange and dissemination of information to the regional stakeholders when appropriate. The
protocol(s) would identify types of data to be released, intent and parameters for data release, and establishment of
disclaimers. The protocol established would also delineate frequency of dissemination from other stakeholders to the
JBSA‐RPO of the data for which they are owners. This will maintain currency and accuracy of data. The OMA would be
the owner of protocol documents and in developing the protocol to ensure the protocol was an actionable and
reasonable document.

Task 4.0 GIS Data Assessment
Building on the previous tasks and established agreements to share data, the OMA or OMA/City’s GIS Division would
assess each regional stakeholder’s data to determine type or format of data, i.e., AutoCAD, ESRI Shapefiles, year of
data, or if data even exists for the stakeholders that can be mapped.
After the assessment, then a categorization of the data would occur to design the most suitable and appropriate
database for the JBSA‐RPO. The intent of this database is for all stakeholders to be able to access and use the data with
their appropriate system capabilities. Some stakeholders may decide to purchase certain GIS software packages so
they may view and manipulate their own data. If not, the OMA/City’s GIS Division will act in the role of their GIS
Division.

Task 5.0 GIS Database Development
Building upon the previous tasks, the OMA / City’s GIS Division would build and design the GIS Database to house all
the communities and utilities pertinent planning information including comprehensive plans, zoning including overlay
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districts, utility infrastructure, transportation and roadways, alternative energy development areas, flood / FEMA areas,
water resources, and any other pertinent GIS layers that would assist in developing a comprehensive database.
Additionally, JBSA would provide the JBSA‐RPO with the various mission footprints for each installation. This would
include but not be limited to airspaces, military training routes, low‐level flight tracks and flight corridors, noise
contours, safety zones, ranges, and other areas of concern that should be mapped and considered in long‐range
planning.

Task 6.0 Prioritize Regional JLUS Strategies
The OMA will prioritize the regional JLUS strategies for implementation. The prioritization will outline the strategies
based on the timeframes to which the strategies should be implemented. Upon completion of staff prioritization, the
Regional Task Force will accept or revise the prioritizations.
Task 7.0 Develop Work Plans for Implementing the Strategies
Building upon Task 6.0, the OMA will develop draft work plans for implementing the prioritized strategies. This will
include the identification and assessment of required resources, identification of milestones, and an overall timetable
to complete the strategies. These work plans will be presented to the JBSA‐RPO for acceptance prior to work
beginning.
Task 8.0 Facilitate Advocacy for Legislation
The OMA will utilize the regional stakeholders to develop and initiate by jurisdiction various legislative initiatives, as
necessary. JBSA‐RPO staff will collaborate with the jurisdictions governmental affairs departments to advocate for
military compatibility legislation. Representatives of the JBSA‐RPO will advocate at the local, regional, state, and
federal level as appropriate. Additionally, the JBSA‐RPO staff will identify regional stakeholders to champion legislation
for military compatibility. Such legislation would include but not be limited to providing counties with military
installations more land use authority and amending the Texas Real Estate Disclosure forms to enable enhanced
notification of military‐related mission impacts to certain properties around the JBSA installations.
Task 9.0 Ongoing Monitoring and Support
The intent of this task is to maintain operations and standard communication protocol upon completion of the start‐up
tasks in this work plan. This task would consist of monitoring and analyzing the progress of tasks stated in this work
plan as well as other military compatibility policies and guidelines currently existing to ensure issues relative to
compatibility are addressed.
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Implementation Timetable and Milestones

The timetable with milestones is presented in Table 5. The months after the 12th month are for ongoing monitoring
and continuation of the JBSA‐RPO with its regular scheduled operations and business.
Table 5.

Timetable with Milestones for OMA serving as the JBSA‐RPO

Methods and Milestones for Measuring Progress and Success
In order to measure the success or progress of an organization (or program), performance measures must be
developed. Performance metrics must be accessible (easy to document) and relevant (have a direct relationship to the
basic objective, expressed in the form of a performance measure). Compiling and evaluating metrics must be done on
a comprehensive and consistent basis; therefore it is best to use actions that can be tracked easily over long periods of
time. Here are a few potential metrics, listed in no specific order, for option two:


Eighty‐five percent of all regional stakeholders/representatives in the Task Force attend each JBSA‐RPO meeting.
It is presumed that attendance alone does not measure qualitative attributes (i.e. productive participation),
therefore success should also factor in other metrics, in addition to meeting attendance.



Ninety percent of all emails related to development actions and military mission impacts will be answered, at
least initially, within 24 hours or three business days (excluding automatic reply messages).



Undeliverable emails due to position or individual vacancy will occur no more than 5 percent of the time within
any given consecutive 20 business day period.



Eighty‐five percent of assigned senior level decision makers are present at each JBSA‐RPO meeting.
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Eighty‐five percent of administrative issues that prevent progress, i.e. email issues, are resolved in three business
days or less as of the date the issue is reported.



Within the first six months, the JBSA‐RPO will procure the equipment including GIS systems enhancements to
ensure the organization has the capability to accomplish the goals of the GIS component of the regional mission.



Within the first six months of JBSA‐RPO operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will recommend to the JBSA‐RIJS Task
Force the priorities of the RIJS strategies.



By the eighth month, the Task Force will accept all, some, or remove some strategies from the recommended
priority list.



Upon acceptance of RIJS strategies and within the first year of operation, the JBSA‐RPO staff will develop work
plans for the top priority strategies. The work plans shall be accepted by the RIJS Task Force by the end of the
first year.



Progress Reports will be developed quarterly by OMA staff to distribute to the City, and any other JBSA‐RPO
stakeholders as identified in the Interlocal agreements.



By the end of year one, the GIS system will be initially developed and functional. Parameters for updating and
maintaining the database will be established.

These alternatives and work plans were designed for the startup phase upon selection of the most suitable alternative
organization to manage the JBSA‐RPO. These work plans get the organization(s) through the first year of operations.
As noted in the timetables for optional time and monitoring, there should be a Phase II to continue the work started
with the developed work plans for the regional strategies.
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Establish a Camp Bullis Acquisition Subcommittee

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1a

1

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Identify Critical Areas / Priority Properties for Acquisition that Support
Preservation of Military Readiness

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1b

n/a

LU-5
LU-6

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Pursue Conservation Partnering Opportunities Utilizing REPI*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1c

1.1,1.2,1.3

LU-5

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Pursue Conservation Partnering Opportunities Utilizing ACUB Program*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1d

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Evaluate the Establishment of a Purchase of Development Rights
Program*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2012

LU Acq-1e

1.1,1.2,1.3

LU-7

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Partnerships with Non-Governmental Organizations to Facilitate
Acquisition*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1f

1.1,1.2,1.3

LU-5

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Explore Options to Include T&E Language in Local Propositions*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

LU Acq-1g

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Establish a Habitat Conservation Plan Tax Benefit Funding Program*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2012

LU Acq-1h

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Leverage Lands Purchased by San Antonio Proposition 1 & 3 Funds for
Golden-Cheeked Warbler Mitigation Credits

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Acq-1i

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Review For and Address CIP Projects that Conflict with Preservation of
Military Readiness*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

LU CIP-1a

2.1

IE-1
IE-2

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Camp Bullis Awareness Program*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU CC-1a

3.1,3.2

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Military Installation Protection Act Omnibus Bill

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Leg-1a

4.1,4.2,4.3

n/a

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Grant Counties Regulatory Authority for Military Installation Protection

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Leg-1b

4.1,4.2,4.3

n/a

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop an MOU for a Formal Development Notification Process between
the Jurisdictions / Agencies and Camp Bullis

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU MOU-1a

3.4

COM-1
COM-2
COM-3

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop an MOU Between all the Jurisdictions / Agencies, that Have
Land Use Management Authority, to Establish a JLUS Implementation
Board.

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU MOU-2a

3.5,3.7

COM-1
COM-2
COM-3

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Comprehensive Land Use Map for the JAZB's Controlled
Compatible Land Use Area

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU PP-1a

n/a

SAF-4

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Comprehensive Land Use Map for the Unincorporated Area of
the MIOD that lies within an incorporated city's ETJ

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU PP-1b

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Comprehensive Land Use Map for the Unincorporated Area of
the MIOD that Lies Outside of a City's ETJ

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU PP-1c

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Camp Bullis Transportation Plan

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU PP-2a

5.1,5.2

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Amend the Texas Association of Realtors (TAR) Form 1506

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU RE-1a

5.1,5.2

LEG-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Require that the Texas Association of Realtors Form 1406 include
Language that Discloses if a Property is Within the MIOD

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU RE-1b

3.6

LEG-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Require Mandatory Real Estate Disclosures that Would Take Place by
the Title Company During the Transfer or Sales Transaction

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU RE-1c

3.6

n/a

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Military Influence Overlay District Zoning Ordinance to Include
all MIA Zones for the Controlled Compatible Land Use Area

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU ZON-1a

3.6

LU-1

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Military Influence Overlay District Zoning Ordinance to Include
all MIA Zones for the MIOD

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Zon-1b

n/a

LU-1

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Establish a Camp Bullis Joint Airport Zoning Board

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Zon-2a

n/a

LU-3

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Establish a Camp Bullis Joint Zoning Board (JZB) for the Area Within the
MIOD but Located Outside of the City of San Antonio's ETJ

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Zon-2b

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Appoint a Camp Bullis Representative as an Ex-Officio Member on the
JAZB, JZB, and Planning Commissions

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU Zon-2c

n/a

COM-1
COM-2

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Incorporate AICUZ Compatibility Guidelines

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU ZON-3a

n/a

NV-3
SAF-3

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Incorporate BASH Compatibility Guidelines

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU ZON-3b

8.1

SAF-8

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Amend the Subdivision Regulations to Require a Real Estate Disclosure

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU ZON-4a

3.6

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Require a Note be Recorded on a Title to Real Property as Part of any
Discretionary Development Permit or Approval

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

LU OTH-1a

n/a

LU-8

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Amend HB 1852

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG LEG-1a

6.1, 6.2

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Lighting Retrofit Program for Businesses

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2012

LG PP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Lighting Retrofit Phasing Plan for an Agency

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2012

LG PP-1b

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Voluntary Lighting Retrofit Program for Homeowners

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2012

LG PP-1c

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Conduct a Camp Bullis Shielding / Screening Lighting Study to Control
Light Impacts

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG PP-2a

6.4

n/a

N
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Identify Critical Areas On Camp Bullis With Light Impacts From Outside
the Installation

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG PP-2b

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Outdoor Lighting Standards

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG ZON-1a

6.1, 6.2, 6.3

LG-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Dark Sky Ordinance / Order

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG ZON-2a

6.1,6.2

LG-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Amend a Dark Sky Ordinance / Order

JBSA-CB: Light MIA

2010

2011

LG ZON-2b

6.1,6.2

LG-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop Sound Attenuation Building Standards

JBSA-L: Noise MIA

2010

2011

NOI ZON-1a

7.1

NV-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop Sound Attenuation for Noise Sensitive Land Uses

JBSA-L: Noise MIA

2010

2011

NOI ZON-1b

7.1,7.2

NV-2
NV-3

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Provide Critical Flight and Height Information

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2012

VO CC-1a

9.1

n/a

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Coordinate Federal and State Management Plans with Camp Bullis

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO CP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop Compatible Land Use for Height Issues

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO CP-2a

9.1

VO-1

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Review Low Level Military Flight Routes for Incompatible Uses

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO PP-1a

n/a

n/a

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

State Adopt Part 77 and Any Amendments as State Law to Ensure FAA
Part 77 Compliance by Developing a Height Restrictions Zoning
Ordinance / Order

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO ZON-1a

n/a

VO-2

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Conduct Review of Existing Cellular Phone Tower Locations

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO ZON-1b

10.2

n/a

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Amend Chapter 241 to Include Approach and Departure Routes for
Helicopter Landing Zones, Both Improved and Unimproved

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2012

VO ZON-1c

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Ensure New Energy Corridors are Properly Located*

JBSA-CB: Vertical Obstruction
MIA

2010

2011

VO OTH-1a

10.2

VO-4

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Consider Increasing Protections Around Combat Assault Landing Strip
(CALS) to Protect the Flexibility of a Possible Future Upgrade to a Class
A Runway

JBSA-CB: Safety MIA

2010

2016

SA CIP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a BASH Plan and Distribute BASH Educational Materials*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

SA BH-1a

8.1

n/a

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Control Bird and Wildlife Attractions near Camp Bullis*

JBSA-CB: MIOD

2010

2011

SA BH-1b

8.1

SAF-7

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Incorporate AICUZ Land Use Compatibility Guidelines, Part 2 into the
Zoning Ordinance (MIOD)

JBSA-CB: Safety MIA

2010

2011

SA ZON-1a

n/a

SAF-3

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Pursue the TPWD TPRA Grant Program

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2012

TE ACQ-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Coordinate Federal and State Agency Management Plans with Camp
Bullis

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

TE CIP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop an Approach to Provide Mitigation Credits to Camp Bullis

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2012

TE CP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Provide Review of Agency Plans to Address Military Concerns

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

TE HAB-1a

3.4

COM-1
COM-2

Y

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Regional Habitat Conservation Plan (RHCP)

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

TE HAB-1b

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop an MOU, or Some Other Method to Ensure Comments are
Received From All Affected Agencies, to Formalize an Endangered
Species Review Process

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

TE MOU-2a

n/a

n/a

N
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop an Official Development Notification Process MOU between a
Jurisdiction and the USFWS

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

TE MOU-3a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Develop a Camp Bullis Vegetation Management Plan*

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

TE PP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Secure a Sustainable Water Source for Camp Bullis

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2012

WA CIP-1a

n/a

n/a

N

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Ensure Review of Agency Plans to Address Military Water Concerns

JBSA-CB: Study Area

2010

2011

WA PP-1a

12.6

WQQ-4

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Air Force to pursue conservation partnering opportunities through the
Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI) under the DoD
and through state or private conservation efforts

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Air Force to identify land swap opportunities

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to pursue opportunities for city and county
purchase land to establish military compatibility buffer

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to conduct outreach to developers on the use of
clustering or green space setasides

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2012

2016

LUC ACQ-1c

1.1

LU-5

Y

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

n/a

1.2

n/a

Y

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2016

LUC ACQ-1d

1.3

n/a

N

JBSA-L: Noise MIA

2012

2013

n/a

1.4

n/a

N

Use capital improvement and infrastructure systems planning as a
platform for stronger inter‐agency dialogue on regional growth

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2013

LUC CIP-1a

2.1

IE-1
IE-2

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to explore use of capital improvement and
infrastructure systems planning to guide growth

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2019

LUC CIP-1a

2.2

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Ensure the City of San Antonio West/Southwest Sector Plan considers
the compatibility findings of the Joint Land Use Study, along with other
relevant input such as approved master plans, stakeholder input, and
existing uses

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2013

n/a

2.3

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly develop educational outreach materials for the community

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LUC CC-1a

3.1

n/a

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Air Force and PSA to conduct community information briefings

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LUC CC-1a

3.2

n/a

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County to develop a searchable database to assist property
owners*

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

n/a

3.3

COM-10

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly develop a Memorandum of Understanding for joint consultation
procedures

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LUC MOU-1a

3.4

COM-2
COM-3
COM-9

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly establish an ongoing implementation entity

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

MOU-2a

3.5

COM-7

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County to pursue voluntary real estate disclosure in collaboration
with SABOR*

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2012

2013

LU RE-1a,1b,
1c;
LU Zon-4a;
LU OTH-1a

3.6

COM-5

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Joint establish an automated notification process for proposed
development activity on parcels within designated air safety, noise or
other planning buffers

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2012

2016

LUC MOU-1a

3.7

COM-2

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County to explore state enabling authority to regulate sound
attenuation in counties*

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2016

Leg-1a,1b;
NS Zon-1a,1b

4.1

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County to explore limited county land use regulatory authority

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2019

LU Leg-1a,1b

4.2

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

COSA to explore expanded use of land use authority in the ETJ*

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2016

LU Leg-1a, 1b

4.3

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

COSA to explore city annexation of lands affected by training impacts

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2019

n/a

4.4

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

AF and PSA to Implement Transportation Demand Management plan for
Lackland AFB and PSA and coordinate with VIA Transit Authority on
traffic reduction strategies

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

LU PP-2a

5.1

RC-3

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly collaborate on detailed transportation issues as part of Lackland
AFB Transportation Plan

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LU PP-2a

5.2

IE-1
IE-2

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

COSA to apply outdoor lighting standards to light sensitive areas in
proximity to the airfield

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2016

LG PP-2b,
LG Zon1a,2a,2b

6.1

LG-1

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County to adopt Military Lighting Overlay District for unincorporated
areas in proximity to Lackland Training Annex

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2016

LG Zon1a,2a,2b

6.2

LG-1

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to develop an outreach program to educate on
sensitive lighting applications

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LG PP-2a

6.3

n/a

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

AF to conduct a Lackland AFB shielding / screening lighting study

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2013

LG PP-2a

6.4

n/a

N
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

JBSA-Lackland AFB

COSA to apply Military Sound Attenuation Overlay Zoning District
regulations within Lackland AFB noise contours

JBSA-Lackland AFB

County and COSA to require the dedication of avigation/noise easements
for discretionary development permit or approval

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Air Force to conduct detailed modeling of noise impacts around the
Lackland Training Annex

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to develop a voluntary sound attenuation retrofit
program for noise sensitive uses*

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-L: Noise MIA

2012

2013

NS Zon-1b

7.1

n/a

N

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2012

2019

n/a

7.2

NV-5

N

JBSA-L: Lackland Training
Annex AOC

2012

2013

n/a

7.3

n/a

N

JBSA-L: Noise MIA

2012

2016

NS PP-1a,1b

7.4

NV-4

Y

Bexar County and COSA to incorporate Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard
(BASH) standards

JBSA-L: Air Safety MIA

2012

2013

LU ZON-3b
SA BH-1a, 1b

8.1

SAF-7

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

COSA to provide controlled airspace information and associated height
restrictions

JBSA-L: FAA Controlled
Airspaces

2012

2016

VO CC-1a,

9.1

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Bexar County and COSA to promote community outreach on RFI
spectrum issues

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

n/a

10.1

n/a

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly participate in a regional review of telecommunication or alternative
energy infrastructure

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

VO Zon-1b,
OTH-1a

10.2

AE-1
IE-2

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly maintain close communications

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

LU CC-1a

11.1

n/a

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly conduct outreach to developers on low impact stormwater
practices

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

n/a

11.2

WQQ-6

Y

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Remove obstructions within Leon Creek

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

n/a

11.3

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Redesign the security grate(s) in Leon Creek

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2016

n/a

12.4

n/a

N
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Provide funding support for upstream stormwater detention facilities and
onsite channelization planning, construction and maintenance

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2019

n/a

12.5

n/a

N

JBSA-Lackland AFB

Jointly promote community outreach

JBSA-L: Study Area

2012

2013

WA PP-1a

12.6

n/a

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

JBSA-Randolph

Amend Unified Development Codes and Zoning Ordinances to Establish
Height Limits for Alternative Energy Development Structures.

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate with DOD Siting Clearinghouse.*

JBSA-Randolph

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
Vertical Obstruction MIA

2015

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

Establish an MOA Between Local Communities and JBSA for
Coordination Regarding any Proposed Developments Adjacent to JBSAR and JBSA-S Fence Line

JBSA-Randolph

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

VO Zon-1b,
OTH-1a

10.2

AE-1

Y

2015

VO Zon-1b,
OTH-1a

n/a

AE-2

Y

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

LU MOU-1a

3.4

AT-1

Y

ATFP Improvements to JBSA-R East Gate

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2019

n/a

n/a

AT-2

N

JBSA-Randolph

FM 78 JBSA Randolph East Gate Intersection Improvements

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2019

n/a

n/a

AT-3

N

JBSA-Randolph

JBSA Representative to Attend City Council, Planning Commissioner,
County Commissioners Court and other Agency Board Meetings to
Provide Comments on Mission Compatibility Concerns for Proposed
Developments

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

LU MOU-1a

3.4

COM-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Stakeholders to Provide JBSA an Opportunity to Review and Comment
on Proposed Developments within the MOD

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

LU MOU-1a

3.4

COM-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

JBSA to Develop a Stakeholders’ Communications Protocol Plan and a
Community Communications Portal

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

n/a

3.1

COM-3

Y

JBSA-Randolph

JBSA to Enhance Notifications to the Public for Training that Occurs
Outside the Routine Schedule and Other Current Event News Relevant to
Communities

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

3.1

COM-4

N

JBSA-Randolph

Local Military Compatibility Real Estate Disclosures

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

LU RE-1a,1b,
1c;
LU Zon-4a;
LU OTH-1a

3.6

COM-5

y

JBSA-Randolph

Amend the Perpetual Clear Zone Easement To Define a JBSA Response JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Safety
Time For Proposed Development Application Reviews
MIA

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-6

N

JBSA-Randolph

Establish a Regional JLUS Implementation Task Force.

2015

2016

LU MOU-2a

3.5,3.7

COM-7

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

JBSA-Randolph

Plan and Facilitate a Visioning Session for Multiple Military Advocacy
Organizations.

JBSA-Randolph

Develop Memorandum of Agreement for Multiple Military Advocacy
Agencies.

JBSA-Randolph

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-8

N

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-9

N

Create and Maintain a GIS Information Clearinghouse for Collecting and
Distributing Updated GIS Layers / Maps Related to Military Operations.

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

3.3

COM-10

Y

JBSA-Randolph

RND Airspace Manager and 12 FTW Safety Office should continue
working with General Aviation groups and the FAA in reducing VFR popup traffic transiting Military Operating Areas (MOAs)

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-11

N

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs to Regulate Temporary Cranes within the Transitional Area

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-12

N

JBSA-Randolph

Update or Develop Crane / Temporary Construction Permit Forms.

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

COM-13

N

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate with JBSA Regarding Proposed Developments that Generate
Smoke or Steam Within the Approach and Departure Corridor*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

n/a

n/a

DSS-1

N

JBSA-Randolph

Notify JBSA-R / RND when Visibility Near Stinson Municipal Airport is
Less Than Desirable for Aviation Operations.*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

n/a

n/a

DSS-2

N

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate JBSA Housing Needs.*

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

n/a

n/a

HA-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Incorporating Military Housing Needs in Jurisdictional Comprehensive
Plans*

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

n/a

n/a

HA-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate Infrastructure Capacity Planning with JBSA*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

n/a

n/a

IE-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Coordination on Infrastructure Planning.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

n/a

2.1,2.2,5.1,5.
2

IE-2

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

JBSA-Randolph

Next Generation Air Transportation System Improvements.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

JBSA-Randolph

Advertise / Educate Mid-Air Collision Avoidance Program.*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

JBSA-Randolph

Region-Wide Airspace Utilization Study

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

JBSA-Randolph

Military Overlay Zoning District (MOD)

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

JBSA-Randolph

Update City Comprehensive Plans

JBSA-Randolph

Establish a Joint Airport Zoning Board (JAZB)

JBSA-Randolph

Develop an MOU with School Districts

JBSA-Randolph

Acquire Conservation Easements to Secure Buffer in JBSA-R Airfield
Safety Zones.

JBSA-Randolph

Acquire Land in JBSA-R Northern and Southern CZs.

JBSA-Randolph

Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Program

JBSA-Randolph

Include Statement in Plats and Titles

JBSA-Randolph

Amend the Texas Association of Realtors (TAR) Form 1506 and Form
1406
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End
Year

2017

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

n/a

n/a

LAS-1

N

n/a

n/a

LAS-2

N

2016

n/a

n/a

LAS-3

Y

2015

2015

LU ZON-1a,1b

n/a

LU-1

Y

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2017

LU PP-1c

2.3

LU-2

Y

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
CCLUA

2015

2017

LU ZON-2a

n/a

LU-3

N

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

n/a

n/a

LU-4

Y

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2017

LU Acq-1a,1c

1.1

LU-5

N

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Safety
MIA

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

LU-6

N

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2017

LU Acq-1e

1.4

LU-7

Y

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2017

LU OTH-1a

n/a

LU-8

Y

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

LU RE-1a,1b,
1c;
LU ZON-4a;
LU OTH-1a

3.6,5.1,5.2

LEG-1

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Randolph

Amend State Sellers’ Disclosure Policy to Incorporate Military
Compatibility Notifications

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2017

LU RE-1c

n/a

LEG-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to Incorporate Dark Sky Lighting
Controls

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2017

n/a

6.1,6.2,6.3

LG-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Require Anti-Glare Construction Materials in Solar and Renewable
Energy Facilities.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

LG-2

N

JBSA-Randolph

Adopt Building and Statewide Code Requirements Incorporating Sound
Attenuation Measures.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Noise
MIA

2015

2017

NOI ZON-1a,1b

7.1,7.2

NV-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Educational Materials on Sound Attenuation Methods.*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

n/a

n/a

NV-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to Incorporate Recommended
Land Use Guidelines and Sound Attenuation Measures

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Noise
MIA

2015

2016

NOI ZON-1b
SA ZON-1a

7.1

NV-3

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Develop a Voluntary Sound Attenuation Retrofit Program for Noise
Sensitive Uses.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Noise
MIA

2015

2017

n/a

7.4

NV-4

N

JBSA-Randolph

Require the Dedication of Avigation / Noise Easements for Discretionary
Development Approvals

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Noise
MIA

2015

2015

n/a

7.2

NV-5

N

JBSA-Randolph

Transportation Improvements / Expansions.*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

LU CIP-1a

2.1,2.2,5.1,5.
2

RC-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Mass Transit Options.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

5.1

RC-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Prepare a Traffic Modeling Study for the Areas Immediately Surrounding
JBSA-Randolph.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

RC-3

N

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate and Budget for Intelligent Transportation Systems.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

RC-4

N
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Randolph

Program and Budget for Installation Gate Projects that Improve Off-Base
Roadway Capacity

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

RC-5

N

JBSA-Randolph

Consider Additional Increases in Compressed Work Week Schedules for
Eligible Employees.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

RC-6

Y

JBSA-Randolph

CZ and APZ Land Use Evaluation Study.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Safety
MIA

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

SAF-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Update the 2008 JBSA-R AICUZ

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Safety
MIA

2015

2019

n/a

n/a

SAF-2

N

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to Incorporate MOD Safety
Subzone and the Associated AICUZ Guidelines for CZs and APZs.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph Safety
MIA

2015

2016

LU ZON-1a,1b
SA ZON-1a

n/a

SAF-3

N

JBSA-Randolph

Create a JAZB for JBSA-S to include a MOD Safety Subzone

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
CCLUA

2015

2016

LU ZON2a,2b,2c

n/a

SAF-4

N

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinance to Require CZ Language on
Property Titles and Plats

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

SAF-5

N

JBSA-Randolph

Secondary Radar System and NextGen Air Transportation Systems

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

SAF-6

N

JBSA-Randolph

Amend UDCs and Zoning Ordinances to include BASH Regulations

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph BASH
MIA

2015

2016

SA BH-1a

n/a

SAF-7

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Develop a 3-Dimensional Imaginary Surfaces Modeling

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

VO-1

N

JBSA-Randolph

State to Adopt Part 77 as State Law to ensure Federal Aviation
Regulation (FAR) Part 77 Compliance.

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2016

VO ZON-1a

n/a

VO-2

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Utility Infrastructure Coordination.*

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

VO OTH-1a

11.1

VO-3

Y
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Task 1A - Consolidated Actions

JLUS Study

Actions / Strategies

Areas of Influence

Use dropdown to select
JLUS

This is the Action/Strategy verbatim from the JLUS.

This is the geographic area
identified as the area affected by
the strategy.

Start
Year

End
Year

Similar to
JBSA-Camp
Bullis

Similar to
JBSALackland

Similar to
JBSARandolph

If action is similar to another action, type
strategy ID, if action is not similar, then leave
blank. For actions from the base itself, put

Regional Effect /
Regional
Cooperation?
Y/ N

JBSA-Randolph

Site New Utility Lines Within Existing Energy Utility Corridors / Joint Utility
Corridors

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
Vertical Obstruction MIA

2015

2017

VO OTH-1a

11.1

VO-4

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Develop and implement a Water Resources Management Plan.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

WQQ-1

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Develop Ordinance Reducing Lawn Landscaping Area.

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

2016

n/a

n/a

WQQ-2

N

JBSA-Randolph

Coordinate Infrastructure Projects and Apply for State Funding.*

JBSA-R: Study Area

2015

LU CIP-1a

2.1,2.2,11.1

WQQ-3

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Address Military Water Concerns in Agency Plans

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

2017

WA PP-1a

n/a

WQQ-4

Y

JBSA-Randolph

Inventory and Assess High-risk Storm water Ponding Areas On-Base.

JBSA-R: JBSA-Randolph
MIAOD

2015

2017

n/a

n/a

WQQ-5

N

JBSA-Randolph

Encourage and Conduct Outreach to Developers on Low Impact Storm
Water Development Practices

2 or more MIODs or MIAODs

2015

n/a

11.2

WQQ-6

Y
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Appendix 2 – San Antonio Regional Stakeholders
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Task 1B - SA Region Stakeholders
AACOG AAMPO*

ARMA

NEP

RAPCO

COSA

SADSD

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

OMA

MTTF

BC

BCDPW SA/BC TTF

TMPC

DTI

SEIC

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

JBSA-Camp Bullis
City of San Antonio
Bexar County
Federal Aviation Administration
JBSA-Fort Sam Houston
JBSA-Camp Bullis
Texas Military Preparedness
City of Fair Oaks Ranch
San Antonio Board of Realtors
Kendall County
Edwards Aquifer Authority
Comal County
San Antonio Builders' Association
Texas Parks and Wildlife
US Fish and Wildlife Service
San Antonio Water System
CPS Energy
City of Bulverde
City of Hill Country Village
City of Hollywood Park
City of Shavano Park
Conservation Advisory Board
Green Spaces Alliance
Texas Department of Transportation
Northside Independent School District

X
X

12345
12345

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

14
X
145
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

4
4

X
X

1235

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

JBSA-Lackland AFB
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
JBSA-Lackland AFB
San Antonio International Airport
Port San Antonio
Air Education Training and Command
Real Estate Council of San Antonio
City of Leon Valley
San Antonio Chamber of Commerce
Lackland Independent School District
Southwest Independent School District

X
X
X
X
X
X

5
X

X

X

X

JBSA-Randolph AFB
JBSA-Randolph AFB
City of Cibolo
City of Converse
City of Garden Ridge
City of Live Oak
City of Schertz
City of Seguin
City of Selma
City of Universal City
Randolph Metrocom Chamber of Commerce
Northeast Partnership for Economic Development
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
15
X
X
X

X
1

Task 1B - SARegion Stakeholders
AACOG AAMPO*
Other agencies involved in airspace management and
operations, i.e. Hondo Airport / All entities with Letter of Air
operations with JBSA-Randolph
Alamo Area Council of Governments
Guadalupe County
Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization

X

1234
15
*
1
2
3
4
5
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ARMA

NEP

RAPCO

COSA

SADSD

OMA

MTTF

BC

BCDPW SA/BC TTF

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TMPC

DTI

SEIC

Technical Advisory Committee
Bicycle Mobility Advisory Committee
Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee
Transportation Policy Board

2

Appendix 3 – San Antonio Regional Stakeholder Assessment
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Task 1Ca - Regional SA Stakeholder Assessment
Regional Coordination Organization

Mission

Authority
(Discretionary /
Regulatory)

The MPO's mission is to provide a comprehensive, coordinated and
continuous ("3C") transportation planning process for the safe and
efficient movement of people and goods, consistent with the region's
overall economic, social and environmental goals.
Regulatory

Northeast Partnership

>Randolph Air Power Community Council (RAPCO)
City of San Antonio

To promote economic growth and quality of life in the Northeast San
Antonio area.
Discretionary

Discretionary

To assist JBSA in reducing installation support costs

Regulatory

To regulate building mass, density and land usage through the
administration of the City of San Antonio’s Zoning Code.
Regulatory

>San Antonio Development Services Department (SADSD)

>Office of Military Affairs (OMA)

To coordinate the metropolitan and regional response to the
formation of JBSA.

Discretionary

>>Military Transformation Task Force (MTTF)
Bexar County (BC)

To share information and work with the military to enhance mission
readiness through a Community-Military Partnership; advocate for
the military at a local, state, and national level; and address any
impacts that the military may have on our community.
Advisory
To build a better community through quality services
Regulatory

>Bexar County Public Works Department (BCPWD)

To preserve all County resources by providing efficient services
which ensure the safety, health, and welfare of our customers and
improve quality of life.

>San Antonio/Bexar County Transportation Task Force

To assess existing transportation plans and priorities in order to
make local policy as well as state and federal legislative
recommendations.

Regulatory

n/a

n/a

Staff (Volunteer
Board Members) No

Yes

City population >5,000: $750 annually.
City population< 5,000: $500 annually.
Associate members: $250 annually.

Volunteer

Building Development Fees, building plan review and permit fees,
Special Services Fees, Building and Fire Appeals Fee, Demolition Fees,
Electrical License/ Registation and Electrical Appeals Fees, HVAC and
HVAC Appeals Fee, Plumbing License/Regisration Fees, Tree
preservation fees, Land Development Fees, Subdivision Plat Fees,
Zoning fees

US DOD Office of Economic Adjustment, City of San Antonio

7

1

7

Yes

Business: $150 annually, Individual: $100
annually
Volunteer

No

0

n/a

n/a

Staff

Yes

2

n/a

n/a

Staff

Yes

5

n/a

n/a

Staff

Yes

n/a

n/a
n/a

Staff
Staff

n/a

n/a

Staff

Enhanced Use Leasing, City of San Antonio, Bexar County, and Greater
San Antonio Chamber of Commerce
n/a
Bexar County, CIP Funding, Driveway/ ROW Permits, Flood
Development Permits, Septic Permits, Storm Water Quality Site
Development Permit, Subdivision Plat fees, parking fees

No

17

Responsible Party
(Electeds, Appointed or Technical Staff?)

Frequency of Meetings

Has the Organization
Addressed Military Issues?

7 Electeds

Monthly

Only specific to veteran
development

4 MPO Transportation Policy Board: 14 elected, 7 appointed

Monthly (For TPB, TAC,
BMAC, PMAC, & SGCC)

Only specific to transportation
system

Board of Directors (7): Chairperson appointed by Governor,
2 remaining six appointed by Bexar County Commissioners Court.

Monthly (Finance, Planning,
Executive)

Only specific to environmental
impacts related to highway
construction

Elected representatives of the Associate Membership will sit on the
0 Board of Directors and attend its regular meetings
Monthly
Presidents of the local Chambers of Commerce, Local elected
Mayors and/or their designees, Such persons as the Executive
Committee approves by majority vote, DOD members

No

Yes

Yes

Quarterly

Yes

n/a

Yes

1 Appointed

n/a

Yes

1

Appointed

n/a

Yes

No
Yes

2
9

4 Appointed
15 Elected

Quarterly
n/a

Yes
Yes

Yes

9

15 Appointed

n/a

Yes

2

17 Electeds

n/a

n/a

Staff

No

2

6 Appointed

Monthly

n/a
Enhanced Use Leasing, Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements, Facility Use Agreements, Task Order Contracts, Education
Partnership Agreements, Facility Use Agreements, Intergovernmental
Agreements
n/a
JBSA, DTI, CPS Energy, Port San Antonio, Schneider Electric

n/a

Staff

No

1

3 Appointed by the Texas Governor

Quarterly

Advocacy Group?

Yes - Advisory arm for OMA

Yes - Makes
recommendations to
legislature

Governor’s Office of Economic Development and Tourism, US DOD
Office of Economic Adjustment, Defense Economic Adjustment Assistant
Grant and Texas Military Value Revolving Loan Fund programs

Defense Transformation Institute (DTI)

To serve as a proactive intermediary with active military installations
for leveraging their military assets.
Advisory
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Membership Fees

Advisory

To preserve, protect, expand, and attract new military missions,
assets, and installations in the state of Texas

>JBSA Sustainable Energy Innovation Center (SEIC)

Staff

JLUS Stakeholders
Members
(schools, utilities)

Bexar County Commission, City of San Antonio

Texas Military Preparedness Commission

To facilitate and accelerate accomplishment of JBSA’s energy
objectives by helping to communicate JBSA’s needs and
requirements to solution providers and by providing a welcoming
mechanism for the providers to present their solutions to JBSA.

n/a

n/a

# of JLUS
Jurisdictions
Members

Robust GIS Database

Yes - Strategic Geospatial
Coordination Committee,
iMap, Traffic Demand
Modeling

FHA, MAP-21 Funds, Texas Mobility Fund, Surface Transportation
Program-Metropolitan Mobility Funds, American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act Funds, FTA Sections 5307 and 5309 Funds, Fare Box
Revenue and Toll Collection, VIA Metropolitan Transit Sales Tax, FTA
New Starts Program, Statewide TEP, CMAQ Funding, Safe Routes to
School Program, State Infrastructure Bank

Discretionary

To support Randolph Air Force Base and its missions.

Staff / Volunteer

Yes - AACOG Regional Data
Center

General Fund, County Road/ Bridge Fund, TxDOT/ Advanced
Transportation District Fund, Grants-in-Aid fund, HOME Investment
Partnership program, CDBG Fund, November 2003 Bond Referendum
Fund, Flood Control Capital Projects Fund (Cash-Funded), Flood
Control Capital Projects Fund (Debt-Funded), Bexar County Capital
Improvement Program, Adult and Juvenile Detention Facilities Fund,
Economic Development Capital Projects Fund, Five Year Capital Plan
FY 2012-13 to FY 2017-18

To help move people faster in our community, by providing choices
in your daily commute.

Alamo Regional Mobility Authority (Alamo RMA)

How Much?

General purpose governments:
$0.07/capita based on the census data. Both (Voluntary
Other types of governments & associate assoc. of local
gov'ts/orgs)
members: $50/month--$600/annual.

Yes

Discretionary

Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG)

Membership
Fee

Major Governmental Funds- The General Fund, Bexar Area Agency on
Aging Fund, Texas Department of Transportation Fund, Alamo Local
Authority Fund. Non-Major Governmental Funds (Special Revenue
Funds)- TCEQ Fund, VIA Metropolitan Transit Fund, Texas Veterans
Commission Fund, Economic Development Administration Fund,
Commission on State Emergency Communication Fund, MPO Fund,
Texas Department of Rural Affairs Fund, US HUD Fund, US Dept.
Homeland Security Fund, Capital Area COG Fund, Texas Dept. HCA
Fund, Office of the Governor Fund, EPA Fund, COSA Fund, Alamo Area
Development Corportation Fund, Alamo Area Agency on Aging Fund

The mission of the Alamo Area Council of Governments is to
enhance the quality of life of all residents of the Alamo Region in
partnership with elected and appointed officials, funders, community
partners and beneficiaries.

Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO)

Funding Sources

Regulatory

Discretionary

n/a

n/a

n/a

Volunteer

DTI Volunteers

No

No

2

2

5

5

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes - Serves as
intermediary between
installations and government

Yes

center to leverage solutions
for CPS Energy (& other
private energy
organizations) on the behalf
of JBSA & DTI

1

Task 1Cb - Regional Coordination Assessment (SA Points of Contact)
Regional Coordination Organization

Formal/Informal

Adopted Communication Plan/Official Documentation?

Point of Contact ‐ Accessibility

Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG)

Formal ‐ All meeting shall be in
compliance with Texas Government
Code Chapter 551 ‐ Open Meetings.

Official Doc. ‐ voluntary assoc. of local gov'ts and orgs organized
pursuant to Chapter 391, Texas Local Government Code as a
regional planning commission.
Executive Director

Jeri Rainey, Interim Co‐Executive Director
210‐362‐5208, jrainey@aacog.com
Joe Ramos, Interim Co‐Executive Director

Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO)

Formal ‐ All meeting shall be in
compliance with Texas Government
Code Chapter 551 ‐ Open Meetings.

Official Doc.‐ established in 163 when City of San Antonio, Bexar
County, and TxDOT agreed to establish the San Antonio‐Bexar
County Urban Transportation Study (SABCUTS)
MPO Director

Isidro Martinez
Director
210‐227‐8651
imartinez@alamoareampo.org

Alamo Regional Mobility Authority (Alamo RMA)

Formal ‐ All meeting shall be in
compliance with Texas Government
Code Chapter 551 ‐ Open Meetings.

Official Doc. ‐ authorized and existing pursuant to Chapter 370 of
the Texas Transportation Code
Chairman of the Board

Northeast Partnership

Informal

(501)(c)(6) non‐profit corporation

Informal

(501)(c)(6) non‐profit corporation

>Randolph Air Power Community Council (RAPCO)

City of San Antonio

>San Antonio Development Services Department (SADSD)

>Office of Military Affairs (OMA)

>>Military Transformation Task Force (MTTF)

Formal ‐ As stated in the MOU between
Fort Sam Houston and City of San
Official Doc. ‐ MOU between Fort Sam Houston and City of San
Antonio
Antonio

Formal ‐ As stated in the Information
Bulletin regarding the MOU between
Fort Sam Houston and City of San
Antonio

Formal ‐ As stated by 2005 BRAC
Commission to COSA City Council

Formal ‐ Coordinated by Greater San
Antonio Chamber of Commerce, OMA
and Bexar County

Official Doc. ‐ MOU between Fort Sam Houston and City of San
Antonio

San Antonio BRAC 2005 Update ‐ Military Transformation Task
Force

Established as supporting action group for OMA in response to
2005 BRAC.

NP Executive

Texas Military Preparedness Commission
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Executive Committee
majority shall constitute Enhance the quality of life of
a quorum to hold
all residents of the Alamo
special meetings.
Region
Develops transportation
plans and programs to
address the needs of the
The MPO's mission is to provide a
greater San Antonio area.
comprehensive, coordinated and
The Transportation Policy
The Chairman of the
continuous ("3C") transportation
Board leads the MPO and
Transportation Policy
planning process for the safe and
decides how federal and
efficient movement of people and goods, Board, at his/her
discretion, may establish state transportation funds
consistent with the region's overall
will be allocated for the
special advisory
economic, social and environmental
region.
committees.
goals.

Director

Robert Murdock
Director
210‐207‐2712
Robert.Murdock@sanantonio.gov

To coordinate the metropolitan and
regional response to the formation of
JBSA.

MTTF Tri‐Chairs

Kevin Wolff (Primary), Bexar County, 210‐335‐2613
kwolff@bexar.org
Ivy Taylor, COSA District 2, 210‐207‐7278
Ivy.Taylor@sanantonio.gov
3rd Member TBD

To address impacts on the community
and leverage BRAC actions to strengthen
the San Antonio economy and revitalize
neighborhoods

Kevin Wolff
Precinct 3 Commissioner
210‐335‐2613
kwolff@bexar.org
Bob Brach
Development Services Engineer
210‐335‐1243
rbrach@bexar.org

Director of the Commission

Keith Graf
Director, Military Preparedness
512‐936‐0100
kgraf@gov.texas.gov

Coordination Frequency

Response Time Delineation

Regular public meetings held
monthly.

Call for special meeting: waiver
of notice in writing and mailed
to each Director ≥ 5 days
before such meeting.

Regular public meetings held
monthly.

A special item requires a
motion for approval for
inclusion on the next TPB
meeting agenda.

To accelerate needed
transportation projects,
through the direction of a
Established to allow a locally controlled
Special meetings may be local board making local
entity, working cooperatively with
choices about local mobility
TxDOT, to develop turnpike projects and called, upon proper
needs that enhance the
provide support to other transportation notice, at any time by
improvements in the region that would the Chairman or at the quality of life and economic
growth for all residents in
No fewer than four regular
otherwise rely solely on state or federal request of any three
our region.
meetings per calendar year.
Directors.
funding for implementation.
To promote economic
Economic Development coordination
growth and quality of life in
advisory group for NE San Antonio
the Northeast San Antonio
jurisdictions.
area
To recognize mutual
problem areas and increase
Ceremonial advocacy group between
Ceremonies, awards
civilian understanding of
Randolph AFB & surrounding
banquets, scholarship long‐range military
communities
programs
objectives.
Quarterly
Development
applications for
property located within
Military Influence Area
(specific applications
listed in MOU)

Planning Manager

Melissa Ramirez
Planning Manager
210‐207‐7038
melissa.ramirez@sanantonio.gov

Expected Outcomes

Partner with elected and appointed
officials, funders, community partners
and beneficiaries.

COSA DSD will recognize Camp Bullis MIA Development
applications for
area in maps, will modify standard
property located within
operating procedures to include the
Military Influence Area
notification process. The SDS also
coordinates the Military Lighting Overlay (specific applications
listed in MOU)
District.

>>>San Antonio/Bexar County Transportation Task Force

Formal ‐ The commission shall develop
and implement policies that provide the
public with a reasonable
opportunity to appear before the
commission and to speak on any
issue under the jurisdiction of the
commission.
Official Doc. ‐ Established in 2003 by the 78th Texas Legislature

Coordination Triggers

Mayor's Office, City Manager's Office, & City
Council Office

Bexar County Infrastructure Services

>>>Bexar County Public Works Department (BCPWD)

John Clamp
Chairman
210‐335‐6716
alamorma@bexar.org
Tom Daly
Mayor ‐ City of Selma
210‐651‐7804
mayor@ci.selma.tx.us

Nature/Extent of Coordination

Creation of a more formal system of
notifications for development
applications affecting both COSA and
FSH.

Bexar County MTTF POC

>>Bexar County (BC)

POC Info

Development
applications for
property located within
Military Influence Area
(specific applications
listed in MOU)

To coordinate with Fort Sam
Houston to address, support,
and protect Camp Bullis and
Camp Stanley

All notifications will be
provided to COSA POC one
working day before notice is
provided to FSH.

Call for special meeting: waiver
of notice in writing required,
no time frame specified.

n/a

Within 5 working days for
minor plats and within 10
working days for all other
applications.

DSD staff is to notify the COSA
POCs upon deeming a
development application
complete. DSD staff notifies
The SDS will coordinate
notification procedures with OMA POCs and a Military in‐
box one business day after this
utilities companies on the
initial notification.
behalf of COSA.

Within 5 working days for
minor plats and within 10
working days for all other
applications.

To conduct a Growth
Management Plan
associated with the 2005
BRAC.

Within 5 working days for
minor plats and within 10
working days for all other
applications.

Notified by DSD staff of
development applications one
day after initial notification to
COSA POCs

Helps facilitate and
implement post‐BRAC plans

Cooperative land use studies, veterans
affairs

To protect county
Impacts related to noise, investment in national
traffic, drainage,
defense, as well as promote
outdoor lighting and
economic development
Public workshops (4) during
JLUS process
development strategies. created by bases.

Assessing military impacts on
transportation plans

Any military action or
impact on the
transportation system
wihtin the county

Make localy policy as well as
state and federal legislative
recommendations

Advises and makes recommendations to
the governor and legislature regarding
military issues and economic and
industrial development related to
military issues

The commission make
make agreements with
firms or agencies with
prior approval of the
governor

To preserve, protect, expand
and attract new military
missions, assets and
installations in Texas.

The commission shall meet at
least quarterly. Meets with
Texas Commander's Council at
least once per year.

Expedites communication
between governor's office and
military communities. No
specific response delineation
found.
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Task 1Cb - Regional Coordination Assessment (SA Points of Contact) continued

Defense Transformation Institute (DTI)

Formal ‐ DTI was established by Texas
Research & Technology Foundation in
partnership with the City

Official Doc. ‐ MOU between DTI and City of San Antonio

President, DTI Board of Managers

John Jernigan
Director, Defense Transformation Institute
(210)229‐2188
info@defensetransform.org

>JBSA Sustainable Energy Innovation Center (SEIC)

Formal ‐SEIC initiative was established
through an MOU between the DTI and
JBSA

Official Doc. ‐ MOU between DTI and JBSA

President, DTI Board of Managers

John Jernigan
Director, Defense Transformation Institute
(210)229‐2188
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To support the City's
Strategic Plan for Economic
COSA and DTI agree to partner in
Development by helping
leveraging military assets to promote
maximize the military's
economic development opportunities.
economic value.
Demonstrate energy
improvement solutions,
Use of DTI as intermediary for creating
Any initiative, project or hasten assessment and
and enhancing partnerships between
implementation of new
program that may be
and among JBSA and other public or
private entities in the areas of research, contemplated and made technologies, performance
evaluations and the
under agreement
education, training and installation
(subject to review and maintenance of a technology
support for sustainable energy
database.
approval)
initiatives, projects and programs.
Specific development
projects that would
benefit both the City
and the military.

DTI agrees to provide at least
quarterly updates on its
progress to the Military Affairs
Committee.

Annual sustainable energy
workshops.

No committed funds from city,
but DTI may seek financial
assistance from the City. No
specific response time
delineation noted.
JBSA will comply with all
Federal procurement and
financial assistance laws,
regulations and procedures
(including the requirement to
utilize competitive procedures)
with regard to any specific
project.
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Task 1Cc - Assessment of SA Regional Stakeholder Communication / Coordindation
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

JBSA-Camp Bullis

City of San Antonio

Bexar County

Federal Aviation Administration

Formal

Dec 2008 - Adopted Military Lighting
Overlay District;
Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Mayor and Affected City Council
District's Representative;
Office of Military Affairs, Director

New / Existing Lighting for Downward
Directional Lighting; Development
applications review within five miles of
Camp Bullis and Camp Stanley
including recognition of the need to
coordinate with USFWS for
environmental purposes

Formal;
Informal

Jul 2008 - Adopted Bexar County
Lighting Order;
Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

County Judge and Affected County
Commissioner;
Bexar County Environmental Engineer;
Bexar County Development Services
Manager

Outdoor Lighting in unincorporated
area within 5 miles of Camp Bullis
Boundary; Development in
unincorporated area; Environmental
Review within 5 miles of Camp Bullis

Downward directional lighting;
Feedback on development that can
impact military ops

As needed

None

Formal

Official Documentation, Letters of Air
Operations

Air operations / Air traffic concerns

Rescheduling of air ops / training;
Canceling of air ops / training;
Rerouting of air ops / training

Daily / Weekly / Monthly
(As items are needing a response)

Yes

Development applications review
within five miles of Camp Bullis and
Camp Stanley including recognition of
campbullisnotifications@conus.army.m the need to coordinate with USFWS Military response and feedback on
for environmental purposes
development review;
il

Daily / Weekly / Monthly
(As items are needing a response)

Yes - response will be 5 working days
for minor plats and 10 working days for
all other requests

Development applications review
within five miles of Camp Bullis and
Camp Stanley including recognition of
campbullisnotifications@conus.army.m the need to coordinate with USFWS Military response and feedback on
for environmental purposes
development review;
il

Daily / Weekly / Monthly
(As items are needing a response)

Yes - response will be 5 working days
for minor plats and 10 working days for
all other requests

Internal to each installation

Communities and property owners to
retrofit and use downward directional
lighting in fixtures, etc.;
Military response and feedback on
development review;

Daily / Weekly / Monthly
(As items are needing a response)

Yes - response will be 5 working days
for minor plats and 10 working days for
all other requests

Camp Bullis Installation Attorney
Advisor;

JBSA-Fort Sam Houston

Formal

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Camp Bullis Installation Attorney
Advisor;

JBSA-Camp Bullis

Texas Military Preparedness Commission

City of Fair Oaks Ranch

San Antonio Board of Realtors

Kendall County
Edwards Aquifer Authority
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Formal

Formal

Formal

Informal

Formal
Neither

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Official documentation

Governor's Office of Economic
Development and Tourism

Military economic advocacy;
Community-military financial
assistance / economic adjustment
assistance

Knowledge of military assets in Texas;
Financial assistance to communities
with installations
Quarterly

None

Jan 2009 - Adopted lighting ordinance Building Department

New / renovation of existing lighting
within the Camp Bullis Buffer Zone (an Property owners and residents to
area that extends 3 miles from Camp retrofit and use downward directional
lighting in new or existing development As needed
Bullis in all directions)

None

Form 1200, Voluntary Form

Governmental Affairs Office

Awareness and notification to
prospective buyers, renters, and
Buyers, Renters, and Sellers of
property within Military Influence Areas sellers

As needed

None

Kendall County Development
Management office

Outdoor Lighting in unincorporated
area within 5 miles of Camp Bullis
Boundary

None

None

Property owners and residents to
retrofit and use downward directional
lighting in new or existing development As needed
None
None

None
None

Aug 2009 - Adopted Lighting Order
Neither
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Task 1Cc - Assessment of SA Regional Stakeholder Communication / Coordindation
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Comal County
San Antonio Builders' Association
Texas Parks and Wildlife
US Fish and Wildlife Service

San Antonio Water System

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

County Judge and Affected County
Commissioner;
Office of the Comal County Engineer

Outdoor lighting in unincorporated
area within 3 miles of Camp Bullis
Boundary

None

None

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Property owners and residents to
retrofit and use downward directional
lighting in new or existing development As needed
None
None

None
None

Formal
Neither

Sep 2008 - Adopted Lighting Order
Neither

Informal

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Wildlife Habitat Assessment Program, Environmental Studies; Wildlife Habitat Assessment of environmental
512-389-4571
Conservation Program
concerns

As needed

None

Informal

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Fish and Wildlife Biologist,
512-490-0057 ext. 235

Environmental Studies; Wildlife Habitat Assessment of environmental
Conservation Program
concerns

As needed

None

Formal

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Manager of Program Planning,
210-233-3456

Utility service agreements requested
for property within Camp Bullis MIA (5 Military response and feedback on
miles around installation)
utility service agreements

As applicable

None

Dec 2008 - Signed MOU between
JBSA-Sam Houston and COSA

Director of Distribution Engineering,
210-353-2702 (for existing lighting);
Senior Manager of Customer
Construction, 210-353-6860 (for new
lighting)

Utility service agreements requested
for property within Camp Bullis MIA (5
miles around installation);
Retrofitting Lighting within 3 miles of Military response and feedback on
Camp Bullis
utility service agreements

Neither
Neither
Neither

None
None
None

None
None
None

As applicable
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

Feb 2009 - Adopted ordinance
Neither
Neither

Building Official
None
None

Outdoor Lighting in city within 5 miles
of Camp Bullis Boundary;
Downward directional lighting;
None
None
None
None

As applicable
None
None

None
None
None

CPS Energy
City of Bulverde
City of Hill Country Village
City of Hollywood Park

Formal
Neither
Neither
Neither

City of Shavano Park
Conservation Advisory Board
Green Spaces Alliance

Formal
Neither
Neither

Texas Department of Transportation
Northside Independent School District

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

None
None
None

None

Coordinated effort for win-win goals for
TXDOT and mitliary;
Reduction in congestion or roadway
capacity issues for all users of
roadways
As needed
None
None

None
None

Capital Improvements that affect
military operations;
Coordinating military deployments /
convoys on public roadways

Formal
Neither

Official Documentation
Neither

None
None

Neither
??
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither

Neither

None

None

None

None

None

Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Letters, Perpetual Clear Zone
Easement

Doesn't identify POC for Universal
City.
Notification and certification must go to Land use actions in the Clear Zone,
Base Commander for 60 day notice. APZs

As needed

Perpetual CZ Easement requires the
city to give Randolph 60 days, but
does not require a response time of
the base.

JBSA-Lackland AFB
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
JBSA-Lackland AFB
San Antonio International Airport
Port San Antonio
Air Education Training and Command
Real Estate Council of San Antonio
City of Leon Valley
San Antonio Chamber of Commerce
Lackland Independent School District
Southwest Independent School District

JBSA-Randolph AFB

JBSA-Randolph AFB
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Formal / Informal

Mutually agreeable results that
encourage development and
protection of the mission
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Task 1Cc - Assessment of SA Regional Stakeholder Communication / Coordindation
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination
City of Cibolo
City of Converse
City of Garden Ridge
City of Live Oak

City of Schertz
City of Seguin
City of Selma

City of Universal City
Randolph Metrocom Chamber of Commerce
Northeast Partnership for Economic Development
Other agencies involved in airspace management and operations, i.e.
Hondo Airport / All entities with Letter of Air operations with JBSARandolph
Alamo Area Council of Governments
Guadalupe County
Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
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Neither
Informal
Informal
Informal

Formal
Neither ??
???

Formal
Informal
Informal

Formal
Informal
Informal
Informal

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation
Neither
Neither
Neither
Neither

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

TBD???
???

TBD?
TBD?

TBD?
TBD?

TBD?
TBD?

TBD?
TBD?

TBD
TBD

Official Documentation through Letters
and UDC, Perpetual Clear Zone
Easement, Letters to the AF regarding
proposed development adjacent to the
airfield

Doesn't identify POC for Universal
City.
Notification and certification must go to Land use actions in the Clear Zone,
Base Commander for 60 day notice. APZs

Mutually agreeable results that
encourage development and
protection of the mission

Neither
Neither

None
None

None
None

None
None

Official Documentation, Letters of Air
Operations

Yes, is different for each airfield and
letter of operation

coordinating airspace use and issues
that may arise

safe, navigable airspace for all users

Neither
Neither
Neither

None
None
None

None
None
None

None
None
None

Official Documentation through Letters
and UDC, Letters to the AF regarding
proposed development around the
airfield

Perpetual CZ Easement requires the
city to give Randolph 60 days, but
does not require a response time of
the base.

As needed
None
None

None
None

As needed
None
None
None

Immediate
None
None
None
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Appendix 4 – Evaluation of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
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Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Camp Williams

State of Utah

Utah National Guard

Camp Williams

To install or contract to install a 4-inch
natural gas line on the installation and
allow for the city to monitor, repair and
perform maintenance activities on the
natural gas line corridor as necessary.

The gas line will provide Natural Gas
to facilities located on AGCW Range
and Maintenance buildings at Tickville
Gulch. This will also allow for future
As needed to make repairs and
expansion on AGCW.
perform routine maintenance.

Formal

October 2012 - Signed MOU between
Utah Army National Guard and Eagle Gary R. Herbert - Governor - (801)
Mountain City
432-4400

Formal

Undated - unsigned MOA between
Utah National Guard, Army Garrison
Camp W.G. Williams, and West
Jordan Police Department.

To clarify responsibilities policies and
basic procedures necessary to ensure
To support WJPD utilization of AGCW As needed to report maintenance,
Robert T. Dunton - LTC, EN, UTARNG understanding and accord between
BOM and WJPD.
ranges and facilities when available. safety and security problems.
- (801) 878-5402

None- This MOA will terminate
automatically on September 30, 2008. None

Neither

Provide background information about
the communities and areas involved in
cleanup and investigation;
• Foster open communication between
the army and residents living in
communities surrounding Camp
A Community Relations Plan for the
Williams;
Camp Williams Military Munitions
• Outline the specific measures the
Response Program (MMRP). The
Utah Army National Guard (UTNG) is
MMRP is a an environmental
investigation and cleanup effort related going to take to involve the public in
Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Semithe investigation of munitions in
to military munitions that may be
US Environmental
accordance with the Military Munitions annually, Annually, and as needed or
Protection Agency - Jim Kiefer - Email: present in the areas surrounding
required.
Response Program (MMRP).
kiefer.jim@epa.gov - (303) 312-6907 Camp Williams.

30 days - public comment

Email Portal Communication

October 2012 - unsigned MOA
between the DOD / DON and E.ON
Climate and Renewables, North
America / Petronila Wind Farm, LLC.

To ensure the robust development of
renewable energy sources and the
increased resiliency of the commercial
grid in the U.S. while simultaneously The operation of these wind turbines
mitigating any adverse impacts on
should have negligible effect on the
Department of the Navy's mission.
Commanding Officer - (361) 961-2331 military operations and readiness.

As needed to perform curtailment.

None

Diagram Showing Geographic
Boundary (Latitude/Longitude) of Wind
Project (Project Boundary).

Neither

The Service member’s government
advocate for providing assistance for
any type of housing: rental or
purchase, on-base or off-base,
community, government and
Housing Service Center - (361) 961- Public/Private Venture (PPV) at any
3336 - corpuschristihousing@navy.mil installation worldwide.

Hours of Operation: 0730-1600

None

Web-based housing referral program

Formal

None

None

Camp Williams Implementation
NAS Corpus Christi

Department of Defense / Department of the Navy

Navy Housing

Formal

Informal

None

Camp Roberts
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Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Tri-County Small Area Studies (Eglin AFB JLUS
Implementation)

Okaloosa-Walton College

Formal

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

November 2004 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between Eglin AFB and OkaloosaWalton College.

Point of Contact
Identified

Edmond B. Keith, Colonel, USAF Commander

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

The United States Air Force is
committed to providing high-quality
educational programs on all bases.

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Offer specified educational degree
programs on the base, fulfilling all
standards and requirements
established by the individual college
and all applicable regional accrediting
associations.
None

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

180 days - termination

None

None

Geographic coordinates, NAD 83 including map

NAS Kingsville JLUS

Department Of Defense / Department of the Navy

Formal

February 2012 - Signed MOA between
the DOD / DON and Texas Wind
Dru Steubing - Managing Member Group
Texas Wind Group

To ensure the robust development of
renewable energy sources and the
increased resiliency of the commercial
grid in the U.S. while simultaneously
mitigating any adverse impacts on
military operations and readiness. The
operation of the proposed Texas Wind
Group Riviera I Wind Turbine Farm is
expected to interfere with Navy
precision approach and the air
surveillance radars in the vicinity of
The operation of these wind turbines
Naval Air Station, Kingsville (NAS
should have negligible effect on the
Kingsville).
Department of the Navy's mission.

As needed to perform curtailment.

NAS Kingsville JLUS Implementation
Columbus AFB JLUS

Columbus AFB JLUS Implementation
Camp Bullis JLUS

City of San Antonio

JBSA_RJIS_Assessment_2014 12 22 MLM_FINAL

Formal

August 2008 - signed memorandum of
agreement between Fort Sam Houston Sheryl Sculley - City Manager - (210)
and the City of San Antonio
207-7080

Approving a strategy to address,
support, and protect Camp Bullis and
Camp Stanley, and that both agree
with and support the strategy.

The strategy includes a new
notification plan for development
applications for property located within
a Military Influence Area surrounding
Camp Bullis and Camp Stanley.
Regularly scheduled staff meetings.

2 business days - COSA notifies FSH
and Camp Bullis after initial
notification.
5 business days - FSH minor plats
response (via e-mail).
10 business days - FSH all other
application response (via e-mail).
None

2

Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Joint Base San Antonio

Department of the Army

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Formal

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

January 2011 - signed memorandum
of agreement between the Defense
Transformation Institute (DTI) and
Joint Base San Antonio.

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

1) Demonstrate solutions for achieving
energy improvement goals for JBSA.
2) Hasten assessment and
Concerning the use of DTI as a not-for- implementation of new technologies
that foster the energy goals of JBSA.
profit intermediary for creating and
enhancing partnerships between and 3) Provide a clearinghouse for
evaluating their performance
among JBSA and other public or
effectiveness and limitations.
private entities in the areas of
4) Maintain a searchable database of
research, education, training and
ideas and technologies that can be
John G. Jernigan - President, Board of installation support for sustainable
utilized by JBSA for finding solutions
Managers - Defense Transformation energy initiatives, projects, and
to specific problems.
programs.
Institute.

Formal

May 2011 - signed Training and
Ranges Regulation 350-1

Formal

May 1992 - signed supplimental MOA
between the Texas Nature
Conservancy, the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department, and the U.S.
Texas Nature Conservancy - State
Department of Defense.
Director

August 2008 - signed charter of
agreement between all members of
the Nevada Joint Military Affairs
Committee.

This regulation establishes policies
and procedures for the use of ranges
and live-fire facilities at Camp Bullis.

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

DTI has coordinated the JBSA
Sustainable Energy Workshop and a
number of other community-based
meetings.

To define responsibilities and
prescribe the policies and procedures
to be followed by all units, civic
organizations and individuals utilizing
Ranges, Training Areas, or Training
Sites at Camp Bullis.
As needed.

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Either party may dissolve this
agreement prior to termination with 60
days notice.
None

None

None

To establish responsibilties and the
assistance of the participating parties
in enhancing the exchange of
Improving the decsions that are made
information on important physical and about the management of those
biological resources.
resources.
At least semi-annual meetings.

60 days - termination

National Biological and Conservation
Data System.

Captain Michael Glaser, USN

Maintain effective communication and
working relationships between the
State of Nevada, Department of
Defense branches, Department of
Energy and the federal land
Discuss plans of mutual interest and,
management agencies that manage
when appropriate, propose actions to
installations and lands in Nevada.
address significant issues.

At minimum, the Committee will meet
semi-annually.

None

None

James Meznek President/Superintendent

In order to maintain effective combat
force readiness, Headquarters,
Department of the Army is committed
to raising the educational level of its
personnel by providing an opportunity
for undergraduate and graduate
classes leading to associate,
Barstow Community College will offer
baccalaureate, and master degrees. specific degree programs at NTC.

None

180 days - termination (written)

None

John N. Tully - Commander

Camp Bullis JLUS Implementation
NAS Fallon

Nevada Joint Military Affairs Committee

Formal

Ft. Irwin

Barstow Community College

JBSA_RJIS_Assessment_2014 12 22 MLM_FINAL

Formal

September 2003 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between Fort Irwin and Barstow
Community College

3

Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Fort Irwin

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Formal

March 2013 - signed memorandum of
agreement between the National
Training Center & Fort Irwin, Logistics
Readiness Center, Mission Installation
Contracting Command, Network
Enterprise Center, Installation
Management Command, and the
National Federation of Federal
Employees.
Theodore D. Martin - BG, U.S. Army

Sets forth an understanding between
the agency and the union relative to
the implementation of furloughs for the 1. Alternate Work Schedules.
bargaining unit employees.
2. Determining Furlough Times.

Formal

December 2011 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between the California Department of
Fish and Game, the California Energy
Commission, the Bureau of Land
Management, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the U.S.
Director - California Department of
Department of Defense.
Fish and Game

Executive Order S-14-08 establishing
a state policy goal of producing 33
percent of California's electrical needs
with renewable energy resources by
2020.

Formal

November 2003 - signed
memorandum of agreement between
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
California-Nevada Operations Office
Bureau of Land Management,
California Desert District National Park
Service, Mojave National Preserve
National Park Service, Joshua Tree
National Park Animal & Plant Health
Inspection Service, Wildlife Services,
Calif. State Off. Edwards Air Force
Base U.S. Army National Training
Center, Ft. Irwin Marine Air Ground
Task Force Training Command, 29
Palms Marine Corps Logistics Base,
Barstow Naval Air Weapons Station, Steve Thompson, CA/NV - U.S. Fish
and China lake.
and Wildlife Service

Concerning Agency Cooperation on
the Preparation of the Raven
Management Environmental
Assessment.

February 2013 - signed MOA between
Beale AFB and the County of Yuba.
Phil A. Stewart - Colonel - USAF

County of Yuba is responsible for
designating and overseeing mass
dispensing sites within Yuba County to
serve as a Point of Dispensing in the
event that a public health emergency
Designating the responsibilities and
major actions of each party to support exists, as well as the coordination of
emergency management between
the processing and regional
various public safety and service
distribution of the Strategic National
providers that serve the community.
None
Stockpile in Yuba County, CA.

None

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

"timely manner"

None

To Form a cooperative relationship
between the Parties to effectively plan
for and promote renewable energy
development in California consistent
with the DOD's military mission.
Regularly scheduled policy meetings.

None

None

To establish an agreement between
the listed agencies to jointly prepare
an environmental assessment (EA) as
lead and cooperating agencies. The
EA will support the making of agency
decisions on actions to manage raven
predation on desert tortoise in the
California Desert.
None

30 days - withdraw

None

3 days - deemed complete (via mail)
60 days - termination (written notice)

None

Edwards AFB

State of California

U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Beale AFB

County of Yuba
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Formal

4

Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

City of Gridley

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Formal

Assumes the due diligence performed
by the City will determine the viability
of a PPA or other service agreement
relative to cost and other
undated - unsigned MOU between the Joni Gerry - joni.gerry@beale.afb.mil - considerations for the sale of nonhydro electric power to Beale.
City of Gridley and Beale AFB.
(530) 634-2640

Formal

None

Expanded the requirements for local
government to notify military
installations of proposed development
and planning activities.

Provide the military an opportunity to
comment on proposed development
and express concerns with potential
impacts to the installation.

None

None

None

None

This bill would require the land use
element to consider the impact of new
growth on military readiness activities
carried out on military bases,
installations, and operating and
training areas, when proposing zoning
ordinances or designating land uses
covered by the general plan for land or
other territory adjacent to those
military facilities, or underlying
designated military aviation routes and
airspace.

The bill would, with respect to the
open-space element, define openspace land to include areas adjacent
to military installations, military training
routes, and restricted airspace.
None

None

None

Identify other State and Federal
sources that would contribute to
energy efficiency, renewables and
other sustainable energy programs.

Notify / schedule - one week in
advance prior to anticipated
requirements.
Briefing - 30 November 2010

90 days - termination (written notice)

None

El Centro

State of California

State of California
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Formal

Statutes of 2004 - SB 1442 - Chapter
907

Statutes of 2002 - SB 1468 - Chapter
971
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Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Camp Williams

State of Utah

Utah National Guard

Camp Williams

To install or contract to install a 4-inch
natural gas line on the installation and
allow for the city to monitor, repair and
perform maintenance activities on the
natural gas line corridor as necessary.

The gas line will provide Natural Gas
to facilities located on AGCW Range
and Maintenance buildings at Tickville
Gulch. This will also allow for future
As needed to make repairs and
expansion on AGCW.
perform routine maintenance.

Formal

October 2012 - Signed MOU between
Utah Army National Guard and Eagle Gary R. Herbert - Governor - (801)
Mountain City
432-4400

Formal

Undated - unsigned MOA between
Utah National Guard, Army Garrison
Camp W.G. Williams, and West
Jordan Police Department.

To clarify responsibilities policies and
basic procedures necessary to ensure
To support WJPD utilization of AGCW As needed to report maintenance,
Robert T. Dunton - LTC, EN, UTARNG understanding and accord between
BOM and WJPD.
ranges and facilities when available. safety and security problems.
- (801) 878-5402

None- This MOA will terminate
automatically on September 30, 2008. None

Neither

Provide background information about
the communities and areas involved in
cleanup and investigation;
• Foster open communication between
the army and residents living in
communities surrounding Camp
A Community Relations Plan for the
Williams;
Camp Williams Military Munitions
• Outline the specific measures the
Response Program (MMRP). The
Utah Army National Guard (UTNG) is
MMRP is a an environmental
investigation and cleanup effort related going to take to involve the public in
Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Semithe investigation of munitions in
to military munitions that may be
US Environmental
accordance with the Military Munitions annually, Annually, and as needed or
Protection Agency - Jim Kiefer - Email: present in the areas surrounding
required.
Response Program (MMRP).
kiefer.jim@epa.gov - (303) 312-6907 Camp Williams.

30 days - public comment

Email Portal Communication

October 2012 - unsigned MOA
between the DOD / DON and E.ON
Climate and Renewables, North
America / Petronila Wind Farm, LLC.

To ensure the robust development of
renewable energy sources and the
increased resiliency of the commercial
grid in the U.S. while simultaneously The operation of these wind turbines
mitigating any adverse impacts on
should have negligible effect on the
Department of the Navy's mission.
Commanding Officer - (361) 961-2331 military operations and readiness.

As needed to perform curtailment.

None

Diagram Showing Geographic
Boundary (Latitude/Longitude) of Wind
Project (Project Boundary).

Neither

The Service member’s government
advocate for providing assistance for
any type of housing: rental or
purchase, on-base or off-base,
community, government and
Housing Service Center - (361) 961- Public/Private Venture (PPV) at any
3336 - corpuschristihousing@navy.mil installation worldwide.

Hours of Operation: 0730-1600

None

Web-based housing referral program

Formal

None

None

Camp Williams Implementation
NAS Corpus Christi

Department of Defense / Department of the Navy

Navy Housing

Formal

Informal

None

Camp Roberts
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1

Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Tri-County Small Area Studies (Eglin AFB JLUS
Implementation)

Okaloosa-Walton College

Formal

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

November 2004 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between Eglin AFB and OkaloosaWalton College.

Point of Contact
Identified

Edmond B. Keith, Colonel, USAF Commander

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

The United States Air Force is
committed to providing high-quality
educational programs on all bases.

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Offer specified educational degree
programs on the base, fulfilling all
standards and requirements
established by the individual college
and all applicable regional accrediting
associations.
None

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

180 days - termination

None

None

Geographic coordinates, NAD 83 including map

NAS Kingsville JLUS

Department Of Defense / Department of the Navy

Formal

February 2012 - Signed MOA between
the DOD / DON and Texas Wind
Dru Steubing - Managing Member Group
Texas Wind Group

To ensure the robust development of
renewable energy sources and the
increased resiliency of the commercial
grid in the U.S. while simultaneously
mitigating any adverse impacts on
military operations and readiness. The
operation of the proposed Texas Wind
Group Riviera I Wind Turbine Farm is
expected to interfere with Navy
precision approach and the air
surveillance radars in the vicinity of
The operation of these wind turbines
Naval Air Station, Kingsville (NAS
should have negligible effect on the
Kingsville).
Department of the Navy's mission.

As needed to perform curtailment.

NAS Kingsville JLUS Implementation
Columbus AFB JLUS

Columbus AFB JLUS Implementation
Camp Bullis JLUS

City of San Antonio

JBSA_RJIS_Assessment_2014 12 22 MLM_FINAL

Formal

August 2008 - signed memorandum of
agreement between Fort Sam Houston Sheryl Sculley - City Manager - (210)
and the City of San Antonio
207-7080

Approving a strategy to address,
support, and protect Camp Bullis and
Camp Stanley, and that both agree
with and support the strategy.

The strategy includes a new
notification plan for development
applications for property located within
a Military Influence Area surrounding
Camp Bullis and Camp Stanley.
Regularly scheduled staff meetings.

2 business days - COSA notifies FSH
and Camp Bullis after initial
notification.
5 business days - FSH minor plats
response (via e-mail).
10 business days - FSH all other
application response (via e-mail).
None

2

Task 2 - Evalaution of Regional Alternatives from Military Communities
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Joint Base San Antonio

Department of the Army

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Formal

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

January 2011 - signed memorandum
of agreement between the Defense
Transformation Institute (DTI) and
Joint Base San Antonio.

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

1) Demonstrate solutions for achieving
energy improvement goals for JBSA.
2) Hasten assessment and
Concerning the use of DTI as a not-for- implementation of new technologies
that foster the energy goals of JBSA.
profit intermediary for creating and
enhancing partnerships between and 3) Provide a clearinghouse for
evaluating their performance
among JBSA and other public or
effectiveness and limitations.
private entities in the areas of
4) Maintain a searchable database of
research, education, training and
ideas and technologies that can be
John G. Jernigan - President, Board of installation support for sustainable
utilized by JBSA for finding solutions
Managers - Defense Transformation energy initiatives, projects, and
to specific problems.
programs.
Institute.

Formal

May 2011 - signed Training and
Ranges Regulation 350-1

Formal

May 1992 - signed supplimental MOA
between the Texas Nature
Conservancy, the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department, and the U.S.
Texas Nature Conservancy - State
Department of Defense.
Director

August 2008 - signed charter of
agreement between all members of
the Nevada Joint Military Affairs
Committee.

This regulation establishes policies
and procedures for the use of ranges
and live-fire facilities at Camp Bullis.

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

DTI has coordinated the JBSA
Sustainable Energy Workshop and a
number of other community-based
meetings.

To define responsibilities and
prescribe the policies and procedures
to be followed by all units, civic
organizations and individuals utilizing
Ranges, Training Areas, or Training
Sites at Camp Bullis.
As needed.

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Either party may dissolve this
agreement prior to termination with 60
days notice.
None

None

None

To establish responsibilties and the
assistance of the participating parties
in enhancing the exchange of
Improving the decsions that are made
information on important physical and about the management of those
biological resources.
resources.
At least semi-annual meetings.

60 days - termination

National Biological and Conservation
Data System.

Captain Michael Glaser, USN

Maintain effective communication and
working relationships between the
State of Nevada, Department of
Defense branches, Department of
Energy and the federal land
Discuss plans of mutual interest and,
management agencies that manage
when appropriate, propose actions to
installations and lands in Nevada.
address significant issues.

At minimum, the Committee will meet
semi-annually.

None

None

James Meznek President/Superintendent

In order to maintain effective combat
force readiness, Headquarters,
Department of the Army is committed
to raising the educational level of its
personnel by providing an opportunity
for undergraduate and graduate
classes leading to associate,
Barstow Community College will offer
baccalaureate, and master degrees. specific degree programs at NTC.

None

180 days - termination (written)

None

John N. Tully - Commander

Camp Bullis JLUS Implementation
NAS Fallon

Nevada Joint Military Affairs Committee

Formal

Ft. Irwin

Barstow Community College
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Formal

September 2003 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between Fort Irwin and Barstow
Community College

3

Task 2 - Eval of Existing Commu
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

Fort Irwin

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Formal

March 2013 - signed memorandum of
agreement between the National
Training Center & Fort Irwin, Logistics
Readiness Center, Mission Installation
Contracting Command, Network
Enterprise Center, Installation
Management Command, and the
National Federation of Federal
Employees.
Theodore D. Martin - BG, U.S. Army

Sets forth an understanding between
the agency and the union relative to
the implementation of furloughs for the 1. Alternate Work Schedules.
bargaining unit employees.
2. Determining Furlough Times.

Formal

December 2011 - signed
memorandum of understanding
between the California Department of
Fish and Game, the California Energy
Commission, the Bureau of Land
Management, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the U.S.
Director - California Department of
Department of Defense.
Fish and Game

Executive Order S-14-08 establishing
a state policy goal of producing 33
percent of California's electrical needs
with renewable energy resources by
2020.

Formal

November 2003 - signed
memorandum of agreement between
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
California-Nevada Operations Office
Bureau of Land Management,
California Desert District National Park
Service, Mojave National Preserve
National Park Service, Joshua Tree
National Park Animal & Plant Health
Inspection Service, Wildlife Services,
Calif. State Off. Edwards Air Force
Base U.S. Army National Training
Center, Ft. Irwin Marine Air Ground
Task Force Training Command, 29
Palms Marine Corps Logistics Base,
Barstow Naval Air Weapons Station, Steve Thompson, CA/NV - U.S. Fish
and China lake.
and Wildlife Service

Concerning Agency Cooperation on
the Preparation of the Raven
Management Environmental
Assessment.

February 2013 - signed MOA between
Beale AFB and the County of Yuba.
Phil A. Stewart - Colonel - USAF

County of Yuba is responsible for
designating and overseeing mass
dispensing sites within Yuba County to
serve as a Point of Dispensing in the
event that a public health emergency
Designating the responsibilities and
major actions of each party to support exists, as well as the coordination of
emergency management between
the processing and regional
various public safety and service
distribution of the Strategic National
providers that serve the community.
None
Stockpile in Yuba County, CA.

None

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

"timely manner"

None

To Form a cooperative relationship
between the Parties to effectively plan
for and promote renewable energy
development in California consistent
with the DOD's military mission.
Regularly scheduled policy meetings.

None

None

To establish an agreement between
the listed agencies to jointly prepare
an environmental assessment (EA) as
lead and cooperating agencies. The
EA will support the making of agency
decisions on actions to manage raven
predation on desert tortoise in the
California Desert.
None

30 days - withdraw

None

3 days - deemed complete (via mail)
60 days - termination (written notice)

None

Edwards AFB

State of California

U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Beale AFB

County of Yuba
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Formal
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Task 2 - Eval of Existing Commu
JBSA Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy
Task 1C - Assessment
Formal / Informal
Coordination

City of Gridley

Based on Adopted
Communication Plan / Other
Official Documentation

Point of Contact
Identified

Nature / Extent / Trigger for
Coordination Efforts

Outcomes Expected

Frequency of Coordination Response Times Delineated

Information Technology
Capabilities
(GIS, Email Portal
Communication, etc)

Formal

Assumes the due diligence performed
by the City will determine the viability
of a PPA or other service agreement
relative to cost and other
undated - unsigned MOU between the Joni Gerry - joni.gerry@beale.afb.mil - considerations for the sale of nonhydro electric power to Beale.
City of Gridley and Beale AFB.
(530) 634-2640

Formal

None

Expanded the requirements for local
government to notify military
installations of proposed development
and planning activities.

Provide the military an opportunity to
comment on proposed development
and express concerns with potential
impacts to the installation.

None

None

None

None

This bill would require the land use
element to consider the impact of new
growth on military readiness activities
carried out on military bases,
installations, and operating and
training areas, when proposing zoning
ordinances or designating land uses
covered by the general plan for land or
other territory adjacent to those
military facilities, or underlying
designated military aviation routes and
airspace.

The bill would, with respect to the
open-space element, define openspace land to include areas adjacent
to military installations, military training
routes, and restricted airspace.
None

None

None

Identify other State and Federal
sources that would contribute to
energy efficiency, renewables and
other sustainable energy programs.

Notify / schedule - one week in
advance prior to anticipated
requirements.
Briefing - 30 November 2010

90 days - termination (written notice)

None

El Centro

State of California

State of California
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Formal

Statutes of 2004 - SB 1442 - Chapter
907

Statutes of 2002 - SB 1468 - Chapter
971

5

Appendix 5 –
Schematics of Key Communication
Review Processes

This page left intentionally blank.

City of San Antonio
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU
between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston
(502D ABW) and COSA

 May 2012, Signed MOU between
JBSA‐Lackland (502D ABW) and
COSA

Communication for what purpose?

Development applications review within
five miles of Camp Bullis and Camp Stanley
including recognition of the need to
coordinate with USFWS for environmental
purposes
Development review includes the following
actions:
 Requests to rezone property;
Preliminary development meetings;
Requests for zoning variance or special
exception; Subdivision plats; Master
development plans; Planned unit
developments; Local government code
chapter 245 determinations;
Annexations; Municipal and ETJ
boundary adjustments; Requests to
incorporate in ETJ; and Agreements for
services in‐lieu of annexation.

Development applications review within the
JBSA‐Lackland Military Influence Area
illustrated in the MOU.
Development review includes the following
actions:
 Requests for land use plan amendments;
Requests for major thoroughfare plan
amendments; Requests to rezone
property; Requests for zoning variance
or special exception; Subdivision plats;
Master development plans; Planned unit
developments; Preliminary development
meetings; Local government code
chapter 245 determinations;
Annexations; Municipal and ETJ
boundary adjustments; Requests to
incorporate in ETJ; and Agreements for
services in‐lieu of annexation.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 campbullisnotifications@conus.army.
mil

 Mayor and Affected City Council District
Representative
 Office of Military Affairs, Director

 No military email / contact assigned.

 Community Development Department
 From Lackland to COSA,
Land.development@sanantonio.gov
Outcomes expected?

 Military feedback on development review actions impacting military training and
operations.
Frequency?

 Daily / Weekly / Monthly (as items
require a response)

Response time?

 5 working days for minor plats;
 10 working days for all other requests

County of Bexar
Communication Procedures?

 Informal communication through personal emails and previous relationships established
by the participation with the Military Transformation Task Force (MTTF)

Communication for what purpose?

 Courtesy review agency for development actions occurring in unincorporated Bexar
County including infrastructure actions

Point‐of‐contact assigned?






County Judge and Affected County Commissioner
Infrastructure Services Department Executive Director
Bexar County Environmental Engineer (as needed)
Bexar County Development Services Manager / Public Works Department

Outcomes expected?

 Feedback on development actions that could impact military training and operations.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 No response time delineated

Federal Aviation Administration
Communication Procedures?

 Federal directives, orders, and MOUs requiring FAA/DOD Coordination
 Informal coordination through email correspondence and established relationships
 Not aware of any local MOUs

Communication for what purpose?

 Intergovernmental coordination
 National air space management and associated actions
 Environmental review for the management of the national air space and changes in air
space use

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 FAA Representative, Ron Lozano, Support Specialist (assigned for JBSA‐Randolph JLUS)
 Contact for DOD bases, Air Traffic Control Tower?
 Other matters, no POC assigned?

Outcomes expected?

 Feedback from military on national air space issues such as air space utilization /
congestion that could impact military training and operations.
 Rescheduling, canceling, or re‐routing air operations and / or training

Frequency?

 Daily / Weekly / Monthly (as items are
requiring a response)

Response time?

 Yes, but not specific

JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston / Camp Bullis / Camp Stanley
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston and COSA

Communication for what purpose?

Development review within five miles of the boundary of Camp Bullis and Camp Stanley
 Development review includes the following:
 Requests to rezone property; Preliminary development meetings; Requests
for zoning variance or special exception; Subdivision plats; Master
development plans; Planned unit developments; Local government code
chapter 245 determinations; Annexations; Municipal and ETJ boundary
adjustments; Requests to incorporate in ETJ; and Agreements for services in‐
lieu of annexation.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Camp Bullis Installation Attorney Advisor

Outcomes expected?

 Feedback from military on development actions and their potential impacts to military
mission training and readiness.

Frequency?

 Daily / Weekly / Monthly (as items are
requiring a response)

Response time?

 5 working days for minor plats;
 10 working days for all other requests

Texas Military Preparedness Commission
Communication Procedures?

 Formal documentation established by the Governor’s Office

Communication for what purpose?

 Military economic advocacy
 Community‐military financial assistance and economic adjustment assistance

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Governor’s Office of Economic Development and Tourism

Outcomes expected?

 Continued working knowledge of military assets in Texas to assist in advocacy of Texas
Military Installations
 Financial assistance to communities with installations

Frequency?

 Quarterly

Response time?

 None

San Antonio Board of Realtors
Communication Procedures?

 Informal communication via emails and established relationships
 Use of Form 1200, Voluntary Form for Buyers (contingent upon realtor using it)

Communication for what purpose?

 Voluntary notification through the use of Form 1200 to buyers, renters, and sellers of
properties that a property is within a military influence area where the property would
be subject to military‐related impacts including but not limited to noise, vibration,
odors.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Governmental Affairs Office

Outcomes expected?

 Awareness and notification to prospective buyers, renters, and sellers that property is
located within military influence areas and may be subject to noise and vibration.
 Reduce complaints received by the military installations.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None

Texas Parks and Wildlife
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston and COSA
 Informal communication via emails and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 Review of environmental studies associated with development actions within five miles
of the Camp Bullis / Camp Stanley boundary
 Coordination of the Wildlife Habitat Conservation Program (HCP) and review of
proposed development associated with the HCP.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Wildlife Habitat Assessment Program, 512‐389‐4571

Outcomes expected?

 Assessment of environmental conditions and studies to determine if any environmental
concerns exist or could impact the military training and readiness operations.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston and COSA
 Informal communication via emails and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 Review of environmental studies associated with development actions within five miles
of the Camp Bullis / Camp Stanley boundary
 Coordination with Texas Parks and Wildlife regarding the Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Program (HCP) and review of proposed development associated with the HCP.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Fish and Wildlife Biologist, 512‐490‐0057 ext. 235

Outcomes expected?

 Assessment of environmental conditions and studies to determine if any environmental
concerns exist or could impact the military training and readiness operations.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None

San Antonio Water System
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston and COSA
 Informal communication via emails and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 Notification of new or expansion of utility service agreements requested for property
within 5 miles of the Camp Bullis / Camp Stanley boundary.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Manager of Program Planning, 210‐233‐3456

Outcomes expected?

 Military response and feedback on proposed utility service agreements that could impact
military training and operations.
 Utility service agreements could be modified to promote military compatibility.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None

City Public Service Energy
Communication Procedures?

 December 2008, Signed MOU between JBSA‐Fort Sam Houston and COSA
 Informal communication via emails and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 Notification of new or expansion of utility service agreements requested for property
within 5 miles of the Camp Bullis / Camp Stanley boundary.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 Director of Distribution Engineering, 210‐353‐2702 (existing lighting and renovations)
 Senior Manager of Customer Construction, 210‐353‐6860 (new lighting)

Outcomes expected?

 Military response and feedback on proposed utility service agreements that could impact
military training and operations.
 Lighting can be modified to promote military compatibility.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None

City of Schertz
Communication Procedures?

 To implement the city’s UDC AICUZ Overlay Zone District, the city uses formal
informational letters to notify JBSA‐Randolph.
 Informal communication via email and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 The letters are used to notify JBSA‐Randolph of proposed development actions
occurring in the clear and accident potential zones of the airfield.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 City Manager
 Planning and Development Department
 No point‐of‐contact for JBSA‐Randolph identified in UDC

Outcomes expected?

 Military feedback on proposed development actions to determine impacts to mission
training and operations.
 Development plans could be modified to promote military compatibility.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 No response time for Base to respond
to city delineated in UDC or letters.

City of Universal City
Communication Procedures?

 Perpetual Clear Zone Easement Document, 1999.
 City form letters to JBSA‐Randolph
 Informal communication via email and established relationships

Communication for what purpose?

 The letters are used to notify JBSA‐Randolph of proposed development actions
occurring in the clear and accident potential zones of the airfield.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 No point‐of‐contact for the city assigned in the Perpetual Clear Zone Easement Document
 Notification to Base Commander is required for 60 days
 Letters come from the City’s Planning Department

Outcomes expected?

 Military feedback on proposed development actions to determine impacts to mission
training and operations.
 Development plans could be modified to promote military compatibility and economic
development.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 60 days from City to Base;
 No response time from Base to City

Alamo Area Council of Governments; Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization; City of Cibolo; City of Converse; City of Garden Ridge; City of
Live Oak; Guadalupe County; Northeast Partnership for Economic
Development; Tri‐County Chamber of Commerce

Communication Procedures?

 Informal communication via email, established professional relationships, and word of
mouth

Communication for what purpose?

 Only triggers identified for communication and coordination are related to ceremonial
events.

Point‐of‐contact assigned?

 No specific points‐of‐contact have been identified.

Outcomes expected?

 No formal outcomes expected because no formal coordination has been established.

Frequency?

 As needed

Response time?

 None
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JBSA - Regional Joint Land Use
Study Implementation Strategy

Today’s Meeting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome / Introductions
Regional JLUS Implementation Strategy Overview
Regional Military Influence Areas
Regional Compatibility Strategies
Regional JLUS Alternatives: Criteria and Evaluation
Regional JLUS Alternatives Challenges
Regional JLUS Three Alternatives
Next Steps

Welcome / Introductions

Welcome / Introductions
• City of San Antonio, Local Sponsor
• BGen (Ret.) Robert Murdock, City of San Antonio OMA
• Jesus Garza, City of San Antonio OMA

• Matrix Design Group
• Celeste Werner, AICP – Project Manager
• Mike Hrapla – Deputy Project Manager

• Regional Stakeholders

Regional JLUS Overview

Regional JLUS Goal
• To promote a more effective and efficient process

for executing the JLUS recommendations. As a
result of this, the JBSA-Regional JLUS Planning
Organization will be a best practices model for
other communities with military installations to
coordinate and communicate on a regional
perspective to better serve the communities and
the military. This will set the stage for viable, longterm military compatibility planning in the Alamo
Area Region.

Regional JLUS Objective

• To develop a strategy for which the
remaining recommendations of the JBSACamp Bullis JLUS, JBSA-Lackland JLUS, and
the upcoming recommendations of the
JBSA-Randolph JLUS will be implemented
in the Alamo Area Region.

Regional JLUS Overview
• 5-month study commissioned by City of San Antonio with OEA
financial assistance

• Reviewed all three JLUS recommendations
• Identified set of strategies that have regional perspective
• Identified regional stakeholders
• Identified existing communication / coordination between
stakeholders and military

Regional JLUS Overview (continued)
• Identified areas of improvement for communication /
coordination

• Interviewed potential regional leaders of

coordination and communication with military

• Identified criteria for which to assess potential
alternatives

• Assessed and scored all potential regional
stakeholders for capabilities

Regional JLUS Overview (continued)
• Results – three combinations of organizations to
serve as JBSA-Regional Planning Organization
(JBSA-RPO)

• Developed mission statement, goals and
objectives for regional organization

• Developed work plans and preliminary

performance measures for three alternatives

Regional JLUS Military
Influence Areas

Regional JLUS Strategies

Regional JLUS Strategies

• RJIS-1: Identify Critical Areas / Priority

Properties for Acquisition that Support
Preservation of Military Readiness for All JBSA
Installations through the use of REPI Funding or
Other Public-Public or Public-Private Funding
Mechanisms.

• RJIS-2: Utilize Capital Improvement and

Infrastructure Systems Planning for Stronger
Interagency Communication / Coordination on
Regional Growth and Management.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-3: Pursue Legislation to Authorize

Texas Counties Limited Land Use Authority
to Protect and Preserve Military Readiness
around the State’s Installations.

• RJIS-4: Develop an MOU for a Formal

Development Notification Process between
the Jurisdictions / Agencies and the JBSA
Installations.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)
• RJIS-5: Develop a Regional JLUS Implementation
Coordinating Board / Task Force.

• RJIS-6: Pursue Mandatory Real Estate Disclosure of

Military Influence Areas to Ensure the Safety and
Quality of Life for Homebuyers in the MIAs. This can
be done through Modifications to the Texas
Association of Realtors Forms 1406 and 1506 for TAR
members and Amendment of Property Code 5.008
Seller’s Disclosure of Property Condition for all
Realtors in the State of Texas.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)
• RJIS-7: Develop a Regional Military Overlay District

to Include All Military Influence Areas (MIA) for
adoption and use in Jurisdictional Zoning Ordinances
/ Unified Development Codes as Each MIA Impacts
the Jurisdiction.

• RJIS-8: Monitor the incorporation of Air Installation

Compatible use Zone (AICUZ) Guidelines for Safety
and Noise in Impacted Jurisdictions Zoning
Ordinances / Unified Development Codes to protect
Military Mission Readiness and the Public.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-9: Monitor the incorporation of Bird /

Wildlife Air Strike Hazard (BASH) Guidelines for
Safety in Impacted Jurisdictions Zoning
Ordinances / Unified Development Codes to
Protect Military Mission Readiness and the
Public.

• RJIS-10: Require a Note or Statement to be

Recorded on Plat for Those Properties That Are
Impacted by One or More of the Regional MIAs.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)
• RJIS-11: Monitor the Amendments of UDCs and

Zoning Ordinances of Local Impacted Jurisdictions to
Incorporate Dark Sky Lighting Controls and Develop
Outreach Program to Educate Regional JLUS Partners
about Sensitive Lighting Applications.

• RJIS-12: Monitor the Amendments of UDCs, Zoning
Ordinances, and Building Codes of Impacted
Jurisdictions to Incorporate Sound Attenuation
Standards for Noise Sensitive Land Uses that are
Located in One of the Regional Noise MIAs.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-13: Share Information about Mission

Critical Flight Paths and Altitudes and Height
Limitations / Restrictions to promote a Regional
Planning Perspective.

• RJIS-14: Adopt FAA Part 77 and Any

Amendments as State Law to Ensure FAA Part
77 Compliance by Developing a Height
Restrictions Zoning Ordinance / Order for Each
Impacted Jurisdiction.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-15: Coordinate Utility, Infrastructure,
Telecommunications and Alternative Energy
Development Regionally.

• RJIS-16: Provide Review of Agency Plans to
Address Military Concerns / Impacts.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-17: Ensure Review of Agency Plans to
Address Military Water Concerns.

• RJIS-18: Develop Mission Informational
Brochures and Materials and Conduct
Community Briefings to Educate the Public
about Military Mission-Related Impacts.

Regional JLUS Strategies (continued)

• RJIS-19: Develop a Regional, Searchable

Geospatial/Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) Database that can Benefit both the
Military and Communities in Long-Range
Compatibility Planning.

• RJIS-20: Develop Outreach Materials and

Conduct Joint Outreach to Developers on Low
Impact Stormwater Practices.

Regional JLUS Alternatives:
Criteria and Evaluation

Regional JLUS Criteria
• Financial Capacity – permanent versus discretionary funding
• Capacity to Perform – operationally, technologically, and
personnel

• Interagency Coordination / Communication
• Commitment to Collaborating with Military
• Internal Coordination / Communication
• Political Influence – likelihood of political influence playing a
major role in decision-making

Evaluation of Organizations
Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG)
Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO)
City of San Antonio (GIS Division)
AAMPO’s Strategic Geospatial Coordination Committee
(SGCC)
City of San Antonio’s Office of Military Affairs (OMA)
New Organization

Regional JLUS Alternatives
Challenges

Regional JLUS Challenges
Financial Resources – Ability of the organization
to operate in a sustainable manner and not be
dependent on discretionary funding (grant
funding).
Personnel Resources – Ability of the organization
to have dedicated staff to serve the mission of the
JSBA-Regional Planning Organization
Technological Resources – Organization’s ability
to operate, maintain, and perform various actions
with advanced technology

Regional JLUS Three Alternatives

Alternative 1: OMA and AAMPO

• Strengths: Financial capacity, capacity to
perform, interagency communication and
coordination, military commitment, and
internal communication and coordination

• Challenges: Political influence

Alternative 2: OMA and AACOG

• Strengths: Interagency coordination and
communication, Capacity to perform,
Internal coordination and communication,
and military commitment

• Challenges: Financial capacity, Political
influence

Alternative 3: OMA

• Strengths: Financial capacity, Military
commitment, and Capacity to perform

• Challenges: Interagency coordination and
communication, Internal coordination and
communication, and Political influence

Next Steps

Next Steps
• Public awareness and support for regional
organization

• OMA to approach other entities (AACOG,
MPO) and determine organizational
requirements

• Secure both permanent and/or

discretionary funding as warranted.

Appendix 7 –
JBSA – Regional Joint Land Use Study Military Influence Area Overlay Districts (MIAOD) with
Subzones
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Figure 1 - Military Influence Area Overlay Districts (MIAOD) with Subzones
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